
 CAUSE NO. DC-16-12579 
 
MOHAMED MOHAMED,  §  IN THE JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
Individually AND on Behalf § 
of AHMED MOHAMED, a Minor  § 
  § 
 Plaintiff,  § 
  § 
v.   §  DALLAS COUNTY, TEXAS 
  § 
THE BLAZE, INC.; GLENN BECK;  § 
CENTER FOR SECURITY POLICY;  § 
JIM HANSON; FOX TELEVISION  § 
STATIONS, LLC; BEN FERGUSON;  § 
BEN SHAPIRO; BETH VAN DUYNE  § 
  § 
 Defendants.  §  162ND DISTRICT COURT 
 

DEFENDANTS KDFW FOX 4 AND BEN FERGUSON’S  
MOTION TO DISMISS PURSUANT TO CHAPTER 27 OF THE TEXAS  

CIVIL PRACTICE & REMEDIES CODE 
 

The Mohamed family became “its own public relations firm, founded September 14, 

2015,”1  when they made the conscious decision to seek publicity and become the center of a 

national conversation about Islamaphobia, race, schools, terrorism and policing after Ahmed 

Mohamed (“Ahmed”) was arrested because his teacher said the home-made clock he brought to 

school looked like a bomb.  Then, when Plaintiffs demanded a combined $15 million from the 

City of Irving and the Irving Independent School District for their alleged unfair treatment,2 the 

story took on a new dimension – one which directly impacted the taxpayers in the community.  

KDFW FOX 4 reported on all of the events that transpired surrounding this controversy3 – 

1 See Exhibit A, Affidavit of Bruce Smith, describing the news conference held by the family on the day after the 
arrest.  See also Jessica Contrera, “A year ago, Ahmed Mohamed ‘Clock Boy.’ Now, he can’t escape that moment,” 
THE WASHINGTON POST, August 2, 2016, available at https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/style/a-year-ago-
ahmed-mohamed-became-clock-boy-now-he-cant-escape-that-moment/2016/08/02/2b8650be-484b-11e6-bdb9-
701687974517_story.html, attached hereto as Exhibit A-9 (“The family is its own public relations firm, founded 
September 14, 2015 as they brought Ahmed home from the police station”). 
2 See Exhibit A-16 and Exhibit A-17, respectively (“Demand Letters”). 
3 See Exhibits A-1, A-2, A-3 and A-4. 
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oftentimes at the invitation of the Mohamed family.4  As part of its ongoing coverage, KDFW 

FOX 4 political analyst, Ben Ferguson, discussed the threatened $15 million lawsuit and 

questioned the motives of Plaintiffs and their attempt to exact such a burden on taxpayers – 

especially in light of the benefits they had received.5  In response, Plaintiffs have sought to 

punish KDFW FOX 4 and Ferguson by filing this meritless action, insisting they alone should 

control the discussion of this matter of public concern. For the many reasons addressed below, 

none of the allegedly defamatory statements are actionable under Texas law and the U.S. 

Constitution.  Accordingly, Defendants Fox Television Stations, LLC6 and Ben Ferguson 

(collectively referred to herein as “KDFW Defendants”) file this, their Motion to Dismiss 

pursuant to Chapter 27 of the Texas Civil Practice & Remedies Code. 

I. 
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 

 
The Texas Citizens Participation Act (“TCPA”), Texas’ anti-SLAPP statute, mandates 

dismissal of this claim. The TCPA applies because this lawsuit arises out of KDFW Defendants’ 

exercise of their free speech right in discussing matters of public concern, including issues about 

safety, community well-being, the government, and public figures. It also applies because the 

KDFW Defendants were exercising their right to petition in communicating about judicial and 

official proceedings, and encouraging consideration by the government and participation by the 

public at large in the discussion about these public policy concerns.  Because KDFW Defendants 

have met their burden of establishing the statute’s applicability, the burden shifts to Plaintiffs to 

4 See Exhibit A, ¶5, ¶18, A-5. 
5 See President Obama (@POTUS), TWITTER, (September 16, 2016, 9:58 AM), attached hereto as Exhibit A-14; 
Facebook post by Mark Zuckerberg, FACEBOOK, September 16, 2015, attached hereto as Exhibit A-15; Ahiza 
Garcia, “Teen Clockmaker gets offers from Twitter and MIT – and a T-shirt from space,” CNN MONEY, September 
17, 2015, 12:00 PM, attached hereto as Exhibit A-13. 
6  Fox Television Stations, LLC explained that Plaintiffs failed to properly identify the corporate owner and operator 
of KDFW FOX 4 in their Answer, which included a Verified Plea representing NW Communications of Texas, Inc. 
is the owner and operator of the television station KDFW FOX 4.  We file this Motion to Dismiss on behalf of NW 
Communications of Texas, Inc., erroneously named as Fox Television Stations, LLC, and Ferguson only.  
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establish each element of their claim by clear and specific evidence. If any one of the elements 

of Plaintiffs’ claim is not established, the court must dismiss. Plaintiffs cannot meet their burden.  

In fact, Plaintiffs have asserted no actual claims against the KDFW Defendants. The statements 

at issue made by Beth Van Duyne (“Van Duyne”) and Ben Ferguson (“Ferguson”) that were 

broadcast by KDFW FOX 4 are not libelous per se, which is the only claim brought by Plaintiffs.  

KDFW Defendants did not unequivocally accuse Plaintiffs of the commission of a crime nor did 

they make false statements directly related to their profession that were injurious.  After all, 

KDFW Defendants repeatedly stated all charges had been dropped against Ahmed.7  And, 

Ahmed, a high school student, has no profession.  To the extent that the publicity affected the 

profession of Ahmed’s father, Mohamed Mohamed (“Mohamed”), someone who ran for the 

president of Sudan twice, it benefitted his profession by raising his profile.8  Further, should the 

Court consider this a claim for defamation per quod, the statements, many of which were opinion 

and rhetorical hyperbole, were simply not capable of a defamatory meaning.  Other statements 

were true and/or fair reports based on official proceedings or fair comments about matters of 

public concern, and Plaintiffs suffered no damages.  Plaintiffs, who are public figures – with 

international notoriety – cannot establish actual malice as they are required to do both because of 

their public figure status and to overcome the privileges that apply herein.  Finally, KDFW 

Defendants have established the defenses of privilege and substantial truth by a preponderance of 

the evidence. Therefore, pursuant to Texas Civil Practices & Remedies Code § 27.005, the 

claims must be dismissed.  

7 See, e.g., Exhibit A-3-i (“Mohamed was cleared when police determined he meant no harm”), A-3-iv (“the teen 
was later cleared”), A-3-vii (“Irving police handcuffed and arrested Ahmed but later dropped the charges”), A-3-viii 
(“Ahmed Mohamed was not charged with a crime. This was ‘possession of a hoax bomb.’ That case against him was 
dropped last fall.”), A-4-i (“A 14-year-old North Texas boy will not face charges after he was suspended over a 
homemade clock that teachers, administrators and police found suspicious”). 
8 See Exhibit A-9. 
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II. 
BACKGROUND 

 
A. The Mohamed family’s history with the press. 

The family’s pursuit of publicity and vigorous success at seeking the pblic’s attention9 

goes back many years. Mohamed, also known as “Mohamed Elhassan Mohamed” or “Mohamed 

Elhassan,” has twice been a presidential candidate in the family’s home country of Sudan in 

201010 and 2015,11 and has publicly declared his intent to run again in 2020.12  As The 

Washington Post has observed, “The more people who know him, the better his chances.”13 He 

has also voluntarily inserted himself into very public and very controversial situations including 

accepting the role of “defense attorney”14 for an infamous and inflammatory “mock trial” of the 

Koran in 2011 after which the holy book was burned.15  Mohamed was reported to be the only 

Muslim that was willing to participate in the stunt, though his self-proclaimed status as a 

“scholar” was doubted by local religious leaders.16  The public outrage over this incident caused 

an outbreak of deadly rioting in Afghanistan, killing at least 21 people, including seven United 

9 See Gertz v. Robert Welch, Inc., 418 U.S. 323, 342, 94 S.Ct. 2997, 3008, 41 L.Ed.2d 789 (1974) (“Those who, by 
reason of the notoriety of their achievements or the vigor and success with which they seek the public's attention, are 
properly classed as public figures”). 
10 See Patrick Michels, “Why Mohamed Elhassan, the Dallas Imam Who Played Defense Attorney in Quran-
Torching Church, Says he “Admires” Terry Jones,” DALLAS OBSERVER, April 4, 2011, available at 
http://www.dallasobserver.com/news/why-mohamed-elhassan-the-dallas-imam-who-played-defense-attorney-in-
quran-torching-church-says-he-admires-terry-jones-7130292, attached hereto as Exhibit A-6.  
11 See “Sudan presidential contender vows to lift US sanctions in first 100 days if elected,” SUDAN TRIBUNE, Feb. 
16, 2015, available at http://www.sudantribune.com/spip.php?article54000, attached hereto as Exhibit A-8; see Nina 
Golgowski, “Father of Muslim teen arrested for clock previously battled Fla. Koran burner, has run for president of 
Sudan twice,” NEW YORK DAILY NEWS, September 16, 2015, attached hereto as Exhibit A-10. 
12 See Exhibit A-9. (“He plans to run again in 2020”). 
13 Id.  
14 See Exhibits A-6, A-7, A-9, A-10. 
15 See Enayat Najafizada and Rod Nordland, “Afghans Avenge Florida Koran Burning, Killing 12,” THE NEW YORK 
TIMES, April 2, 2011, p. A1, available at 
http://www.nytimes.com/2011/04/02/world/asia/02afghanistan.html?_r=2&hp. 
16 See Annie Gowen, “Muslim at Koran ‘trial’ says he didn’t know the holy book would be burned,” THE 
WASHINGTON POST, April 6, 2011, available at https://www.washingtonpost.com/local/muslim-at-koran-trial-says-
he-didnt-know-the-holy-book-would-be-burned/2011/04/05/AFKNR3oC_story.html, attached hereto as Exhibit A-7 
(“When the Rev. Terry Jones was preparing to put the Koran on trial last month, his supporters could find only one 
Muslim willing to take part in the bizarre proceeding, which ended with the holy text being set ablaze.”). Although 
21 people died in rioting, Mohamed stated that part of the reason he agreed to take part in the event was so that he 
could take his family to Disney World. Id. 
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Nations workers.17  

Ahmed, Mohamed’s son, also became the center of controversy in September of 2015 

when he brought a now infamous clock (“Device”) to Irving’s MacArthur High School, and a 

teacher thought it looked like a bomb or possibly a “hoax bomb.”18 Ahmed’s subsequent arrest 

and suspension (the “Clock Incident”) sparked a national conversation on terrorism, racism, 

racial profiling, and school zero tolerance policies. Mohamed told reporters that the ensuing 

publicity directed at his son was “good for the family” and for his future political campaign.19 

The family reaped the benefits of their fame. Ahmed toured the morning talk show circuit 

and the late night comedy circuit,20 was invited to participate in the Google Science Fair,21 

visited the White House and met President Obama,22 was named by Time Magazine as one of its 

“30 Most Influential Teens of 2015,”23 received scholarship offers for himself and his family 

across the globe,24 and was invited to visit Facebook, MIT and NASA, and received offers for 

internships at Twitter and Reddit, and a scholarship to SpaceCampUSA.25  

17 Id.  See also supra fn. 16 (article reporting on first day of rioting, noting that seven U.N. workers were killed). 
18 See Petition, ¶ 30.  See also Joint Appendix in Support of Defendants Daniel Cummings and Irving Independent 
School District’s Motions to Dismiss and Motions to Strike and Briefs in Support, Mohamed Elhassan Mohamed v. 
Irving Independent School District et al., Case No. 3:16-cv-02283-L, (N.D. Tex., filed Oct. 11, 2016), attached 
hereto as Exhibit C; September 15, 2015 Irving ISD letter to Parents, attached hereto as Exhibit D. 
19 See Exhibit A-9. 
20 Id.  See also “The Nightly Show-Ahmed Mohamed,” Comedy Central, YOUTUBE, (Sept. 24, 2015), 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=avAatzhL4m4; Ahmed Mohamed (@iStandWithAhmed), TWITTER (Sept. 24, 
2015, 7:42 am), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=avAatzhL4m4 (“Got to spend my #Eid with @droz thanks for 
having me on the show! Check me out on tomorrow’s episode”). 
21 See Exhibit A-9. 
22 Id. See also Mollie Reilly, “Ahmed Mohamed Visits the White House, Meets Obama,” HUFFINGTON POST, 
October 19, 2015, available at http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/ahmed-mohamed-white-
house_us_5625175ee4b0bce347017449, attached hereto as Exhibit A-11. See also President Obama (@POTUS), 
TWITTER, (Sept. 16, 2016, 9:58 AM), available at https://twitter.com/POTUS/status/644193755814342656, attached 
hereto as Exhibit A-14.  
23 Daniel D’Addario, “The 30 Most Influential Teens of 2015,” TIME, October 27, 2015, available at 
http://time.com/4081618/most-influential-teens-2015/, attached hereto as Exhibit E. 
24 See Exhibit A-9 (“Qatar Foundation, the government-sponsored organization in what is known as the country’s 
elite “education City” offered to take them all and pay for his older sisters’ college.”]. 
25 See Facebook post of Mark Zuckerberg, FACEBOOK, September 16, 2015, available at 
https://www.facebook.com/zuck/posts/10102373304096361?pnref=story, attached hereto as Exhibit A-15 (“Ahmed, 
if you ever want to come by Facebook, I’d love to meet you. Keep building.”); “Ahmed Mohamed, Irving’s 
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Nevertheless, on November 23, 2015 – two months after the Clock Incident – Ahmed and 

his family sent demand letters to the City of Irving, and to Irving ISD, demanding a total of $15 

million for alleged civil rights violations.26 This too became a topic of significant discussion in 

the community and in the context of the controversy at large. 

B. KDFW FOX 4’s reporting on the matter of public concern arising out of Ahmed’s 
arrest. 

Initially, KDFW FOX 4 reported on the arrest, and then continued to update its viewers 

about the developing story, including in its broadcasts discussions about the many issues of 

public concern related to the incident, e.g., reporting on terrorism, racism, racial profiling, zero 

tolerance policies, actions taken by public schools and public officials, and the actions of Ahmed 

and his family – intentional public figures.27 In the course of their reporting, KDFW FOX 4 

broadcast stories about the initial arrest and suspension,28 the community’s response,29 the city 

and school district’s response,30 the national response,31 the investigation by the U.S. 

infamous ‘Clock Boy’ returns to the U.S.,” KDFW FOX 4 Broadcast, June 27, 2016, available at 
http://www.fox4news.com/news/166469852-story, attached hereto as Exhibits A-3-vi and A-4-viii; Ahiza Garcia, 
“Teen Clockmaker gets offers from Twitter and MIT – and a T-shirt from space,” CNN MONEY, September 17, 
2015, 12:00 PM, attached hereto as Exhibit A-13. 
26 See Exhibits A-16 and A-17 (demand letters). The demand letters have since resulted in a lawsuit against the city 
and the school district. See Exhibit  12 (“Mohamed’s family previous sought $15 min damages from the city of 
Irving and the Irving School District in relation to the event.). 
27 See e.g., Exhibit A-9 (“Ahmed’s summer homecoming was heralded to reporters with a news release sent out by 
the family and its supporters: Clock Boy is back, and ready to be interviewed”). Ahmed’s public figure status was 
solidified during the 2015 Halloween season when at least one company created a “Clock Boy” Halloween costume. 
See “‘Clock Boy’ now a Halloween costume,” KDFW FOX 4, October 6, 2015, available at 
http://www.fox4news.com/trending/30553958-story, attached hereto as Exhibit A-4-iv.  See also “What’s Next for 
“Clock Boy”,” KDFW FOX 4, June 28, 2016, available at http://www.fox4news.com/news/167001384-story 
(Ahmed’s admission of his celebrity status during an interview with KDFW FOX 4), attached hereto as Exhibits A-
3-vii and A-4-ix.  
28 See “No Charges for Irving teen after homemade clock mistaken for bomb at school,” KDFW FOX 4, September 
16, 2015, available at http://www.fox4news.com/news/20441178-story, attached hereto as Exhibits A-3-i and A-4-i. 
29 See “PD chief, Islamic leaders meet after clock incident,” KDFW FOX 4, September 16, 2015, available at 
http://www.fox4news.com/news/20649040-story, attached hereto as Exhibits A-3-ii and A-4-ii. 
30 See Exhibits A-1-i, A-2, A3-i, A-3-ii. 
31 See Exhibits A-3-I, A-4-i, A-4-iv and A-4-vii. 
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Department of Justice,32 the benefits showered on Ahmed,33 and the questions about Ahmed’s 

actions and the motivations behind them.34  These questions were amplified after Ahmed and his 

family sent letters demanding a total of $15 million35 from the City of Irving and Irving ISD as 

compensation for the arrest.36 The questions that have been raised drew the ire of the Mohamed 

family and form the basis of this lawsuit. 

After the initial broadcasts about his arrest aired, Ahmed and his family continued to 

pursue media coverage, including specifically by KDFW FOX 4.37  For instance, in June, they 

invited KDFW FOX 4 to the airport to cover Ahmed’s return to the United States after living in 

Qatar for 9 months.38 Then the next day, Ahmed’s first day back in the U.S., apparently 

undisturbed by the very reporting they are now suing over, the family invited KDFW FOX 4 into 

their home for an interview.39  

After becoming international celebrities over the Clock Incident,40 the Mohamed family  

filed this suit against KDFW FOX 4 and its political analyst Ben Ferguson for their relatively 

32 See “Department of Justice to investigate Irving ISD due to clock incident,” KDFW FOX 4, December 4, 2015, 
available at http://www.fox4news.com/news/55835653-story, attached hereto as Exhibit A-4-vii. 
33 SeeExhibits A-3-i, A-3-vii, A-4-i, A-4-x. 
34 See “Mark Davis calls #IStandWithAhmed movement disgusting,” KDFW FOX 4, September 24, 2015, available 
at http://www.fox4news.com/good-day/23989075-story (discussing a radio host’s opinion that the storyline behind 
the incident is a fraud), attached hereto as Exhibits A-3-iii and A-4-iii.  
35 See November 23, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 web story, “Ahmed Mohamed family wants $15 million from Irving, 
Irving ISD,” which is also available at http://www.fox4news.com/news/53471848-story, attached hereto as Exhibits 
A-3-v and A-4-vi; see also Exhibits A-16, A-17.  
36 See Exhibit A, ¶15, Exhibit A-16, Exhibit A-17. 
37 See Exhibit A-9; see also Exhibit A, ¶¶7, 18. 
38 See Exhibit A-3-vi (KDFW FOX 4 reporting “his family alerted us to his return today”); Exhibits A-9, A, ¶7.  
39 See Exhibit A-3-vii (“Mohamed invited [KDFW FOX 4 reporters] here, on Ahmed’s first day back in Texas after 
nine months in Qatar”); Exhibit A-3-vii, A-4-ix (Ahmed’s interview with KDFW FOX 4).  See also Exhibit A-9. 
40 Alyssa Klein, “The Surprising backstory behind #IStandWith Ahmed’s 2-time Sudanese presidential candidate 
father,” OKAYAFRICA.COM, Sept. 16, 2015, available at http://www.okayafrica.com/news/istandwithahmed-
mohamed-elhassan-mohamed-sudanese-father-backstory/, attached hereto as Exhibit B-2; Ben Ashford, “Exclusive: 
From the banks of the Nile to meeting Obama at the White House- how family of Muslim boy, 14, handcuff for his 
homemade clock, is living the American dream,” DAILYMAIL.COM, Sept. 17, 2015, 14:27, available at 
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3238709/From-banks-Nile-meeting-Obama-father-Ahmed-Mohamed-
Muslim-boy-14-handcuffed-homemade-clock-lived-American-dream.html, attached hereto as Exhibit B-3; Avi Selk, 
“Ahmed Mohamed swept up, ‘hoax bomb’ charges swept away as Irving teen’s story floods social media,” DALLAS 
MORNING NEWS, September 16, 2015, available at http://www.dallasnews.com/news/dallas-
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benign reporting and commentary on the Clock Incident. The Petition asserts no actual causes of 

action against KDFW FOX 4.  In the few statements at issue related to KDFW FOX 4, 

Defendants do nothing more than recount statements of public officials about the investigation or 

offer third party commentary in the form of rhetorical hyperbole and opinion about the incident 

at large. Due to the First Amendment’s “breathing space” for conversations on matters of public 

concern, there is no room in defamation law for liability for such statements. 

III.  
THE TEXAS ANTI-SLAPP STATUTE MANDATES DISMISSAL OF THIS CLAIM 

 
A. The Texas Anti-SLAPP statute applies to this lawsuit. 

The Texas Citizens Participation Act (“TCPA”), also known as Texas’ Anti-SLAPP 

statute,41 was enacted in 2011 to “protect[] citizens from retaliatory lawsuits that seek to 

intimidate or silence them on matters of public concern.”42 The purpose of the TCPA is to 

encourage and protect participation in discussions about matters of public concern and provide 

litigants with substantive rights to expeditiously and economically dispense with meritless 

litigation arising out of the exercise of their First Amendment rights.  The basic operation of the 

law is straightforward:  if, as here, a legal action43 “is based on, relates to, or is in response to the 

party’s exercise of the right of free speech, the right to petition, or the right of association,” then 

the claim is subject to a motion to dismiss that must be granted unless the respondent can 

establish by clear and specific evidence a prima facie case for each element of his or her claim.  

county/2015/09/15/ahmed-mohamed-swept-up-hoax-bomb-charges-swept-away-as-irving-teen-s-story-floods-
social-media, attached hereto as Exhibit B-4..  
41 “A SLAPP suit can be defined as a lawsuit that is without substantial merit that stop[s] citizens from exercising 
their political rights or to punish them for having done so.”  San Jacinto Title Services of Corpus Christi, LLC. v. 
Kingsley Properties, LP, 452 S.W.3d 343 (Tex. App.—Corpus Christi 2013, pet. denied).   
42 In re Lipsky, 460 S.W.3d 579, 584 (Tex. 2015).  
43 “The TCPA defines a ‘legal action’ as a ‘lawsuit, cause of action, petition, complaint, cross-claim or counterclaim 
or any other judicial pleading or filing that requests legal or equitable relief.”  San Jacinto Title Services of Corpus 
Christi, LLC, 452 S.W.3d at 350; see also TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM CODE § 27.001(6).   
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CPRC § 27.005(b).44  Furthermore, if the movant can establish a valid defense by a 

preponderance of the evidence, the motion must be granted.  Id. at § 27.005(c).   

“A two-step process is initiated by motion of a defendant who believes that the lawsuit 

responds to the defendant’s valid exercise of First Amendment rights.”  In re Lipsky, 460 S.W.3d 

579, 586 (Tex. 2015). Under the first step, the movant must “show by a preponderance of the 

evidence that the plaintiff's claim is based on, relates to, or is in response to the [movant's] 

exercise of: (1) the right of free speech; (2) the right to petition; or (3) the right of association.” 

Id.; see also TEX. CIV. PRAC. & REM. CODE § 27.005(c).  Once the movant has met its burden, 

the second step shifts the burden to the plaintiff to establish by clear and specific evidence a 

prima facie case for each essential element of the claim in question.”  In re Lipsky, 460 S.W.3d 

at 587; CPRC § 27.005(d).  To decide whether “the claim should be dismissed, the court is to 

consider the pleadings and any supporting and opposing affidavits.” In re Lipsky, 460 S.W.3d at 

587; CPRC § 27.006(a).  Because Defendants have demonstrated that the statute applies, if the 

Plaintiffs do not meet their burden, the Court must dismiss the legal action. 

1. The TCPA applies because the suit is based on Defendants’ exercise of the 
right to free speech. 

On the face of the Petition,45 Plaintiffs’ lawsuit falls squarely within the protections of 

the TCPA because it is based on Defendants’ exercise of the right of free speech.  Under Chapter 

27, “‘[e]xercise of the right of free speech’ means a communication made in connection with a 

matter of public concern.”  CPRC § 27.001(3).  A “matter of public concern” is defined in the 

statute “to include an issue related to: “(A) health or safety; (B) environmental, economic, or 

community well-being; (C) the government; (D) a public official or public figure; or (E) a good, 

44 All statutory citations in this motion refer to the Texas Civil Practice & Remedies Code (“CPRC”), unless 
otherwise noted. 
45 See CPRC § 27.006(a); see also Entravision Communications Corp. v. Salinas, 487 S.W.3d 276, 282 (Tex. 
App.—Corpus Christi 2016, pet. denied) (holding that the TCPA applied based on the allegations in the petition). 
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product, or service in the marketplace.”  CPRC §27.001(3), (7)(A)–(E); In re Lipsky, 460 S.W.3d 

at 586, n. 4.   

Plaintiffs’ claims are based on KDFW Defendants’ reporting and commentary on the 

Clock Incident and the surrounding controversies which include government actions, health and 

safety concerns, community well-being and the actions of public figures and public officials. 

First, the reaction of school officials and police to a potential bomb—even if it turned out to just 

be a “hoax bomb”—is related to the safety of the school community and the community as a 

whole. Second, the actions of the school district and the police are actions taken by the 

government and public officials in response to the ongoing public controversy about the Clock 

Incident. Third, statements made about Ahmed Mohamed and Mohamed Mohamed were about 

admitted public figures. See Exhibits A-16, pp. 8-9, A-17, p. 8 (discussing “global media 

attention” and “Ahmed’s reputation in the global community”).  Thus, the TCPA readily applies 

to the lawsuit brought by Plaintiffs.  

2. The TCPA applies because the suit is based on Defendants’ exercise of the 
right to petition. 

The TCPA also applies to Plaintiffs’ claims because the legal action is based on KDFW 

Defendants’ exercise of their right to petition.  The TCPA defines exercise of the right to petition 

as “a communication in or pertaining to (i) a judicial proceeding … or (ii) an official proceeding, 

other than a judicial proceeding, to administer the law…”46 and also includes reporting on 

debates and statements made at public meetings dealing with a public purpose,47 as well as 

communications reasonably likely to encourage consideration of issues by a governmental body 

or enlist public participation in an effort to effect consideration of an issue.48  See In re Lipsky, 

46 CPRC § 27.001(4). 
47 CPRC § 27.001(4)(viii) and (ix). 
48 CPRC § 27.001(4)(C) and (D). 
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460 S.W.3d at 586 (“The ‘right to petition’ refers to a wide range of communications relating to 

judicial, administrative, or other governmental proceedings.”); Johnson-Todd v. Morgan, 480 

S.W.3d 605, 609 (Tex. App.—Beaumont, 2015, pet. denied). Plaintiffs’ lawsuit is based on 

KDFW Defendants’ right to petition because they were reporting on official and governmental 

proceedings including Ahmed’s suspension and arrest, as well as, the city and school’s response 

to the threat of an expensive lawsuit.  See, e.g., Schimmel v. McGregor, 438 S.W.3d 847, 858-

859 (Tex. App.—Houston [1st Dist.] 2014, pet. denied) (TCPA applied when lawsuit based on 

party’s right to petition concerning official/governmental proceedings by city); James v. Calkins, 

446 S.W.3d 135, 147-48 (Tex. App.—Houston [1st Dist.] 2014, pet. denied) (communications 

concerning judicial proceedings constitute exercise of right of petition); KBMT Operating Co. v. 

Toledo, 492 S.W.3d 710, 713 (Tex. 2016) (television stations reporting on Texas State Medical 

Board proceedings were statements about official proceedings implicating the right to petition 

under TCPA). 

KDFW FOX 4 also was reporting on matters about which there is significant social and 

political debate which encourages the public to participate to effectuate change in areas such a 

racial profiling and addressing potential terroristic threats. See § 27.001(4)(C) and (D); In re 

Lipsky, 411 S.W.3d 530, 541 (Tex. App.—Fort Worth 2013, orig. proceeding), mand. denied, 

460 S.W.3d 579 (Tex. 2015) (TCPA applies to “a communication that is reasonably likely to 

encourage consideration or review of an issue by a legislative, executive, judicial, or other 

governmental body or in another governmental or official proceeding.”); Walker v. Beaumont 

Indep. Sch. Dist., 1:15-CV-379, 2016 WL 3456983, at *5 n.9 (E.D. Tex. Jan. 22, 2016) (speech 

to influence school board was an exercise of the right to petition under the TCPA). 
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B. Plaintiffs cannot meet their burden to avoid dismissal because Plaintiffs cannot 
establish by clear and specific evidence a prima facie case for each essential element 
of their claims. 

Because KDFW Defendants have demonstrated that the statute applies, the only way the 

Plaintiffs can avoid dismissal is to satisfy their burden of “establishing by clear and specific 

evidence a prima facie case for each essential element of the claim[s] in question.” Dismissal is 

required if even one element is lacking. Plaintiffs cannot meet that burden on multiple elements.  

In re Lipsky, 460 S.W.3d at 579.   

1. Plaintiffs assert no claims against KDFW FOX 4. 

As a threshold issue, Plaintiffs fail to actually articulate any causes of action against 

KDFW FOX 4. KDFW Defendants explained this deficiency in their Answer.49 For this reason 

alone, the lawsuit against KDFW FOX 4 must be dismissed. The only statements that relate to 

KDFW FOX 4 are ones made by other Defendants that were published by KDFW FOX 4.  More 

specifically, Plaintiffs complain in ¶49 of their Petition about statements made by Mayor Van 

Duyne that Mohamed was “non-responsive” to the City’s request to release records about the 

incident and that Ahmed was “not forthcoming with information” (“Van Duyne Statements”).  In 

¶53 of their Petition, Plaintiffs complain of statements by KDFW FOX 4 political analyst, Ben 

Ferguson, in his commentary about the Clock Incident and subsequent $15 million demand by 

the Mohamed family – none of which are actionable.  These statements published by KDFW 

FOX 4 and made by Van Duyne and Ferguson are hereinafter referred to as the “Statements at 

Issue.”    

To the extent Plaintiffs are attempting to assert a claim against KDFW FOX 4 for 

publishing the statements of Van Duyne and Ferguson, those claims against KDFW FOX 4 

49 See KDFW Defendants’ Original Answer, Special Exceptions, Verified Plea and Affirmative Defenses to 
Plaintiffs’ Original Petition, Section IV, ¶¶7 and 11. 
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would fail along with the claims against the speakers for the reasons stated below. Plaintiffs’ sole 

claim brought is one for libel per se, and none of the Statements at Issue fall within the four 

categories of libel per se.50  Further, if the Court interprets Plaintiffs’ claims as “per quod” rather 

than “per se,” to make a prima facie case of defamation, Plaintiffs have to prove “(1) the 

publication of a false statement of fact to a third party, (2) that was defamatory concerning the 

plaintiff, (3) with the requisite degree of fault,51 and (4) damages.”  In re Lipsky, 460 S.W.3d at 

593; see also WFAA–TV, Inc. v. McLemore, 978 S.W.2d 568, 571 (Tex. 1998). The Statements at 

Issue were accurate reports of ongoing investigations or allegations by third parties about a 

matter of public concern, truthful, or were rhetorical hyperbole or opinion not capable of a 

defamatory meaning or being provable as false.  Further, because the Statements at Issue are 

both privileged as a matter of law and are about public figures, Plaintiffs must prove actual 

malice. See CPRC § 73.002(a),(b), KBMT Operating Co., LLC v. Toledo, 492 S.W.3d 710, 729 

(Tex. 2016).  However, Plaintiffs cannot do so because KDFW Defendants have negated actual 

malice through their affidavit testimony.52  

2. The Statements at Issue are not libelous per se.  

Plaintiffs’ sole claim is for “libel per se.”  See Plaintiffs’ Original Petition, ¶¶50, 55. A 

defamation claim is either a claim of per se or per quod. See In re Lipsky, 460 S.W.3d at 596 

(Tex. 2015). “The determination of whether a statement is defamatory per se is first an inquiry 

for the court.”53  The Statements at Issue must be considered as a whole, and must be considered 

50 “A false statement will typically be classified as defamatory per se if it injures a person in his office, profession, 
or occupation, charges a person with the commission of a crime, imputes sexual misconduct, or accuses one of 
having a loathsome disease,” See Texas Disposal Sys. Landfill, Inc. v. Waste Mgmt. Holdings, Inc., 219 S.W.3d 563, 
581 (Tex. App.—Austin 2007, pet. denied) (citations omitted). 
51 “A public figure [] must prove that the defendant published a false and defamatory statement with actual malice” 
Huckabee v. Time Warner Entm't Co. L.P., 19 S.W.3d 413, 420 (Tex. 2000). 
52 See Exhibit A, ¶¶14, 17-19; Exhibit B, ¶¶6-7, 9, 10-13. 
53 Hancock v. Variyam, 400 S.W.3d 59, 66 (Tex. 2013). 
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“in light of surrounding circumstances” and cannot be taken out of context.54 To be libelous per 

se, the statements must fall within one of four specific categories which allegedly are so 

abhorrent damages can be presumed.55  Those categories are: (1) statements that unequivocally 

accuse someone of the commission of a crime,56 (2) statements that accuse one of having a 

loathsome disease, (3) statements that accuse one of engaging in serious sexual misconduct, or 

(4) statements that injure someone in their office or profession.57 Plaintiffs are not claiming that 

the Statements at Issue alleged sexual misconduct or accused them of having a loathsome 

disease. Thus, Plaintiffs must be claiming that the Statements at Issue either accused Plaintiffs of 

a crime, or injured them in “their office, profession or occupation.”   

It is apparent from KDFW FOX 4’s coverage of the Clock Incident they do not accuse 

Plaintiffs of a crime, but rather reported time and time again that Ahmed had been cleared of all 

charges.58 Courts have had no trouble dismissing cases, such as this, under the TCPA when there 

has been no unequivocal accusation of the commission of a crime in the broadcast at issue.  See, 

e.g., KTRK Television, Inc. v. Robinson, 409 S.W.3d 682, 692 (Tex. App.—Houston [1st Dist.] 

2013, pet. denied).  Plaintiffs do not claim the statements relate to their profession, and, as a high 

54 See Musser v. Smith Protective Services, Inc. 723 S.W.2d 653, 655 (Tex. 1987) (“The court construes the 
statement as a whole in light of surrounding circumstances based upon how a person of ordinary intelligence would 
perceive the entire statement.”). 
55 See Hancock v. Variyam, 400 S.W.3d at 63; Texas Disposal Sys. Landfill, Inc. v. Waste Mgmt. Holdings, Inc., 219 
S.W.3d at 581. 
56 Plaintiffs cannot rely on innuendo or implication of the commission of a crime while asserting defamation per se. 
To be defamatory per se, the defamatory nature of the challenged statement must be apparent on its face, without 
reference to extrinsic facts or “innuendo.”  See Moore v. Waldrop, 166 S.W.3d 380 (Tex. App.—Waco 2005, no 
pet.).  “If the court must resort to innuendo or extrinsic evidence to determine that the statement was defamatory, 
then it is libel per quod and requires proof of injury and damages.” Main v. Royall, 348 S.W.3d 381, 390 (Tex. 
App.—Dallas 2011, no pet.). 
57 See In re Lipsky, 460 S.W.3d 579, 596 (Tex. 2015); see also Hancock, 400 S.W.3d at 66; Texas Disposal Sys. 
Landfill, Inc. v. Waste Mgmt. Holdings, Inc., 219 S.W.3d at 581. 
58 See September 16, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 web story, “No Charges for Irving teen after homemade clock mistaken 
for bomb at school,” attached hereto as Exhibits A-3-i and A-4-i; September 16, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 web story, 
“PD chief, Islamic leaders meet after clock incident,” attached hereto as Exhibits A-3-ii and A-4-ii; November 23, 
2015, KDFW FOX 4 broadcast, “Ahmed Mohamed family wants $15 million from Irving, Irving ISD,” attached 
hereto as Exhibits A-3-v and A-4-vi (reporting on the $15 million demands with the banner “Clock Confusion 
Arrest” across the screen). 
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school student, Ahmed does not even have a profession. Further, as to Mohamed – a past and 

future candidate for the presidency of Sudan – any additional notoriety for Mohamed is said to 

help, not hurt, his chances at running.59 Finally, “[d]isparagement of a general character, equally 

discreditable to all persons, is not enough unless the particular quality disparaged is of such a 

character that it is peculiarly valuable in the plaintiff's business or profession.” Hancock, 400 

S.W.3d at 66.  Thus, there simply can be no libel per se in a situation like this, where the 

statements about Plaintiffs are not specific to their fitness to conduct business, nor do they 

unequivocally accuse them of committing a crime. 

3. The claims arising out of the Van Duyne Statements should be dismissed. 

KDFW FOX 4’s broadcast of the Van Duyne Statements—that Mohamed was “non-

responsive” to the City’s request to release records about the incident and that Ahmed was “not 

forthcoming with information”—are not actionable under Texas law and the U.S. Constitution 

for several, independent reasons: they (1) are protected under the fair report privilege as a 

substantially true account of an official proceeding; (2) constitute an accurate report of 

allegations made by a third party about a matter of public concern; (3) are not capable of a 

defamatory meaning; and (4) are substantially true.   

a. The broadcast of Van Duyne’s statements were privileged as a matter 
of law because they were a fair, true and impartial account of an 
official proceeding. 

The fair report privilege applies to a statement that is a substantially true account of an 

official proceeding.  See CPRC § 73.002(b)(1). Even if statements about an official proceeding 

are exaggerated, it is a fair, true, and impartial account with the privilege applying, “if an 

59 See Jessica Contrera, “A year ago, Ahmed Mohamed became ‘Clock Boy.’ Now, he can’t escape that moment,” 
THE WASHINGTON POST, August 2, 2016, attached hereto as Exhibit A-9 (“In [Mohamed’s] eyes, the more Ahmed is 
seen, the better. It’s good for the family, he says. Twice in his life he has run for the president of Sudan. He plans to 
run again in 2020. The more people who know him, the better his chances.”). 
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ordinary reader would not attach any more opprobrium to the plaintiff's conduct merely because 

of the exaggeration.”60 While the fair report privilege has traditionally been seen as a defense to 

be established by a defendant, the KBMT court determined that because the plaintiff bears the 

burden of showing falsity under Philadelphia Newspapers, Inc. v. Hepps, a plaintiff bears the 

burden of demonstrating that a report of an official proceeding is not a fair true and impartial 

account of the proceeding itself, with no regard for the facts outside of the proceeding. KBMT 

Operating Co., LLC v. Toledo, 492 S.W.3d at 715 (Tex. 2016); see also, Philadelphia 

Newspapers, Inc. v. Hepps, 475 U.S. 767, 776 (“the plaintiff bear[s] the burden of showing 

falsity”).61   

Van Duyne’s statements—and KDFW FOX 4’s reporting of them—are privileged under 

the fair report privilege because they are substantially true accounts of official proceedings—the 

actions of the City and the school district. The Irving School District released a public statement 

that says that they would be willing to provide the public with more information, but the family 

had not granted permission for them to release records.62 And school records show that 

Mohamed was not forthcoming.63 Even if, as Plaintiffs say, the City never made a request to the 

60 Langston v. Eagle Printing Co., 797 S.W.2d 66, 69-70 (Tex. App.—Waco 1990, no writ); Finklea v. Jacksonville 
Daily Progress, 742 S.W.2d 512, 515 (Tex. App.—Tyler 1987), writ dismissed w.o.j. (Mar. 30, 1988) (“Even when 
the scale of the misconduct has been exaggerated many fold, the substantial truth necessary to sustain the privilege is 
demonstrated if no more opprobrium would be attached to appellant's actions merely because of such 
exaggeration.”); Dudley v. Farmers Branch Daily Times, 550 S.W.2d 99, 100 (Tex. App.—Eastland 1977, writ ref’d 
n.r.e.) (privilege applied even though theft scrap was worth $6,655.50 but reported as $168,000). 
61 Further, because the privilege applies, Plaintiffs have the burden of establishing actual malice, which they cannot. 
See Section III, B.7, infra. 
62 See Exhibit F, September 16, 2015 Irving ISD Statement (“We would provide additional factual information about 
the situation; however, we feel it’s important to protect the student’s right to privacy and we will abide by FERPA, 
the federal law that protects student information. If the family grants us written permission to release information, 
we will be happy to provide additional facts to the media at that time.”).  See also Exhibits A-1-i (interviewing Van 
Duyne saying that the family was non-responsive to requests to release the information, as well as reporting that 
“The School District has already reached out to the family and their attorneys to ask them to sign a document 
releasing the school records, as well, so that the School District could tell its side of the story. The family so far has 
declined to do either.”); A-2. 
63 See Tab A to Joint Appendix in Support of Defendants Daniel Cummings and Irving Independent School 
District’s Motions to Dismiss and Motions to Strike and Briefs in Support, Mohamed Elhassan Mohamed v. Irving 
Independent School District et al, Case No. 3:16-cv-02283-L, (N.D. Tex., filed Oct. 11, 2016) (Daniel Cummings: 
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family for permission to release the records, the school district certainly did, and Plaintiffs 

declined to release those records.64  Whether Ahmed’s family refused to release records kept by 

the City or the school district, the result was the same—while Ahmed went on a national 

publicity tour, vilified local officials were unable to give a complete picture from their side 

because of the family’s refusal to release the records.  

b. KDFW FOX 4’s broadcast of Van Duyne’s statements was an 
accurate report of allegations made by a third party about a matter of 
public concern. 

In the alternative, KDFW FOX 4’s broadcast of the Van Duyne statements was not 

actionable under the third-party allegation doctrine. For more than a quarter of a century, the 

Texas Supreme Court has recognized that a libel plaintiff cannot establish material falsity if the 

claim is based on accurate reporting of third-party allegations about a matter of public concern.65  

The Texas Legislature confirmed the import of this doctrine by unanimously passing S.B. 627 

during the 2015 session and codifying this principal in Texas Civil Practice & Remedies Code § 

73.005(b).  Even more recently, the Texas Supreme Court reconfirmed this legal theory in KBMT 

Operating Co., LLC v. Toledo, 492 S.W.3d 710 (Tex. 2016).  In fact, Texas courts have 

repeatedly held that, when dealing with third-party allegations, in order to qualify for the defense 

of substantial truth, a libel defendant need only prove that the third-party allegation was, in fact, 

made.  Once that is demonstrated, the media defendant need not demonstrate the underlying truth 

of the allegations.66 This extends not only to official investigations, but also to investigations or 

“I asked again, “what was your intent for building the clock? A.M. still will not tell me his intent for building a 
clock and bringing it to school”), attached hereto as Exhibit C.  
64 See supra, note 64. 
65 See McIlvain v. Jacobs, 794 S.W.2d 14 (Tex. 1990). 
66 See Dolcefino v. Turner, 987 S.W.2d 100, 109 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 1998), aff’d, 38 S.W.3d 103 
(Tex. 2000); Grotti v. Belo Corp., 188 S.W.3d 768, 771 (Tex. App.—Ft. Worth 2006, pet. denied) (affirming 
summary judgment where defendant accurately reported on third party allegations and investigations); see also Goss 
v. Houston Cmty. Newspapers, 252 S.W.3d 652, 655-56 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 2008, no pet.) (finding 
story on Plaintiff’s alleged involvement in drag racing protected as accurate report of police investigation); UTV of 
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charges made by individuals.67  

KDFW FOX 4’s broadcasts and reports of Mayor Van Duyne’s statements that the 

Mohamed family was “non-responsive” to the City’s request to release records about the incident 

and that Ahmed was “not forthcoming” are substantially true because they accurately reported 

third-party allegations about an investigation and statements of a government official about a 

matter of public concern.68 Importantly, KDFW FOX 4 was not required to do any independent 

reporting to determine whether the statements made by Van Duyne were correct. The KBMT 

Court held that when reporting on government proceedings, the media may report on the 

proceedings themselves without independently investigating the matters involved. Courts must 

look to the statements of the official or official report, and not facts outside of the proceedings, to 

determine whether the gist of the statements are substantially true. KBMT v. Toledo, 492 S.W.3d 

at 711. KDFW Defendants accurately reported the statements made by Van Duyne on this matter 

of public concern and, as such, the reporting of these allegations is considered true.  CPRC § 

73.005(b). 

c.  The Van Duyne Statements are not capable of a defamatory meaning. 

Alternatively, the Van Duyne Statements are not reasonably capable of a defamatory 

meaning, which is a question the Court must determine as a matter of law. See Musser v. Smith 

Protective Services, Inc., 723 S.W.2d 653, 654 (Tex. 1987). A statement “may be false, abusive, 

San Antonio, Inc. v. Ardmore, Inc., 82 S.W.3d 609, 612 (Tex. App.—San Antonio 2002, no pet.) (finding that to 
demonstrate truth defendant need only prove that third party allegations reported in a broadcast were, in fact, made 
and under investigation).   
67 See KTRK Television v. Felder, 950 S.W.2d 100, 105-07 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 1997, no writ) 
(because defendant accurately reported that parents of school children had accused plaintiff, a teacher, of physically 
threatening and verbally abusing their children, the story was substantially true, notwithstanding whether the 
parents’ allegations were accurate); see also Dolcefino v. Randolph, 19 S.W.3d 906, 918 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th 
Dist.] 2000, pet. denied); ABC. v. Gill, 6 S.W.3d 19, 33 (Tex. App.—San Antonio 1999, pet. denied) (accurate report 
of RTC investigation is not actionable). 
68 See Petition, ¶49; Exhibit A-1, Exhibit A-3-i (“The school district also says that it can’t get into great detail about 
the disciplinary actions. Saying that unless, Mohamed’s family signs off on releasing those records, the school really 
can’t answer a lot of questions about exactly what happened, and of course, why”). 
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unpleasant, or objectionable to the plaintiff and still not be defamatory in light of the surrounding 

circumstances.”69  Although the Mohamed family may not appreciate being called “non-

responsive” or “not forthcoming,” a communication that is merely unflattering, abusive, 

annoying, irksome, or embarrassing, or that only hurts the plaintiff's feelings, is not actionable.70 

To qualify as “defamatory,” a statement should be “derogatory, degrading, somewhat 

shocking, and contain elements of disgrace.”71  There is nothing shocking or disgraceful about 

the decision by Ahmed and his family to decline to provide information, or a release to the city—

both things that they were within their legal right to do. In Means v. ABCABCO, Inc.,72 the court 

explained that “it is not defamatory to accuse a person of doing that which he has a legal right to 

do.”73  Thus, the Van Duyne Statements commenting on the Mohamed family’s decision not to 

allow release of records is simply not capable of a defamatory meaning. 

d. Plaintiffs cannot establish that the Van Duyne Statements are 
materially false. 

Alternatively, Plaintiffs have the burden of establishing the Statements at Issue are 

materially false, and Plaintiffs cannot do so.74 The truth or falsity of a statement is determined by 

using the “substantial truth” test, which courts regularly determine as a matter of law.75  In 

69 Columbia Valley Reg'l Med. Ctr. v. Bannert, 112 S.W.3d 193, 198 (Tex. App.—Corpus Christi 2003, no pet.); see 
also Rehak Creative Services, Inc. v. Witt, 404 S.W.3d 716, 728 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 2013, pet. 
denied).   
70 See Means v. ABCABCO, Inc., 315 S.W.3d 209, 214 (Tex. App.—Austin 2010, no pet.)(citing 1 Robert D. Sack, 
SACK ON DEFAMATION 2-17 (3d ed. 2009); see also, Bedford v. Spassoff, 485 S.W.3d 641 (Tex. App.—Ft. Worth 
2016, pet. filed); see, e.g., Farias v. Garza, 426 S.W.3d 808 (Tex. App.—San Antonio 2014, pet. denied) (holding 
that a statement that Plaintiff was an arms dealer who had “taken advantage of corrupt officials to place his family in 
high paying positions” was not defamatory), disapproved on other grounds by In re Lipsky, 460 S.W.3d 579 (Tex. 
2015).   
71 Better Bus. Bureau of Metro. Houston, Inc. v. John Moore Services, Inc., 441 S.W.3d 345, 356 (Tex. App.—
Houston [1st Dist.] 2013, pet. denied). 
72 315 S.W.3d 209 (Tex. App.—Austin 2010, no pet.).   
73 Id. at 215.   
74 See Philadelphia Newspapers, Inc. v. Hepps, 475 U.S. 767, 776 (1986) (“the plaintiff bear[s] the burden of 
showing falsity”); See McIlvain v. Jacobs, 794 S.W.2d 14 (Tex. 1990) (to recover for defamation against a media 
defendant, plaintiff must show material falsity). 
75 See Herald-Post Publishing Co. v. Hill, 891 S.W.2d 638 (Tex. 1994) (Newspaper reported that witness at trial 
accused an attorney and his investigator of threatening her when in fact only the investigator made the threat.  The 
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Texas, it is not enough to prove that a stated fact was literally false.  Instead, the Plaintiffs must 

show that the statements were materially false ― meaning the alleged defamatory statement had 

to have been more damaging to the plaintiff’s reputation, in the mind of the average listener, than 

a truthful statement would have been.76  Further, the allegedly defamatory statements must be 

construed in the context of the publication as a whole.77  

Van Duyne’s statements that the Mohamed family was “non-responsive” to the City’s 

request to release records about the incident and that Ahmed was “not forthcoming” were 

substantially true.78 If Plaintiffs’ point is that their refusal was based on a request from the school 

district, as opposed to the City, that is a distinction of secondary importance that is to be 

disregarded under the law.79   

4. The claims arising out of Ben Ferguson’s Statements should be dismissed. 

As a political analyst and commentator, Ben Ferguson offers his opinion and 

hyperbolizes about matters of public concern.  On November 23, 2015, Ferguson espoused his 

point of view on the Clock Incident, the ensuing public attention drawn to it and the recent 

demand letters issued to the City of Irving and Irving ISD for their arrest of Ahmed.  It is for 

these statements Ferguson was sued – almost a year after making them:  

Complained of Statement 1 (“COS 1”): “This was a pre-planned idea by his 

court dismissed, as a matter of law, on substantial truth grounds); McIlvain v. Jacobs, 794 S.W.2d 14, 16 (Tex. 
1990) (Despite the presence of several minor mischaracterizations, the court held, as a matter of law, the report was 
substantially true and affirmed summary judgment); Provencio v. Paradigm Media, et al., 44 S.W.3d 677 (Tex. 
App.—El Paso 2001, no pet.) (misleading return address on postcard from news organization to sex offender did not 
defeat substantial truth defense).   
76 See McIlvain v. Jacobs, 794 S.W.2d 14, 16 (Tex. 1990).   
77 See Musser v. Smith Protective Services, 723 S.W.2d 653, 655 (Tex. 1987) (The court construes the statement as a 
whole in light of surrounding circumstances based upon how a person of ordinary intelligence would perceive the 
entire statement.); Means v. ABCABCO, Inc., 315 S.W.3d 209, 214 (Tex. App.—Austin 2010, no pet.).     
78 McIlvain v. Jacobs, 794 S.W.2d 14, 16 (Tex. 1990). 
79 See Rogers v. Dallas Morning News, Inc., 889 S.W.2d 467, 472 (Tex. App.—Dallas 1994, writ denied); see also 
Dolcefino v. Turner, 987 S.W.2d 100, 109 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 1998), aff’d sub nom., Turner v. KTRK 
Television, Inc., 38 S.W.3d 103 (Tex. 2000); Dolcefino v. Randolph, 19 S.W.3d 906 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th 
Dist.] 2000, pet. denied); KTRK Television v. Felder, 950 S.W.2d 100 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 1997, no 
writ); ABC v. Gill, 6 S.W.3d 19 (Tex. App.—San Antonio 1999, pet. denied). 
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father. I think he used his son. He is one of those, you know, ‘I’m gonna point out 
anyone that’s against Islam type of guy. I’m going to cause problems.’ They pre-
planned this.”   
 
Complained of Statement 2 (“COS 2”):  “It looked like a bomb. He also didn’t 
create a clock. He took a clock apart and he put it in a mini-briefcase to make it 
look like a bomb.”  
 
Complained of Statement 3 (“COS 3”): “He did not associate and/or talk to any 
of the teachers or the police when they asked him questions except to say ‘it is a 
clock.’”  
 
Complained of Statement 4 (“COS 4”): “He was never afraid. He was never 
nervous and he loves the cameras like the Kardashians so if anything 
congratulations you’re famous and you’ve caused a bunch of people problems.”  
 
Complained of Statement 5 (“COS 5”): “Maybe you should have thought about 
that before you made a clock look like a bomb and then you wouldn’t be in the 
situation you’re in….It’s a money grab.” 
  
Like the Van Duyne Statements, the allegedly defamatory statements Ferguson made are 

not actionable under Texas law and the U.S. Constitution for several, independent reasons.  

Ferguson’s statements are: (1) protected opinion; (2) protected rhetorical hyperbole and a 

rational interpretation of events; (3) privileged as a fair comment on a matter of public concern; 

(4) not capable of a defamatory meaning; and (5) substantially true. 

a. Ben Ferguson’s statements were opinion or not provable as false. 

The statements that “It was a pre-planned idea” (COS 1); “It looked like a bomb. He also 

didn’t create a clock. He took a clock apart and he put it in a mini-briefcase to make it look like a 

bomb” (COS 2); “He was never afraid. He was never nervous and he loves the cameras like the 

Kardashians so if anything congratulations you’re famous and you’ve caused a bunch of people 

problems” (COS 4); and “Maybe you should have thought about that before you made a clock 

look like a bomb and then you wouldn’t be in the situation you’re in….It’s a money grab,” (COS 

5) are not provable as false because they each involve Ferguson’s subjective interpretations and 

his opinions that were developed based on the facts disclosed during the broadcast or already 
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reported by the station and other media entities. 

The U.S. Supreme Court has held that “statement on matters of public concern must be 

provable as false before there can be liability under state defamation law.” Milkovich v. Lorain 

Journal Co., 497 U.S. 1, 19, 110 S.Ct. 2695, 2706, 111 L.Ed.2d 1 (1990). Statements that cannot 

be reasonably interpreted as stating verifiable facts are constitutionally protected.80  This 

principle has been upheld repeatedly in Texas courts. In Dolcefino v. Randolph, the statement 

that a city official was “possibly” deceptive in connection with a government contract was not 

actionable as defamation.81  Similarly, in Brewer v. Capital Cities/ABC, Inc., statements in a 

report on nursing homes that “the most likely excuse for patient neglect is profiteering on the 

part of the owners” was held to be non-actionable opinion because it asserted that “profiteering” 

was simply a “likely” explanation.82  In Yiamouyiannis v. Thompson, the court found that 

descriptions of a dentist as a “quack” and “an outrageous hoke artist and imported fearmonger” 

were not capable of a defamatory meaning when considered in context and in light of the 

fluoridation debate.83  Finally, in Harvest House Publishers v. The Local Church, et al., the court 

held that referring to a church as a “cult” was not actionable because the truth or falsity of such a 

statement depends on one’s religious views.84  In this same vein, Ferguson’s opinions about the 

legitimacy of the Device, origin of the idea and the actions of the family in response to their 

80 See Bentley v. Bunton, 94 S.W.3d 561, 578 (Tex. 2002) (the purpose of this protection is to provide “assurance 
that public debate will not suffer for lack of ‘imaginative expression’ or the ‘rhetorical hyperbole’ which has 
traditionally added much to the discourse of our Nation.”), quoting from Milkovich v. Lorain Journal Co., 497 U.S. 
at 20-21. 
81 19 S.W.3d 906, 920 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 2000, pet. denied).   
82 986 S.W.2d 636, 643 (Tex. App.—Fort Worth 1998, no pet.).   
83 764 S.W.2d 338 (Tex. App.—San Antonio 1988, writ denied).   
84 190 S.W.3d 204, 212 (Tex. App.—Houston [1st Dist.] 2006, pet. denied), cert. denied, 127 S.Ct. 2987 (2007); see 
also ABC v. Gill, 6 S.W.3d 19 (Tex. App.—San Antonio 1999, pet. denied) (claims arising out of inquiry as to how 
one felt about “criminals going free” and commenting on one’s “failure to issue subpoenas to the ‘bad guys” 
dismissed as not containing verifiable assertions of fact); Falk & Mayfield v. Molzan, 974 S.W.2d 821 (Tex. App.—
Houston [1st Dist.] 1998, pet. denied) (held law firm filing libel suit over the allegation that it engaged in “lawsuit 
abuse” was frivolous and sanctionable); Simmons v. Ware, 920 S.W.2d 438, 449 (Tex. App.—Amarillo 1996, no 
writ).   
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fame, are not actionable. 

Prior to making COS 2, Ferguson viewed several stories about the device, and watched a 

YouTube video during which, in less than 20 seconds, a person off camera took apart a digital 

clock and put it in a pencil case— thus quickly mimicking the Device that Ahmed brought to 

school.85  

   

At left, the YouTube video that Ben Ferguson watched, and at right, the picture of Ahmed’s 
device which was circulated in the media. See Exhibit B, ¶7g.   
 

 
Just like the police and teachers did on the day of Ahmed’s arrest, Ben Ferguson thought the 

Device looked like a bomb.86 They can all acknowledge that it is not a bomb while agreeing that 

it looks like a bomb.  It is impossible for Plaintiffs to demonstrate that this opinion is false. 

Ferguson also saw other videos demonstrating that there was no original “invention” and 

alleging that Ahmed’s creation only involved “taking a clock out of its case…he did not make a 

clock…this is a manufactured product and not an invention,”87 including a segment by Bill 

Maher in which that commentator said, “he did not invent anything…He didn’t invent a clock. 

85 See Exhibit B, ¶¶7d-g; Thomas Talbot, “Ahmed Mohamed Clock is a FRAUD,” YOUTUBE, Sept. 15, 2016, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CEmSwJTqpgY; “Challenging Ahmed Mohamed’s homemade clock story,” 
YOUTUBE, Sept. 18, 2015, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kHk_6Vh4Qeo.  
86 See Exhibit B, ¶7c. 
87 See Exhibit B, ¶7e. 
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He took the guts out of a clock radio that he bought in the store and put it in a pencil box. Ok. 

This is like pouring Cheerios into a bowl and saying you invented cereal.”88 Once again, 

Plaintiffs cannot establish the falsity of Ferguson’s opinion based on these facts. 

 Prior to the broadcast, Ferguson had also read several reports that Ahmed was 

uncooperative and unresponsive with authorities,89 and this made Ferguson question the 

genuineness of Ahmed’s misunderstanding with police.  Further, he saw the photograph of 

young Ahmed in handcuffs and wondered why a family would photograph their child in 

handcuffs.90 Ferguson also recalled the post 9/11 security campaign “if you see something, say 

something,”91 and considered that if he had seen the device in an airport or other public place, he 

would have called authorities.92  He thought that it is reasonable to expect that an LED with 

exposed wires would result in suspicion and reporting to authorities, and wondered why, in this 

heightened security conscious world, anyone would bring a device that looks like a bomb to 

school.93  

Ferguson testified that the evidence that the Device was merely a disassembled clock, as 

opposed to an invention, the fact that the Device looked like a bomb, the initial police arrest for 

the crime of “hoax bomb,” along with the questionable behavior of taking a photograph of a 

child in handcuffs all contributed to his suspicion about the origins of the Clock Incident.94 

Further, when Ferguson considered the publicity that Mohamed had sought in the past, including 

the publicity stunt over the Koran “trial” which caused many deaths, while achieving publicity 

for Mohamed, and considered the fact that the device looked like it was designed to appear scary 

88 See Exhibit B, ¶¶7d-g. 
89 See Exhibit B, ¶7h. 
90 See Exhibit B, ¶7i. 
91 See Exhibit B, ¶7k. 
92 See Exhibit B, ¶7c. 
93 See Exhibit B, ¶7k. 
94 See Exhibit B, ¶7. 
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with exposed wires and LED display in an enclosure in which he had never seen a clock, 

Ferguson joined countless others in developing the opinion, articulated in COS 1, that the Clock 

Incident might have been pre-planned as a way for Mohamed to draw attention to himself and his 

family.95 

Similarly, with regard to COS 4, Ferguson witnessed Ahmed and his family interacting 

with the news media and preparing for a television interview. As Ferguson testified, he observed 

that they were having a great time, basking in the limelight, acting like celebrities, and very 

excited about the attention.96 The mood was celebratory.97 Ahmed was not distraught, but rather 

he had the kind of excitement you might find at a birthday party.98 Ferguson was shown a 

photograph that Ahmed signed, which he later saw framed and hung on the wall of the TV 

studio.99 All of this led Ferguson to the following conclusions: that Ahmed was not afraid; that 

he was not nervous; that he loves the cameras and that he enjoyed his assent to fame and enjoyed 

being treated like a celebrity public figure.100   

On November 23, 2015, the day of the broadcast, Ferguson arrived at KDFW FOX 4 and 

learned of the demand letters asking for a total of $15 million from the city and the school 

district. This further confirmed his opinion that the incident might have been pre-planned. 

Ferguson testified that regardless of whether the Clock Incident was pre-planned, the demand 

letters attempting to extract $15 million from taxpayers led him to believe that the family was 

unreasonably pursuing money that he did not believe they deserved. Ferguson’s observation that 

“It’s a money grab” (COS 5) cannot be proven false given that Plaintiffs are in fact seeking $15 

95 See Exhibit B, ¶¶7, 9. 
96 See Exhibit B, ¶6. 
97 Id. 
98 Id. 
99 Id. 
100 Id. 
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million, and it is opinion whether that pursuit is “undignified” and “unprincipled” as is reflected 

in the Oxford definition “money grab.”101  

Texas courts have repeatedly held that a lawsuit based on opinion should be dismissed 

under the TCPA.102 Ferguson’s statements about the Device and its inception, the family’s love 

of the media, and the skepticism over the threatened $15 million lawsuit are all expressions of 

Ferguson’s opinion, not provable as false and protected expressions and, as such, should be 

dismissed under the TCPA. 

b. Ben Ferguson’s statements were protected rhetorical hyperbole and a 
“rational interpretation of events.” 

If this Court does not consider the statements to be opinion, then it should determine that 

they are constitutionally protected as rhetorical hyperbole.   

Political analysis, such as Ferguson’s statements, are customarily considered protected 

rhetorical hyperbole.103 Rhetorical hyperbole are statements that cannot be reasonably interpreted 

as stating actual facts, and, as such are not actionable as defamation.104 Hyperbole is viewed as 

101 See OXFORD LIVING DICTIONARIES, “Money grab” (“An undignified or unprincipled acquisition of a large sum 
of money with little effort.”). 
102 See, e.g., Young v. Krantz, 434 S.W.3d 335, 343 (Tex. App.—Dallas 2014, no pet.), disapproved of on other 
grounds by In re Lipsky, 460 S.W.3d 579 (Tex. 2015) (reversing denial of TCPA motion when statements were 
opinion); Farias v. Garza, 426 S.W.3d 808, 819 (Tex. App.—San Antonio 2014 pet. denied) (reversing the denial of 
an Anti-SLAPP motion because “it is clear to a reasonable reader/listener that the accusations are merely opinion 
and personal surmise built upon those facts”), disapproved of on other grounds by In re Lipsky, 460 S.W.3d 579 
(Tex. 2015); Avila v. Larrea, 394 S.W.3d 646, 659 (Tex. App.—Dallas 2012, pet. denied) (reversing denial of Anti-
SLAPP motion when statements at issue were opinion). 
103 For example, political reporting and commentary about a developer that alleged “contributions to slush funds;” 
“part of the fix;” “secret, illegal and corrupt deals;” “payoffs;” “blatant coverup attempt;” and, “maneuvers with 
political and corrupt implications,” were non-actionable “rhetorical hyperbole of which no reader could have 
thought that either the speakers at the meetings or the newspaper articles reporting their words were charging the 
plaintiff with the commission of a criminal offense.” Lizotte v. Welker, 45 Conn. Supp. 217, 230-31, 709 A.2d 50, 
58-59 (Super. Ct. 1996), aff'd, 244 Conn. 156, 709 A.2d 1 (1998). See also, Palm Beach Newspapers, Inc. v. Early, 
334 So. 2d 50, 53 (Fla. Dist. Ct. App. 1976) (political cartoons and editorial commentary related to school system 
were “‘rhetorical hyperbole’ or ‘the conventional give and take in our economic and political controversies.’”) 
104 See Am. Broad. Companies, Inc. v. Gill, 6 S.W.3d 19, 29 (Tex. App.—San Antonio 1999, pet. denied), 
disapproved of on other grounds by Turner v. KTRK Television, Inc., 38 S.W.3d 103 (Tex. 2000). For example, the 
terms “Blackmail Incorporated,” “extortionist” placed in quotation marks, and the word blackmail is used in the 
context of “legalized blackmail” were rhetorical hyperbole and imaginative expression that were constitutionally 
protected. Fasi v. Gannett Co., 114 F.3d 1194 (9th Cir. 1997); “whether fingerprint authentication is ‘radical’ or 
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“extravagant exaggeration employed for rhetorical effect.”105 In discussing such speech, courts 

have said that “hyperbole is very much the coin of the modern realm.”106 The protection of 

hyperbole under the First Amendment “reflects the reality that exaggeration and non-literal 

commentary have become an integral part of social discourse.”107 Furthermore, “intemperate, 

abusive, or insulting language” is not punishable if the speaker “believes such rhetoric to be an 

effective means to make its point.”108 There can be no doubt, Ferguson’s statements fall within 

the realm of rhetorical hyperbole. 

In order to evaluate a statement for its status as rhetorical hyperbole, the surrounding 

circumstances are essential, such as the physical elements (the separate introduction, dramatic 

lighting and music) and the contextual elements.109  For instance, rhetorical hyperbole is more 

likely to be found in the midst of “an emotional debate concerning emotionally-charged issues of 

significant public concern.” See, e.g., Horsley v. Rivera, 292 F.3d at 702 (talk-show host’s 

statement that an activist was “aiding and abetting homicide” was protected rhetorical 

hyperbole). Hyperbole is also found with exaggeration, conjecture, distortion and analogies. 

Thus, Ferguson expressing his views on the day that Plaintiffs had demanded $15 million from 

taxpayers after Ahmed had brought a device that “looked like a bomb” to school was not 

merely ‘emerging’ is subjective, and not capable of being proven true or false,” Biro v. Conde Nast, 883 F. Supp. 2d 
441, 459 (S.D.N.Y. 2012); assertions that a Plaintiff “‘oiled his way’ out of something, or got away ‘scot-free,’ do 
not carry a precise meaning and are not capable of being proven true or false,” Id. at 463; “The subjective term 
“scam” is not capable of being proven true or false,” Two Jinn, Inc. v. Green, CV06 268 S EJL, 2007 WL 1381804 
(D. Idaho Mar. 7, 2007); an assertion that plaintiff is “evil” would not be capable of a being proven true or false. 
Underwager v. Channel 9 Australia, 69 F.3d 361, 367 (9th Cir. 1995); “fake,” “phony,” “hefty mark-up,” “sloppy 
journalism,” were not actionable, Fasi v. Gannett Co., Inc., 930 F. Supp. 1403, 1410 (D. Haw. 1995) aff'd sub nom. 
Fasi v. Gannett Co., 114 F.3d 1194 (9th Cir. 1997) (citing Phantom Touring, Inc. v. Affiliated Publications, 953 
F.2d 724, 728 (1st Cir.), cert. denied, 504 U.S. 974, 112 S.Ct. 2942, 119 L.Ed.2d 567 (1992); Chapin v. Knight–
Ridder, 993 F.2d 1087, 1093 (4th Cir.1993); Moldea v. New York Times Co., 22 F.3d 310, 317 (D.C. Cir. 1994). 
105 Am. Broad. Companies, Inc. v. Gill, 6 S.W.3d at 30 (citing Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary 592, 1011 
(1988 ed.)). 
106 Levinsky's, Inc. v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., 127 F.3d 122, 128 (1st Cir. 1997). 
107 Id., at 128; see also Horsley v. Rivera, 292 F.3d 695, 701 (11th Cir. 2002).   
108 Old Dominion Branch No. 496, Nat. Ass'n of Letter Carriers, AFL-CIO v. Austin, 418 U.S. 264, 283, 94 S.Ct. 
2770, 2781, 41 L.Ed.2d 745 (1974). 
109 Horsley v. Rivera, 292 F.3d at 702. 
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surprisingly filled with exaggerated analogies and conjecture, e.g. comparing Ahmed to the 

celebrity family the Kardashians (COS 4).110  As the Texas Supreme Court has explained, 

“exaggeration or distortion, [are] the means by which the satirist clearly indicates to his audience 

that the piece does not purport to be a statement of fact but is rather an expression of criticism or 

opinion, a means of reaching an abstract truth or idea.”111   

It is also important to note that Ferguson’s comments were made after the news report on 

the demand letters sent by the Plaintiffs to the City of Irving and Irving ISD112 and in a separate 

political analyst segment of the broadcast.113  Ferguson’s analysis is set apart from the rest of the 

broadcast with its own introduction including dramatic music, bold, bright graphics, and an 

introduction alerting readers to the fact that the statements to follow are “commentary.”114 Thus, 

the segment at issue was clearly identified as separate and distinct from the news report about the 

demand letters (over which Plaintiffs did not sue). 

Ferguson’s speculation on whether Ahmed’s family pre-planned the Clock Incident (COS 

1) is the type of “conjecture [which] is intrinsic to the free flow of ideas and opinions on matters 

of public interest and concern that is at the heart of the First Amendment.” See Milkovich v. 

Lorain Journal Co., 497 U.S. 1, 34, 110 S. Ct. 2695, 2714, 111 L. Ed. 2d 1 (1990) (Brennan, J., 

dissenting). The protection of this kind of speech is essential because in matters of public 

concern, “often only some of the facts are known, and solely through insistent prodding—

through conjecture as well as research—can important public questions be subjected to the 

uninhibited, robust, and wide-open debate to which this country is profoundly committed.” Id. 

110 See, e.g., Sall v. Barber, 782 P.2d 1216 (Colo. App. 1989) (holding that the use of a metaphor was a sign that the 
statement was intended as hyperbole); see also Old Dominion Branch No. 496 v. Austin, 418 U.S. 264. 
111 New Times, Inc. v. Isaacks, 146 S.W.3d 144, 158 (Tex. 2004). 
112 See Exhibits A-1-ii, A-3-i.  See also Exhibit B, ¶10. 
113 See Exhibit A-1-ii, Exhibit B, ¶10. 
114 See Exhibit A-1-ii. 
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Given the importance to the community of the Clock Incident, the fallout, the evolving 

significant issues of public concern, and the $15 million lawsuit, it is critical that citizens have a 

right to openly question and engage in prodding on the issues to provide the fuel for a national 

discourse on the issues surrounding the Clock Incident. Id. This is why Texas courts have 

repeatedly held that a lawsuit such as this, based on rhetorical hyperbole, should be dismissed 

under the TCPA.115  

Further, a reporter’s “‘rational interpretation’ of events or factual statements when relying 

on ambiguous sources” is protected by the First Amendment.116 Under this principle, if “the facts 

underlying the offending anecdotes are true,” a plaintiff’s claims fail against a “rhetorical 

juxtaposition of events.” The “rational interpretation” principle “passes over into verifiably false 

reporting of the described events only when the author has, through description and reporting, 

materially altered the underlying facts.”117 That has not happened here—the facts which 

Ferguson outlined, that formed the basis of his conjecture and interpretation of the Clock 

Incident, are all true whether one concludes that it was an innocent mistake or something more 

orchestrated. 

c. Ben Ferguson’s statements were privileged as a fair comment on a 
matter of public concern. 

Alternatively, even though Plaintiffs did not like Ferguson’s statements, those statements 

were reasonable and fair comments and criticisms of official acts,118 acts of public officials, and 

matters of public concern published for general information.  See CPRC § 73.002(b)(2).  The 

115 See Rehak Creative Servs., Inc. v. Witt, 404 S.W.3d 716 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 2013 pet. denied) 
(affirming the TCPA dismissal of a lawsuit because statements that the Plaintiff was “‘[r]ewarding,’ ‘ripping off, 
‘and ‘[b]ilking… were “nothing more than rhetorical hyperbole”); Avila v. Larrea, 394 S.W.3d 646 (Tex. App.—
Dallas 2012, pet. denied) (reversing denial of motion to dismiss when statements in a broadcast about lawyer, 
including the headline “Lawyer in Dallas Defrauding the Undocumented?” were “metaphor or hyperbole”). 
116 See Weyrich v. New Republic, Inc., 235 F.3d 617, 626 (D.C. Cir. 2001). 
117 Id. 
118 See Exhibit A-1-ii (Nov. 23, 2015 Ferguson statements: “these teachers did not go to the extreme; they had 
something that looked like it might be an explosive device. They made the right call.”). 
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statutory fair comment privilege has been interpreted as being akin to the right of counsel to 

argue reasonable inferences from the facts proved at trial.119  Like the reasonable interpretation 

doctrine, the fair report and fair comment privileges permit the constitutional “breathing 

space”120 for Ferguson and KDFW FOX 4 to report on, interpret, comment on, and even 

criticize, events of official government proceeding and actions, and matters of public concern.121 

d. Ben Ferguson’s statements are not capable of a defamatory meaning. 

Alternatively, Ben Ferguson’s statements:  that Mohamed just took a clock apart and put 

it in a mini-briefcase (COS 2); that Ahmed didn’t talk to police when they asked him questions 

(COS3); that he was never afraid (COS 4); and that it’s a money grab (COS 5), are all not 

capable of a defamatory meaning.  

As noted above, a statement “may be false, abusive, unpleasant, or objectionable to the 

plaintiff and still not be defamatory in light of the surrounding circumstances.”122  Although the 

Mohamed family may find Ferguson’s critiques unflattering, and even irksome or embarrassing, 

that does not make them actionable.123 Commenting on one taking a clock apart and putting it in 

a mini-briefcase is not a crime—in fact after the Clock Incident, several people did this on 

119 See Express Publishing Co. v. Keeran, 284 S.W.913 (Tex. Comm’n App. 1926); see also Swate v. Schiffers, 975 
S.W.2d 70 (Tex. App. —San Antonio 1998, pet denied); Brewer v. Capital Cities/ABC, Inc., 986 S.W.2d 636, 644-
45 (Tex. App.—Fort Worth 1998, no pet.) (fair comment privilege applied to account of state agency inspections). 
120 San Antonio Exp. News v. Dracos, 922 S.W.2d 242, 252 (Tex. App.—San Antonio 1996, no writ) (the 
Constitution requires that the media have “breathing space” to ensure “that debate on public issues [is] uninhibited, 
robust, and wide open”). 
121 In order to overcome the privilege, Plaintiffs have to establish actual malice, that is, they must prove that the 
KDFW Defendants published the statements knowing they were false, or with reckless disregard of the truth. See 
Neely v. Wilson, 418 S.W.3d 52, 69 (Tex. 2013). Plaintiffs cannot do so. See Infra, § III.B.6. 
122 Columbia Valley Reg'l Med. Ctr. v. Bannert, 112 S.W.3d 193, 198 (Tex. App.—Corpus Christi 2003, no pet.); 
see also Rehak Creative Services, Inc. v. Witt, 404 S.W.3d 716, 728 (Tex. App.—Houston [14th Dist.] 2013, pet. 
denied).   
123 See Means v. ABCABCO, Inc., 315 S.W.3d 209, 214 (Tex. App.—Austin 2010, no pet.)(citing 1 Robert D. Sack, 
SACK ON DEFAMATION 2-17 (3d ed. 2009); see also, Bedford v. Spassoff, 485 S.W.3d 641 (Tex. App.—Ft. Worth 
2016, pet. filed); see, e.g., Farias v. Garza, 426 S.W.3d 808 (Tex. App.—San Antonio 2014, pet. denied (holding 
that a statement that Plaintiff was an arms dealer who had “taken advantage of corrupt officials to place his family in 
high paying positions” was not defamatory), disapproved on other grounds by In re Lipsky, 460 S.W.3d 579 (Tex. 
2015).   
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YouTube.124 Plaintiffs have claimed that their intentions were innocent,125 and Plaintiffs cannot 

be defamed by Fergusons’ statements that Plaintiffs did what they had a legal right to do.126 A 

statement that Mohamed points out anyone that is against Islam and causes problems is likewise 

not capable of a defamatory meaning because Mohamed has every right under the First 

Amendment to do such things.127 Further, Ahmed had every right to not speak with police or his 

teachers, he had every right to love the cameras, and he had every right to file the federal lawsuit 

against the city and the school district. Ferguson’s opinion that Plaintiffs actions in filing their 

lawsuit was “unprincipled,” while critical of and unpleasant to the Plaintiffs, does not rise to the 

level of defamation. 

e. Plaintiffs cannot establish that Ben Ferguson’s statements were 
materially false. 

Finally, and in the alternative, as explained above, falsity is an essential element of 

defamation that must be proven by a plaintiff.128 The statements that “He did not associate and/or 

talk to any of the teachers or the police when they asked him questions except to say ‘it is a 

clock’” (COS 3) is substantially true and is consistent with Ahmed’s statements to law 

enforcement and school officials.129  Therefore, Plaintiffs cannot meet their burden to establish 

124 See Exhibit B, ¶7; see also III, B.4.a., supra. 
125 See Exhibit A-9. See also “Ahmed Mohamed talks about being arrested at Irving school over clock,” KDFW 
FOX 4, YOUTUBE, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nckRlLlyfec. 
126 See Means v. ABCABCO, Inc., 315 S.W.3d 209, 214 (Tex. App.—Austin 2010, no pet.) (holding that there was 
no defamation if there was no statement of wrongful conduct); Hearst Newspaper Partnership L.P. v. Macias, 283 
S.W.3d 8 (Tex. App.—San Antonio 2009, no pet.).   
127 Id. See also Banfield v. Laidlaw Waste Sys., 977 S.W.2d 434, 439 (Tex. App.—Dallas 1998, pet. 
denied)(statement that plaintiffs were troublemakers, and “ring leaders” of a union was not defamatory – plaintiffs 
had a legal right to organize a union). 
 
128 Philadelphia Newspapers, Inc. v. Hepps, 475 U.S. 767, 776 (1986) (“the plaintiff bear[s] the burden of showing 
falsity”); KBMT Operating Co. v. Toledo, 492 S.W.3d 710, 713 (Tex. 2016); McIlvain v. Jacobs, 794 S.W.2d 14 
(Tex. 1990) (to recover for defamation against a media defendant, plaintiff must show material falsity). 
129 See Joint Appendix in Support of Defendants Daniel Cumming’s and Irving Independent School District’s 
Motions to Dismiss and Motions to Strike and Briefs in Support, Mohamed, et al., v. Irving Independent School 
District et al., attached hereto as Exhibit C, showing incident report from MacArthur High School from the day of 
Ahmed’s arrest, showing that all he would state was “I built a clock, cops think It’s a Bomb” and the comments of 
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that it is false.  Further, Ferguson’s statement that “it looked like a bomb” (COS 2) is 

substantially true and was based upon his own evaluation after looking at pictures of the Device, 

including the LED display, the exposed wires and the non-traditional enclosure, and coming to 

the conclusion it looked like a bomb.130  Apparently, the Irving ISD principal who notified the 

officials had the same perspective about its appearance.131  Finally, the statement that Ahmed 

was never afraid or nervous and loved the cameras—to the extent that it isn’t opinion or 

rhetorical hyperbole—was substantially true based on Ferguson’s own observations.  Ferguson 

personally observed Ahmed and his family at a television studio and observed how he had an 

entourage, and they were having a great time, basking in the limelight, acting like celebrities, and 

seemed very excited about the attention.132  

In addition, accurate reporting on third party allegations about matters of public concern 

is not actionable.133  Officials repeatedly told the media that Ahmed was “not forthcoming with 

information,” (COS 3)134  and did not talk to the teachers or police when questioned except to 

deny that the Device was a bomb.135 Likewise, officials stated that the Device looked like a 

bomb (COS 2).136 Even Ahmed stated that the police said they “think it’s a bomb.”137 And in 

MacArthur Principal that “I asked again, ‘What was your intend for building this clock?’ [Ahmed Mohamed] still 
will not tell me his intent for building a clock and bringing it to school.” 
130 See Exhibit B, ¶7.c. (“I looked at the LED display, the exposed wires and the non-traditional enclosure, and 
concluded that I thought it looked like a bomb. I further thought it looked nothing like a clock, or something that a 
person who “built” or “invented” a clock would create. I thought that if I had seen the device on an airplane, I would 
have run off of the plane. I further thought that if I had seen the device under the bleachers at a football game, I 
would have called the authorities”).  
131 See Exhibit C; see also September 15, 2015 Irving ISD letter, attached hereto as Exhibit D (“The Irving Police 
Department responded to a suspicious-looking item on campus yesterday.”). 
132 See Exhibit B, ¶6. 
133 See CPRC § 73.005(b); see also KBMT Operating Co., LLC v. Toledo, 492 S.W.3d at 711; McIlvain v. Jacobs, 
794 S.W.2d 14, 16 (Tex. 1990).   
134 See Plaintiffs’ Original Petition, ¶49. 
135 See, e.g., Exhibits A-1-i, A-2.  
136 See Exhibit A-1-i (Chief Larry Boyd, Irving Police Department, “that’s a very suspicious device”); see also 
Exhibit C (“cops think It’s a Bomb”); Exhibit F (“The Irving Police Department responded to a suspicious-looking 
item on campus yesterday.”). 
137 See Exhibit C. 
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fact, Ahmed was arrested for a “hoax bomb.”138 Herein, Irving police, the Mayor of Irving, and 

the Irving ISD have all represented to the public that Ahmed was “less than forthcoming” during 

the investigation,139 and have stated that the Device looked like a bomb,140 and according to 

Plaintiffs’ Original Petition, arrested Ahmed “for taking a ‘hoax bomb’ to school,”141 thus 

alleging that Ahmed had made the Device with the intent to “make another believe that the hoax 

bomb is an explosive or incendiary device; or cause alarm or reaction of any type by an official 

of a public safety agency or volunteer agency organized to deal with emergencies.”142 The truth 

of Ferguson’s report is to be measured by the statements made in the government investigation, 

not whether the allegations against Ahmed can ultimately be proven.143 

Even the statement “it’s a money grab,” (COS 5) to the extent it is not opinion, is 

substantially true. The Oxford Dictionary definition of “money grab” is “An undignified or 

unprincipled acquisition of a large sum of money with little effort.”144 One can view Plaintiffs’ 

actions in seeking to acquire a large sum of money, with little or no effort, through the lawsuit 

against the City of Irving and the Irving ISD (this does not even include Plaintiffs’ suit against 

the many defendants in this lawsuit) as falling within that definition. 

138 See Petition, ¶¶39-40; Avi Selk, “Ahmed Mohamed swept up, ‘hoax bomb’ charges swept away as Irving teen’s 
story floods social media,” DALLAS MORNING NEWS, Sept. 16, 2015, available at 
http://www.dallasnews.com/news/dallas-county/2015/09/15/ahmed-mohamed-swept-up-hoax-bomb-charges-swept-
away-as-irving-teen-s-story-floods-social-media  (Irving’s police chief announced Wednesday that charges won’t be 
filed against Ahmed Mohamed, the MacArthur High School freshman arrested Monday after he brought what school 
officials and police described as a ‘hoax bomb’ on campus”), attached hereto as Exhibit B-4; See also TEX. PENAL 
CODE § 46.08 (outlining the offense of “Hoax Bomb”), attached hereto as Exhibit G. 
139 See Petition ¶33. 
140 Id. at ¶30. 
141 Id. at ¶¶39, 40. 
142 See Exhibit G, TEX. PENAL CODE § 46.08.   
143 See KBMT Operating Co., LLC v. Toledo, 492 S.W.3d at 711; see also McIlvain v. Jacobs, 794 S.W.2d 14, 16 
(Tex. 1990). 
144 See OXFORD LIVING DICTIONARIES, “Money grab,” available at 
https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/us/money_grab  (“An undignified or unprincipled acquisition of a large 
sum of money with little effort.”). 
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5. Plaintiffs have suffered no damages. 

As explained above, the Statements at Issue are not defamatory per se as a matter of law. 

Although Plaintiffs did not plead defamation per quod, if the Court were to interpret their claims 

as such, Plaintiffs must plead and prove damages as an element of their defamation claim.145 

Plaintiffs have not pled any actual damages, nor have they pled any facts that could lead to a 

conclusion that they have suffered actual damages. Quite the contrary, Ahmed has been the 

recipient of many tangible and intangible benefits as a result of the publicity that followed the 

Clock Incident, including – a tour of the morning talk show circuit and the late night comedy 

circuit,146 an invitation to participate in the Google Science Fair,147 an invitation to the White 

House and an opportunity to meet President Obama,148 being named by Time Magazine as one of 

its “30 Most Influential Teens of 2015,”149 scholarship offers for himself and his family across 

the globe,150 invitations to visit Facebook, MIT and NASA and offers for internships at Twitter 

and Reddit, and a scholarship to SpaceCampUSA.151 Because there are no actual damages, 

Plaintiffs defamation claim fails. 

145 See Hancock v. Variyam, 400 S.W.3d 59, 68 (Tex. 2013). Even if Plaintiffs could prove damages, they could not 
prove that KDFW Defendants proximately cause their damages. See also Brown v. Petrolite Corp., 965 F.2d 38, 43 
(5th Cir. 1992)(defamation plaintiffs must prove that defendant’s publication was the proximate cause of their 
damages). 
146 See Exhibit A-9.  See also “The Nightly Show-Ahmed Mohamed,” Comedy Central, YOUTUBE, (Sept. 24, 2015), 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=avAatzhL4m4; Ahmed Mohamed (@iStandWithAhmed), TWITTER (Sept. 24, 
2015, 7:42 am), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=avAatzhL4m4 (“Got to spend my #Eid with @droz thanks for 
having me on the show! Check me out on tomorrow’s episode”). 
147 See Exhibit 9. 
148 Id. See also Mollie Reilly, “Ahmed Mohamed Visits the White House, Meets Obama,” HUFFINGTON POST, 
October 19, 2015, available at http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/ahmed-mohamed-white-
house_us_5625175ee4b0bce347017449, attached hereto as Exhibit A-11; President Obama (@POTUS), TWITTER, 
(Sept. 16, 2016, 9:58 AM), available at https://twitter.com/POTUS/status/644193755814342656, attached hereto as 
Exhibit A-14.  
149 Daniel D’Addario, “The 30 Most Influential Teens of 2015,” TIME, October 27, 2015, available at 
http://time.com/4081618/most-influential-teens-2015/, attached hereto as Exhibit E. 
150 See Exhibit A-9 (“Qatar Foundation, the government-sponsored organization in what is known as the country’s 
elite “education City” offered to take them all and pay for his older sisters’ college.”). 
151 See Facebook post of Mark Zuckerberg, FACEBOOK, September 16, 2015, available at 
https://www.facebook.com/zuck/posts/10102373304096361?pnref=story, attached hereto as Exhibit A-15 (“Ahmed, 
if you ever want to come by Facebook, I’d love to meet you. Keep building.”); “Ahmed Mohamed, Irving’s 
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6. Plaintiffs are both public figures. 

Both Ahmed and his father Mohamed are public figures. Determining whether one is a 

public figure is a matter of law for the court to decide.152 As a political candidate who has run for 

president of Sudan twice and stated his intent to run again in 2020, there can be no doubt that 

Mohamed is a public figure.153 Further, Mohamed has chosen to thrust himself into the center of 

the controversy concerning Islamic relations through both the highly publicized 2011 Koran trial 

and the Clock Incident at issue in this case, both of which further cement his public figure 

status.154  

Similarly, it is incontrovertible that Ahmed was a worldwide celebrity and a public figure 

at the time of the Statements at Issue.155 He had, by that time, appeared on numerous television 

shows,156 been invited to participate in the Google Science Fair,157 had visited the White House 

and met with the President,158 received offers to visit Twitter, Facebook, MIT and NASA,159 

infamous ‘Clock Boy’ returns to the U.S.,” KDFW FOX 4, June 27, 2016, available at 
http://www.fox4news.com/news/166469852-story, attached hereto as Exhibits A-3-vi and A-4-viii; Ahiza Garcia, 
“Teen Clockmaker gets offers from Twitter and MIT – and a T-shirt from space,” CNN MONEY, September 17, 
2015, 12:00 PM, attached hereto as Exhibit A-13. 
152 See WFAA-TV, Inc. v. McLemore, 978 S.W.2d 568, 571 (Tex. 1998) (“The question of public-figure status is one 
of constitutional law for courts to decide.”). 
153 See New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 281, 84 S.Ct. 710, 726, 11 L.Ed. 2d 686 (1964)(noting public 
figure status of candidates for public office); Harte-Hanks Communications, Inc. v. Connaughton, 491 U.S. 657, 
660, 109 S.Ct. 2678, 2682, 105 L.Ed. 2d 562 (1989) (candidate for judicial office was a public figure). 
154 See Curtis Pub. Co. v. Butts, 388 U.S. 130, 154–55, 87 S.Ct. 1975, 1991, 18 L.Ed. 2d 1094 (1967) (plaintiff 
achieved public figure status through his “purposeful activity amounting to a thrusting of his personality into the 
‘vortex’ of an important public controversy”); WFAA-TV, Inc. v. McLemore, 978 S.W.2d 568, 572 (Tex. 
1998)(plaintiff was public figure when he clearly voluntarily injected himself into the controversy at issue”). 
155 See A-1 through A-5, A-9 through A-15, B-1 through B-4, Exhibit E.  
156 See “The Nightly Show-Ahmed Mohamed,” Comedy Central, YOUTUBE, (Sept. 24, 2015), 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=avAatzhL4m4; Ahmed Mohamed (@iStandWithAhmed), TWITTER (Sept. 24, 
2015, 7:42 am), https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=avAatzhL4m4 (“Got to spend my #Eid with @droz thanks for 
having me on the show! Check me out on tomorrow’s episode”). 
157 See Google Science Fair, (@googlescifair), TWITTER (Sept. 16, 2015, 11:41 am), 
https://twitter.com/googlescifair/status/644219471469629440?lang=en (“Hey Ahmed-we’re saving a seat for you at 
this weekend’s Google Science Fair…want to come? Bring your clock!”). 
158 See also Mollie Reilly, “Ahmed Mohamed Visits the White House, Meets Obama,” HUFFINGTON POST, October 
19, 2015, avail. at http://www.huffingtonpost.com/entry/ahmed-mohamed-white-
house_us_5625175ee4b0bce347017449, attached hereto as Exhibit A-11. See also President Obama (@POTUS), 
TWITTER, (September 16, 2016, 9:58 AM), https://twitter.com/POTUS/status/644193755814342656, attached hereto 
as Exhibit A-14. 
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been named one of the “30 Most Influential Teens of 2015” by TIME magazine,160 was trending  

on twitter within hours of his twitter account being established,161 and had a Halloween costume 

and other memorabilia with his image on it.162  He had also toured the morning talk show circuit 

and the late night comedy circuit,163 and received scholarship offers for himself and his family 

on the other side of the globe.164 This public figure status was not imposed on Ahmed against his 

will.  

Even assuming that the Clock Incident was an innocent misunderstanding on the part of 

Ahmed, he and his family made the conscious decision after his arrest to purposefully thrust 

themselves into the vortex of an important public controversy.165 As described by The 

Washington Post, the family essentially had started its own PR company on the ride home from 

the police station on the day of Ahmed’s arrest.166  By the time the Statements at Issue were 

made (two months after his arrest), Ahmed had—by his own lawyer’s admission – a “reputation 

159 Ahiza Garcia, “Teen Clockmaker gets offers from Twitter and MIT – and a T-shirt from space,” CNN MONEY, 
September 17, 2015, 12:00 PM, attached hereto as Exhibit A-13; see also See Mark Zuckerberg, Facebook post to 
Ahmed, September 16, 2015, https://www.facebook.com/zuck/posts/10102373304096361?pnref=story, attached 
hereto as Exhibit A-15 (“Ahmed, if you ever want to come by Facebook, I’d love to meet you. Keep building.”). 
160 Daniel D’Addario, “The 30 Most Influential Teens of 2015,” TIME, October 27, 2015, available at 
http://time.com/4081618/most-influential-teens-2015/, attached hereto as Exhibit E. 
161 See Exhibits A-13, A-14.     
162 In addition, he has a Halloween costume based on him, which includes a pencil box with the device, a NASA 
shirt and handcuffs. See October 6, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 web story “‘Clock Boy’ now a Halloween costume,” which 
is also available at http://www.fox4news.com/trending/30553958-story, attached hereto as Exhibit A-4-iv. 
163 See Exhibit A-9. See also supra, fn. 158. 
164 See Exhibit A-9 (“Qatar Foundation, the government-sponsored organization in what is known as the country’s 
elite “education City” offered to take them all and pay for his older sisters’ college.”]. 
165 See Exhibit A, ¶5 (“his family, working with the local chapter of the Council on American Islamic Relations 
(“CAIR”), coordinated a news conference on the front lawn of Ahmed’s home, during which a smiling Ahmed 
cheerfully spoke and took a number of questions about his arrest.”); see also Exhibit A-3-i; Press Release: CAIR to 
hold news conference with Texas Muslim teen detained over clock, September 16, 2015, available at 
https://www.cair.com/press-center/press-releases/13156-cair-to-hold-news-conference-with-texas-muslim-teen-
detained-over-clock.html, attached hereto as Exhibit A-5; Exhibit A-9; “Ahmed Mohamed talks about being arrested 
at Irving school over clock,” YOUTUBE, available at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nckRlLlyfec. See Exhibit 
B, ¶ 4-7. 
166 See Exhibit A-9. 
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in the global community” and had received “global media attention.”167 There can be no question 

that Ahmed’s meteoric rise to celebrity status commanded him a sufficient amount of public 

interest that he had the means of counterargument at his disposal.168 Indeed, the family continued 

to reach out to the media—including KDFW FOX 4—and the media continued to show up and 

give Ahmed a platform to tell his story, the quintessential characteristic of a public figure.169 

Because Plaintiffs are public figures, there can be no liability without actual malice,170 which, as 

explained below, cannot be established by clear and specific evidence as required by the TCPA.  

7. Plaintiffs cannot establish actual malice.  

If the court determines that the Statements at Issue are not opinion or rhetorical 

hyperbole, are capable of a defamatory meaning, are not accurate reports of a third-party 

allegation, are substantially false, and that Plaintiffs have suffered damages, Plaintiffs still must 

establish clear and specific evidence of actual malice, because the Statements at Issue are 

privileged and because the Plaintiffs are public figures.171 “Actual malice” does not mean “ill 

will,” but rather publication of a false statement knowing the statement was false, or with 

167 See November 23, 2015 letter from Kelly Hollingsworth to Tina Patel of the Irving ISD demanding $5 million, 
attached hereto as Exhibit A-17; see also November 23, 2015 letter from Kelly Hollingsworth to Charles Anderson 
of the City of Irving demanding $10 million, attached hereto as Exhibit A-16. 
168 Curtis Pub. Co. v. Butts, 388 U.S. 130, 154–55, 87 S.Ct. 1975, 1991, 18 L.Ed. 2d 1094 (1967). 
169 See Exhibit A, ¶¶7-11; Exhibits A-1 through A-13. In the unlikely event that this Court determines that Ahmed or 
his father are not general purpose public figures, there can be no doubt that they are limited purpose public figures. 
“Limited-purpose public figures… are only public figures for a limited range of issues surrounding a particular 
public controversy.” WFAA-TV, Inc. v. McLemore, 978 S.W.2d 568, 571 (Tex. 1998). To evaluate whether a 
plaintiff is a limited-purpose public figure, the Texas Supreme Court has adopted a three-part test: (1) the 
controversy at issue must be public both in the sense that people are discussing it and people other than the 
immediate participants in the controversy are likely to feel the impact of its resolution; (2) the plaintiff must have 
more than a trivial or tangential role in the controversy; and (3) the alleged defamation must be germane to the 
plaintiff's participation in the controversy. Id. There can be no doubt that Ahmed had taken a central role in a public 
controversy affecting many people, and the Statements at Issue related to that controversy. 
170 See Id. 
171 See In re Lipsky, 460 S.W.3d 579, 593 (Tex. 2015) (“A private individual need only prove negligence, whereas a 
public figure or official must prove actual malice.”); Neely v. Wilson, 418 S.W.3d 52, 69 (privileges can only be 
overcome by proof of actual malice). 
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reckless disregard as to the truth of the statement.172 “Reckless disregard” is a subjective 

standard that focuses on the conduct and state of mind of the defendant at the time the statement 

was published.173 It does not mean sloppiness, but rather that the publisher, in fact, entertained 

serious doubts about the truth of the statement.174 Even failure to investigate the facts before they 

are published is insufficient to show actual malice.175 Furthermore, proof of actual malice cannot 

be inferred from the falsity of a statement alone.176 Negligence and actual malice are not 

synonymous and the difference in the two standards is critical in defamation law.177  The actual 

malice standard requires more than a departure from conduct that is reasonably prudent.  There 

must be evidence that the KDFW Defendants made the false publication with a high degree of 

awareness of probable falsity or entertained serious doubts as to the truth of the publication at 

the time the statements were made.178   

An allegedly defamatory publication must be viewed “as a whole-including 

accompanying statements, headlines, pictures, and the general tenor and reputation of the source 

itself, and [courts] consider the actual malice issue within this context.” Fox Entm't Group, Inc. 

v. Abdel-Hafiz, 240 S.W.3d 524, 507 (Tex. App.—Fort Worth 2007, pet. denied).  Importantly, a 

defendant’s “presentation of facts may be misleading, even negligently so, but will not constitute 

a ‘calculated falsehood’ unless the publisher knows or strongly suspects that it is misleading.” Id. 

at 532–33. 

172 See Gertz v. Welch, 418 U.S. 323, 349 (1974); New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254, 279-80, 84 S.Ct. 
710, 721, 11 L.Ed.2d 686 (1964); Hearst Corp. v. Skeen, 159 S.W.3d 633, 637 (Tex. 2005). Casso v. Brand, 776 
S.W.2d 551, 554.   
173 See Skeen, 159 S.W.3d at 637; New Times v. Isaacks, 146 S.W.3d 144, 162 (Tex. 2004). 
174 Casso, 776 S.W.2d at 558 (quoting St. Amant v. Thompson, 390 U.S. 727, 731, 88 S.Ct. 1323, 1325 (1968)).   
175 Skeen, 159 S.W.2d at 637; Schauer, 856 S.W.2d at 450; Ross v. Labatt, 894 S.W.2d at 395.   
176 Ross, 894 S.W.2d at 395; Marathon Oil Co. v. Salazar, 682 S.W.2d 624, 631 (Tex. App.—Houston [1st Dist.] 
1984, writ ref’d n.r.e.).   
177 See El Paso Times v. Trexlar, 447 S.W.2d 403, 406 (Tex. 1969) (failure to act as a reasonable person is not 
enough to establish actual malice.); Ross v. Labatt, 894 S.W.2d 393, 395 (Tex. App.—San Antonio 1994, writ 
dism’d w.o.j.).   
178 Harte-Hanks Communications, Inc. v. Connaughton, 491 U.S. 657, 685, 109 S.Ct. 2678, 2694-2696 (1989); Carr 
v. Brasher, 776 S.W.2d 567, 571 (Tex. 1989).   
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Actual malice cannot be demonstrated as long as a media defendant’s report is a “rational 

interpretation” of actual events.179 This is true even if a piece is written from a particular point of 

view, or is hard-hitting, or sensationalistic.180 As long as the report is a rational interpretation of 

underlying information—even if that interpretation reflects a misconception—there can be no 

actual malice.181 To be clear, even a plaintiff’s denial that an allegation is true does not create 

evidence of actual malice.182 Here, KDFW Defendants have established their belief in the truth 

of the statements that were made and the basis for their belief.183 

To avoid dismissal under Chapter 27, Plaintiffs must provide clear and specific evidence 

of actual malice. 184  Plaintiffs have no such evidence, and the uncontroverted affidavits of Bruce 

Smith and Ben Ferguson establish KDFW FOX 4 and Ferguson’s belief in the statements made 

and the basis for that belief.185 The KDFW Defendants had many reasons to believe the 

Statements at Issue were true. The Van Duyne Statements were consistent with previous 

statements she had made.186 Ben Ferguson had viewed several videos and stories casting doubt 

on the narrative that the Clock Incident was an invention and an innocent misunderstanding.187 

He also personally observed the actions of Mohamed and Ahmed and drew his own conclusions 

179 See Cox Texas Newspapers, L.P. v. Penick, 219 S.W.3d 425, 440–41 (Tex. App.—Austin 2007, pet. denied). 
180 Id.; see also Huckabee v. Time Warner Entm't Co. L.P., 19 S.W.3d 413, 425 (Tex. 2000). 
181 See Time, Inc. v. Pape, 401 U.S. 279, 290, 91 S.Ct. 633, 639, 28 L.Ed. 2d 45 (1971). 
182 See Freedom Newspapers of Texas v. Cantu, 168 S.W.3d 847, 858 (Tex. 2005) (“The mere fact that a defamation 
defendant knows that the public figure has denied harmful allegations or offered an alternative explanation of events 
is not evidence that the defendant doubted the allegations.”). 
183 See Exhibit A, ¶¶14, 17-19, Exhibit B, ¶¶5-13. 
184 Plaintiffs also did not comply with the Defamation Mitigation Act by making a timely and sufficient request for a 
correction, clarification or retraction within 90 days of receiving knowledge of the publication, and they failed to 
comply with the requirements of the DMA to make a timely and sufficient request for a retraction prior to the filing 
of this lawsuit. CPRC § 73.055.  KDFW Defendants hereby provide notice of their intent to rely on Plaintiffs’ 
failure make a sufficient or timely request for a correction, clarification or retraction, Id. at §73.058 and because 
Plaintiffs failed to comply with the Defamation Mitigation Act, Plaintiffs are precluded from recovering exemplary 
damages from KDFW Defendants. Id. at § 73.059. 
185 See Exhibits A and B. 
186 See Exhibit A, ¶¶12-14. 
187 See Exhibit B, ¶7. 
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from those observations.188  Based on his own observations, both in person and through 

reviewing social media and traditional news stories, Ferguson’s statements were his rational 

interpretations of substantially true facts, made the day that Plaintiffs demanded $15 million of 

taxpayer money to compensate Ahmed for the City of Irving’s efforts to enforce law and order at 

MacArthur High School.189 With such a demand, and the information before him regarding the 

theory that the Device might be nothing more than a disassembled digital clock, placed in a 

briefcase-looking pencil case with exposed wires and LED display, Ferguson rightfully and 

rationally asked the community to question the motives of those who would exact such a high 

price from taxpayers—and his commentary was protected.  

C. Defendants can establish the affirmative defenses that the Statements at Issue are 
substantially true and are privileged as a matter of law. 

In addition to requiring dismissal if the non-moving party fails to meet their burden, the 

TCPA also requires the court to dismiss a legal action against the moving party if the moving 

party establishes by a preponderance of the evidence each essential element of a valid defense.  

CPRC § 27.005(d).   

As outlined above, the statements are substantially true.190 Truth is an absolute defense to 

defamation.191 “A statement need not be perfectly true; as long as it is substantially true, it is not 

false.”192 This is determined by examining the statements as a whole and determining whether 

the “broadcast taken as a whole is more damaging to the plaintiff's reputation than a truthful 

broadcast would have been.”193 And if the underlying facts of the gist of the statement are 

undisputed, courts should disregard “any variance with respect to items of secondary importance 

188 See Exhibit B, ¶6. 
189 See Exhibit B, ¶¶5-12. 
190 See supra, Parts III.B.3.d., III.B.4.e. 
191 CPRC § 73.005(a). 
192 KBMT Operating Co., LLC v. Toledo, 492 S.W.3d 710, 714 (Tex. 2016). 
193 Id.; Williams v. Cordillera Communications, Inc., 26 F. Supp. 3d 624, 630 (S.D. Tex. 2014). 
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and determine substantial truth as a matter of law.”194 Thus, with regard to the Van Duyne 

Statements, the factual point regarding whether Ahmed’s family refused to provide a release to 

the city or the school district is a variance of secondary import. Further, an accurate report of a 

third-party allegation is substantially true. See CPRC §73.005(b). KDFW FOX 4’s reporting on 

what Mayor Van Duyne said is substantially true because it accurately reflects what she said and 

what was said at a public meeting. Likewise, the Ferguson Statements as to the Device looking 

like a bomb, Ahmed’s only response to officials being “it’s a clock,” his apparent love of the 

media, and his demand for $15 million from the city and school district were all substantially 

true and accurate reporting of allegations being made about a matter of public concern.  As such, 

they cannot support a claim for defamation.195   

Not only are the Statements at Issue substantially true, the statements are also privileged 

as a matter of law.  The statements are protected under both the fair comment and fair report 

privilege found in Texas Civil Practices & Remedies Code § 73.002.  The Van Duyne 

Statements were a fair, true and impartial account of government proceedings, statements on 

matters of public concern at a public meeting, and a reasonable and fair comment on official acts 

and matters of public concern published for general information.  Ferguson’s statements were 

reasonable and fair comments of official acts and matters of public concern. Because these 

privileges can only be defeated by proving actual malice, and KDFW Defendants have negated 

actual malice, the claims should be dismissed.  

 

 

194 McIlvain v. Jacobs, 794 S.W.2d 14, 16 (Tex. 1990). 
195 See CPRC § 73.005(b); KBMT v. Toledo, 492 S.W.3d at 714; McIlvain v. Jacobs, 794 S.W.2d 14, 16 (Tex. 
1990). 
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IV. 
CONCLUSION AND PRAYER 

 
The Texas Citizens Participation Act protects citizens from retaliatory lawsuits that seek 

to intimidate or silence them on matters of public concern.  In re Lipsky, 460 S.W.3d 579, 586 

(Tex. 2015).  There can be no question that is the purpose of the lawsuit at hand. After pursuing 

the limelight and suing the government for $15 million, Plaintiffs would have the media be silent 

and not challenge their decisions.  KDFW Defendants pray the claims against them be dismissed 

in their entirety with prejudice, and that they have and recover their reasonable attorney’s fees, 

costs and expenses, and for sanctions sufficient to deter Plaintiffs from bringing similar actions 

in the future. 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
HAYNES AND BOONE, LLP 
 
By: /s/ Laura Lee Prather  
Laura Lee Prather 
State Bar No. 16234200 
Laura.prather@haynesboone.com 
Alicia Calzada 
State Bar No. 24076296 
alicia.calzada@haynesboone.com  

 
600 Congress Avenue, Suite 1300 
Austin TX 78701 
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Telecopier: (512) 867-8609 
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CAUSE NO. DC-16-12579 

 

MOHAMED MOHAMED,  §  IN THE JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

Individually AND on Behalf § 

of AHMED MOHAMED, a Minor  § 

  § 

 Plaintiff,  § 

  § 

v.   §  DALLAS COUNTY, TEXAS 

  § 

THE BLAZE, INC.; GLENN BECK;  § 

CENTER FOR SECURITY POLICY;  § 

JIM HANSON; FOX TELEVISION  § 

STATIONS, LLC; BEN FERGUSON;  § 

BEN SHAPIRO; BETH VAN DUYNE  § 

  § 

 Defendants.  §  162
ND

 DISTRICT COURT 

 
EXHIBIT LIST TO MOTION TO DISMISS 

 
Exhibit A Affidavit of Bruce Smith 

Exhibit A-1  Broadcasts which include the statements at issue in this lawsuit: 

i. September 24, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 Broadcast, “Mayor shares 
more about Ahmed Mohamed Case,” which contains statements at 
issue in this lawsuit.  

ii. November 23, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 Broadcast, Ben Ferguson 
segment which contains statements at issue in this lawsuit. 

Exhibit A-2  September 24, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 web story, “Mayor shares 
more about Ahmed Mohamed Case,” which is also available at 
http://www.fox4news.com/news/24322977-story.  

Exhibit A-3  Broadcasts of KDFW FOX 4’s ongoing coverage of the Clock 
Incident: 

i. September 16, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 Broadcast, “No Charges for 
Irving teen after homemade clock mistaken for bomb at school.”  

ii.  September 16, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 Broadcast, “PD chief, 
Islamic leaders meet after clock incident.”  

iii. September 24, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 Broadcast, “Mark Davis 
calls #IStandWithAhmed movement disgusting.”  

http://www.fox4news.com/news/24322977-story
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iv. October 28, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 Broadcast, “Family picks up 
Ahmed Mohamed’s clock from Irving police.” 

v. November 23, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 Broadcast, “Ahmed 
Mohamed family wants $15 million from Irving, Irving ISD.”  

vi. June 27, 2016, KDFW FOX 4 Broadcast, “Ahmed Mohamed, 
Irving’s infamous ‘Clock Boy’ returns to the U.S.” 

vii. June 28, 2016, KDFW FOX 4 Broadcast, “What’s Next for 
“Clock Boy.”  

viii. August 8, 2016, KDFW FOX 4 Broadcast, “Irving ‘Clock Boy’ 
Ahmed Mohamed’s family files federal lawsuit.”  

Exhibit A-4 Web postings of KDFW FOX 4’s ongoing coverage of the Clock 
Incident 

i. September 16, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 web story, “No Charges for 
Irving teen after homemade clock mistaken for bomb at school,” 
which is also available at 
http://www.fox4news.com/news/20441178-story. 

ii.  September 16, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 web story, “PD chief, 
Islamic leaders meet after clock incident,” which is also 
available at http://www.fox4news.com/news/20649040-story. 

iii. September 24, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 web story, “Mark Davis 
calls #IStandWithAhmed movement disgusting,” which is also 
available at http://www.fox4news.com/good-day/23989075-
story. 

iv. October 6, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 web story “‘Clock Boy’ now a 
Halloween costume,” which is also available at 
http://www.fox4news.com/trending/30553958-story.     

v. October 28, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 web story, “Family picks up 
Ahmed Mohamed’s clock from Irving police,” which is also 
available at http://www.fox4news.com/news/40314956-story. 

vi. November 23, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 web story, “Ahmed 
Mohamed family wants $15 million from Irving, Irving ISD,” 
which is also available at 
http://www.fox4news.com/news/53471848-story. 

vii. December 4, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 web story, “Department of 
Justice to investigate Irving ISD due to clock incident,” which is 

http://www.fox4news.com/news/20441178-story
http://www.fox4news.com/news/20649040-story
http://www.fox4news.com/good-day/23989075-story
http://www.fox4news.com/good-day/23989075-story
http://www.fox4news.com/trending/30553958-story
http://www.fox4news.com/news/40314956-story
http://www.fox4news.com/news/53471848-story
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also available at http://www.fox4news.com/news/55835653-
story. 

viii. June 27, 2016, KDFW FOX 4 web story, “Ahmed Mohamed, 
Irving’s infamous ‘Clock Boy’ returns to the U.S.” which is also 
available at http://www.fox4news.com/news/166469852-story. 

ix. June 28, 2016, KDFW FOX 4 web story, “What’s Next for 
“Clock Boy,” which is also available at 
http://www.fox4news.com/news/167001384-story. 

x. August 8, 2016, KDFW FOX 4 web story, “Irving ‘Clock Boy’ 
Ahmed Mohamed’s family files federal lawsuit,” which is also 
available at http://www.fox4news.com/news/186559884-story. 

Exhibit A-5 Press Release, Council on American-Islamic Relations, CAIR to 
hold news conference with Texas Muslim teen detained over clock, 
(September 16, 2015) available at https://www.cair.com/press-
center/press-releases/13156-cair-to-hold-news-conference-with-
texas-muslim-teen-detained-over-clock.html  

Exhibit A-6 Patrick Michels, “Why Mohamed Elhassan, the Dallas Imam Who 
Played Defense Attorney in Quran-Torching Church, Says he 
“Admires” Terry Jones,” DALLAS OBSERVER, April 4, 2011 

Exhibit A-7 Annie Gowen, “Muslim at Koran ‘trial’ says he didn’t know the 
holy book would be burned,” THE WASHINGTON POST, April 6, 
2011 

Exhibit A-8  “Sudan presidential contender vows to lift US sanctions in first 
100 days if elected,” SUDAN TRIBUNE, February 16, 2015 

Exhibit A-9 Jessica Contrera, “A year ago, Ahmed Mohamed became ‘Clock 
Boy.’ Now, he can’t escape that moment,” THE WASHINGTON 
POST, August 2, 2016 

Exhibit A-10 Nina Golgowski, “Father of Muslim teen arrested for clock 
previously battled Fla. Koran burner, has run for president of 
Sudan twice,” NEW YORK DAILY NEWS, September 16, 2015 

Exhibit A-11 Mollie Reilly, “Ahmed Mohamed Visits the White House, Meets 
Obama,” HUFFINGTON POST, October 19, 2015 

Exhibit A-12 Josh Hafner, “Father of Texas ‘clock boy’ Ahmed Mohamed sues 
Glenn Beck, Fox for defamation,” USA TODAY, September 26, 
2016 

http://www.fox4news.com/news/55835653-story
http://www.fox4news.com/news/55835653-story
http://www.fox4news.com/news/166469852-story
http://www.fox4news.com/news/167001384-story
http://www.fox4news.com/news/186559884-story
https://www.cair.com/press-center/press-releases/13156-cair-to-hold-news-conference-with-texas-muslim-teen-detained-over-clock.html
https://www.cair.com/press-center/press-releases/13156-cair-to-hold-news-conference-with-texas-muslim-teen-detained-over-clock.html
https://www.cair.com/press-center/press-releases/13156-cair-to-hold-news-conference-with-texas-muslim-teen-detained-over-clock.html
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Exhibit A-13 Ahiza Garcia, “Teen Clockmaker gets offers from Twitter and MIT 
– and a T-shirt from space,” CNN MONEY, September 17, 2015, 
12:00 PM 

Exhibit A-14  President Obama (@POTUS), TWITTER, (September 16, 2016, 
9:58 AM) 

Exhibit A-15 Facebook post by Mark Zuckerberg, FACEBOOK, September 16, 
2015  

Exhibit A-16 November 23, 2015 demand letter from Kelly Hollingsworth on 
behalf of Plaintiffs to Charles Anderson of the City of Irving 
demanding $10 million 

Exhibit A-17 November 23, 2015 demand letter from Kelly Hollingsworth on 
behalf of Plaintiffs to Tina Patel of the Irving ISD demanding $5 
million 

Exhibit B Affidavit of Ben Ferguson 

Exhibit B-1 Nina Golgowski, “Father of Muslim teen arrested for clock 
previously battled Fla. Koran burner, has run for president of 
Sudan twice,” NEW YORK DAILY NEWS, September 16, 2015, 
9:46 p.m., available at 
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/father-muslim-kid-
arrested-clock-standout-citizen-article-1.2363466      

Exhibit B-2 Alyssa Klein, “The Surprising backstory behind #IStandWith 
Ahmed’s 2-time Sudanese presidential candidate father,” 
OKAYAFRICA.COM, September 16, 2015, available at 
http://www.okayafrica.com/news/istandwithahmed-mohamed-
elhassan-mohamed-sudanese-father-backstory/  

Exhibit B-3 Ben Ashford, “Exclusive: From the banks of the Nile to meeting 
Obama at the White House- how family of Muslim boy, 14, 
handcuffed for his homemade clock, is living the American 
dream,” DAILYMAIL.COM, September 17, 2015, 14:27, available 

at http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3238709/From-
banks-Nile-meeting-Obama-father-Ahmed-MohameB3-d-
Muslim-boy-14-handcuffed-homemade-clock-lived-American-
dream.html  

Exhibit B-4  Avi Selk, “Ahmed Mohamed swept up, ‘hoax bomb’ charges 
swept away as Irving teen’s story floods social media,” DALLAS 
MORNING NEWS, September 16, 2015, available at 
http://www.dallasnews.com/news/dallas-
county/2015/09/15/ahmed-mohamed-swept-up-hoax-bomb-
charges-swept-away-as-irving-teen-s-story-floods-social-media 

http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/father-muslim-kid-arrested-clock-standout-citizen-article-1.2363466
http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/father-muslim-kid-arrested-clock-standout-citizen-article-1.2363466
http://www.okayafrica.com/news/istandwithahmed-mohamed-elhassan-mohamed-sudanese-father-backstory/
http://www.okayafrica.com/news/istandwithahmed-mohamed-elhassan-mohamed-sudanese-father-backstory/
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3238709/From-banks-Nile-meeting-Obama-father-Ahmed-MohameB3-d-Muslim-boy-14-handcuffed-homemade-clock-lived-American-dream.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3238709/From-banks-Nile-meeting-Obama-father-Ahmed-MohameB3-d-Muslim-boy-14-handcuffed-homemade-clock-lived-American-dream.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3238709/From-banks-Nile-meeting-Obama-father-Ahmed-MohameB3-d-Muslim-boy-14-handcuffed-homemade-clock-lived-American-dream.html
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3238709/From-banks-Nile-meeting-Obama-father-Ahmed-MohameB3-d-Muslim-boy-14-handcuffed-homemade-clock-lived-American-dream.html
http://www.dallasnews.com/news/dallas-county/2015/09/15/ahmed-mohamed-swept-up-hoax-bomb-charges-swept-away-as-irving-teen-s-story-floods-social-media
http://www.dallasnews.com/news/dallas-county/2015/09/15/ahmed-mohamed-swept-up-hoax-bomb-charges-swept-away-as-irving-teen-s-story-floods-social-media
http://www.dallasnews.com/news/dallas-county/2015/09/15/ahmed-mohamed-swept-up-hoax-bomb-charges-swept-away-as-irving-teen-s-story-floods-social-media
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Exhibit B-5  @anildash, Twitter, Photo, (September 15, 2015, 10:30 p.m.) 
https://twitter.com/anildash/status/644020453724585984  

Exhibit C Joint Appendix in Support of Defendants Daniel Cummings and Irving 
Independent School District’s Motions to Dismiss and Motions to Strike and 
Briefs in Support, Mohamed Elhassan Mohamed v. Irving Independent School 

District et al., Case No. 3:16-cv-02283-L, (N.D. Tex., filed Oct. 11, 2016) 

Exhibit D September 15, 2015 Irving ISD letter to Parents 

Exhibit E Daniel D’Addario, “The 30 Most Influential Teens of 2015,” TIME, October 27, 
2015 

Exhibit F September 16, 2015 Irving ISD Statement 

Exhibit G TEX. PENAL CODE § 46.08 

Exhibit H Affidavit of Olga Marshall 
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CAUSE NO. DC-16-12579 

MOHAMED MOHAMED, 
Individually AND on Behalf 
of AHMED MOHAMED, a Minor 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

THE BLAZE, INC.; GLENN BECK; 
CENTER FOR SECURITY POLICY; 
JIM HANSON; FOX TELEVISION 
STATIONS, LLC; BEN FERGUSON; 
BEN SHAPIRO; BETH VAN DUYNE 

Defendants. 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

IN THE JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

DALLAS COUNTY, TEXAS 

162ND DISTRICT COURT 

AFFIDAVIT OF BRUCE SMITH 

THE STATE OF TEXAS § 
§ 

COUNTY OF DALLAS § 

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, on this day personally appeared BRUCE 
SMITH, known to me to be the person whose name is subscribed below and after having been 
duly sworn, on his oath stated as follows: 

1. My name is Bruce Smith. I am over the age of 21 and am fully competent to 
make this affidavit. I have never been convicted of a felony. I have worked in the broadcast 
industry for over 30 years. I have worked at KDFW FOX 4 since 1996 and have served as the 
Assistant News Director there since October of 2006. The facts stated in this affidavit are within 
my personal knowledge, which I have obtained in the course and scope of my employment, and 
are true and correct. I submit this Affidavit in support of the KDFW Defendants' Motion to 
Dismiss. 

2. I have reviewed Plaintiff's Original Petition, and all of the broadcasts referenced 
therein that were aired by KDFW FOX 4. KDFW FOX 4 is owned and operated by NW 
Communications of Texas, Inc., pursuant to a license from the Federal Communications 
Commission. 

3. Attached to this affidavit are records from KDFW FOX 4. These records are kept 
by KDFW FOX 4 in the regular course of business of KDFW FOX 4. It was the regular course 
of business of KDFW FOX 4 for an employee or representative of KDFW FOX 4, with 
knowledge of the act event, or condition recorded to make the record or to transmit information 
thereof to be included in such records; and the records were made at or near the time or 
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reasonably soon thereafter. The records attached hereto are the original or exact duplicates of the 
original. The records from KDFW FOX 4 are as follows: 

1) Exhibit A-1. Broadcasts which include the statements at issue 111 this 
lawsuit: 

i. September 24, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 Broadcast, "Mayor shares 
more about Ahmed Mohamed Case," which contains statements at 
issue in this lawsuit. 

IL November 23, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 Broadcast, Ben Ferguson 
segment which contains statements at issue in this lawsuit. 

2) Exhibit A-2, September 24, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 web story, "Mayor 
shares more about Ahmed Mohamed Case," which is also available at 

3) Exhibit A-3. Broadcasts of KDFW FOX 4's ongomg coverage of the 
Clock Incident: 

L September 16, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 Broadcast, "No Charges for 
Irving teen after homemade clock mistaken for bomb at school." 

ii. September 16, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 Broadcast, "PD chief, Islamic 
leaders meet after clock incident." 

ui. September 24, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 Broadcast, "Mark Davis calls 
#IStandWithAhmed movement disgusting." 

iv. October 28, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 Broadcast, "Family picks up 
Ahmed Mohamed's clock from Irving police." 

v. November 23, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 Broadcast, "Ahmed Mohamed 
family wants $15 million from Irving, Irving ISD." 

vi. June 27, 2016, KDFW FOX 4 Broadcast, "Ahmed Mohamed, 
Irving's infamous 'Clock Boy' returns to the U.S." 

vii. June 28, 2016,KDFW FOX 4 Broadcast, "What's Next for "Clock 
Boy." 

vui. August 8, 2016, KDFW FOX 4 Broadcast, "Irving 'Clock Boy' 
Ahmed Mohamed's family files federal lawsuit." 

4) Exhibit A-4, web postings of KDFW FOX 4's ongoing coverage of the 
Clock Incident: 
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I. September 16, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 web story, "No Charges for 
Irving teen after homemade clock mistaken for bomb at school," 
which IS also available at 

IL September 16, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 web story, "PD chief, Islamic 
leaders meet after clock incident," which is also available at 
l11Jp ://1v\vvv·. fox 4 news. com/_ncwsQ_06_12D_4_Q~_;;,to rx.:_ 

ni. September 24, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 web story, "Mark Davis 
calls #IStandWithAhmed movement disgusting," which is also 
available at http:/ /wwvv. fox 4news.com/good-dav 123 98907 5-storv. 

IV. October 6, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 web story "'Clock Boy' now a 
Halloween costume," which is also available at 
http://www.fox4news.com/trcndind30553958-storv. 

v. October 28, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 web story, "Family picks up 
Ahmed Mohamed's clock from Irving police," which is also 
available at 

c~.c.:~c_.;,; ... c .. c .. ;;;o.c~~.;.; ... c.;~;:cc:.c'~'-'-=······'·'·~-'··'·''·-"-·'···'~··~····'·· 

vi. November 23, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 web story, "Ahmed Mohamed 
family wants $15 million from Irving, Irving ISD," which is also 
available at http://www..:.E!c\:1_11~~.Y~C,::_(2_1}}/ne\vs/ 5 34 71848-storv. 

VIL December 4, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 web story, "Department of 
Justice to investigate Irving ISD due to clock incident," which is 
also available at http://lvvvw.fox4news.com/news/55835653-storv. 

vni. June 27, 2016, KDFW FOX 4 web story, "Ahmed Mohamed, 
Irving's infamous 'Clock Boy' returns to the U.S." which is also 
available at http://v.;vvvv.fox4news.com/ncws/l 66469852-storv. 

Ix. June 28, 2016, KDFW FOX 4 web story, "What's Next for 'Clock 
Boy,"' which Is also available at 

x. August 8, 2016, KDFW FOX 4 web story, "Irving 'Clock Boy' 
Ahmed Mohamed's family files federal lawsuit," which is also 
available at 

.o.:=~~~'--'-'-.. C:....:..:..:.~O~-··'~·~-'-'-"~-==~~~~~c--'--'c:~=-~~-'-"="-'-.,:_:. 

4. KDFW FOX 4 regularly covers local schools, including the Irving Independent 
School District, and Irving's MacArthur High School. When there is an incident involving a 
juvenile at one of the schools, it is not common practice for either the police or the schools to 
release the student's name. 

5. After 14-year-old Ahmed Mohamed ("Ahmed") was arrested and suspended for 
bringing to Irving's MacArthur High School a device which police called a "hoax bomb" ("the 
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Clock Incident"), his family, working with the local chapter of the Council on American Islamic 
Relations ("CAIR"), coordinated a news conference on the front lawn of Ahmed's home, during 
which a smiling Ahmed cheerfully spoke and took a number of questions about his arrest. 
Ahmed's father, Mohamed Elhassan Mohamed ("Mohamed") also spoke at length. Attached as 
Exhibit A-5 is a true and correct copy of a September 16, 2015 press release sent by CAIR, 
inviting the media to Ahmed's home, and publishing his home address online. Mohamed is well
known in Dallas because he has run for the Presidency of Sudan on two occasions, including 
most recently in 2015, and has publicly expressed his intention to do so again in 2020. In 
addition, Mohamed is also known for participating in an infamous "mock trial" of the Koran in 
Florida in 2011, which led to deadly riots in Afghanistan. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibit 
A-3-i is KDFW FOX 4's broadcast, "No Charges for Irving teen after homemade clock mistaken 
for bomb at school," showing the press conference on Ahmed's front lawn, on September 16, 
2015, which is also available at http://\vww. frlx4ncvvs.corn/news/20441 178-storv. KDFW FOX 
4 has a Y ouTube channel and we posted the entire five-minute press conference on a Y ouTube 
post titled, ""Ahmed Mohamed talks about being arrested at Irving school over clock," on our 
Y ouTube channel, at this link: Attached to this 
affidavit as Exhibits A-6 through A-8 are true and correct copies of news articles which discuss 
Mohamed's notoriety as a presidential candidate and as a participant in the Koran burning. 

6. Because Ahmed was a juvenile, neither police nor the school would have released 
his name. While there have been other cases where individual families have reached out to us 
after they feel their minor child has been wronged by a school or law enforcement, the 
coordinated way in which this family was able to mobilize advocates and hold a formal news 
conference was unique. 

7. Even after the Clock Incident began to blow over, Ahmed and his family have 
continued to pursue publicity. When Ahmed left the country, his surrogates continued to provide 
us with information about him. For example Ahmed's uncle, Aldean Mohamed ("Aldean") has 
been a constant source of contact for KDFW FOX 4, and in June, the family invited KDFW FOX 
4 to the airport to cover Ahmed's return to the United States after living for 9 months in Qatar 
and gave KDFW FOX 4 the flight number and time that Ahmed would arrive at DFW 
airport. Then the next day, Ahmed's first day back in the U.S., the family invited KDFW FOX 4 
to their home for an interview. 

8. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibits A-3-vi, and A-4-viii are true and correct 
copies of our June 27, 2016 broadcast and web story, respectively, of Ahmed arriving at the 
DFW airport from Qatar (KDFW FOX 4 reporting "his family alerted us to his return today"). 
Attached to this affidavit as Exhibits A-3-vii, and A-4-ix are true and correct copies of our June 
28, 2016 broadcast and web story, respectively, showing when KDFW FOX 4'sjournalists were 
invited to Ahmed's home the day after he returned from Qatar. 

9. This intentional pursuit of publicity thrust the family into the center of important 
controversies involving Ahmed's suspension and arrest and the actions of government ofiicials 
and the school district. The actions taken by Irving Public School District, the City of Irving and 
their police force, and the over-arching social and political concerns raised by them became the 
topic of conversation of media outlets worldwide. 
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10. KDFW FOX 4 reported on the arrest initially, and has continued to update its 
viewers about the developing story for the last year, including in its broadcasts discussions about 
the many issues of public concern related to the incident, i.e. including reporting on terrorism, 
racism, racial profiling, zero tolerance policies, actions taken by public schools and public 
officials, and the actions of Ahmed. In the course of their reporting, KDFW FOX 4 broadcast 
stories about the initial arrest and suspension, the community's response, the national response, 
the investigation by the U.S. Department of Justice, the benefits showered on Ahmed, and the 
criticisms of the actions taken by Ahmed and his family. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibits A
l through A-4 are true and correct copies of web stories produced by KDFW FOX 4 in relation 
to Ahmed Mohamed, the Clock Incident and the continued fallout. 

11. The story of the Clock Incident was a story of not only local significance, but also 
national significance. News media from all over the nation descended on Irving and reported on 
the Clock Incident. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibits A-9 through A-13 are true and correct 
copies of news stories published by national media in relation to Ahmed Mohamed, the Clock 
Incident, the internships and invitations conferred on Ahmed and the continued 
fallout. Attached to this afiidavit as Exhibit A-14 is a true and correct copy of a tweet from the 
account of President Barack Obama inviting Ahmed to the White House. Attached to this 
affidavit as Exhibit A-15 is a true and correct copy of a Face book post from the account of Mark 
Zuckerberg, the CEO of Facebook, inviting Ahmed to visit the tech company. The national 
coverage and conversation captured the ongoing debate about balancing the rights of individuals 
against the security of our nation and its public schools. In addition, the issues relevant to our 
community included the concerns about whether the police over-reacted and whether there is 
institutional discrimination at Irving ISD or the City of Irving. Further, when the family sent a 
demand letter to the City of Irving and Irving ISD for $15 million, the financial strain on local 
taxpayers became an issue of great public concern for the community. 

12. In late September of 2015, KDFW FOX 4 learned that Irving Mayor Beth Van 
Duyne had appeared on the Glenn Beck show on September 22, 2015 and had stated that there 
was much more to the story. She stated Ahmed Mohamed was not being completely forthright 
in his telling of the incident. KDFW FOX 4 made the decision to follow up with the Mayor about 
her comments. 

13. On September 24, 2015, Mayor Van Duyne was invited to speak at the Arlington 
Republican Club. KDFW FOX 4 sent a photographer and reporter to the meeting to interview her 
and try to learn more about her comments on the Glenn Beck Show. The claims in 149 of 
Plaintiffs' Original Petition are based on this interview ("Van Duyne Statements"). Also in 
attendance at that meeting was a member of the Texas Municipal Patrolman's Association who 
was critical of the Mohamed family for not allowing release of the arrest report and records of 
the incident. The Petition inaccurately asserts that the Van Duyne interview and broadcast took 
place on September 28, 2015. It actually occurred on September 24, 2015. KDFW FOX 4 
broadcast the allegations made by Mayor Van Duyne because they related to a matter of public 
concern. True and correct copies of KDFW FOX 4's September 24, 2015 broadcast and web 
story with Mayor Van Duyne's statements are attached to this affidavit as Exhibits A-1-i and A-
2. 
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14. Mayor Van Duyne's speech at the Arlington Republican Club was a public 
meeting and the statements made by the mayor related to a matter of public concern - namely the 
appropriateness of Irving ISD and the Irving Police Department's treatment of Ahmed. KDFW's 
reporting on these matters of public concern was broadcast to the general public for general 
information. KDFW FOX 4 believed the statements to be true at the time they were broadcast 
based on the fact that Van Duyne's statements in her interview with KDFW FOX 4 were 
consistent with her statements at the public meeting and also her statements on the Glenn Beck 
Show. In addition, Van Duyne's statements were consistent with previous statements we had 
heard from Mayor Van Duyne and from law enforcement during prior reporting on the Clock 
Incident. In the fourteen months since KDFW FOX 4 broadcast those statements, nothing has led 
KDFW FOX 4 to believe that the statements are untrue, and therefore KDFW FOX 4 believes 
the statements to be true to this day. 

15. On November 23, 2015, KDFW FOX 4 received copies of two demand letters 
that the Plaintiffs and their lawyers sent to the Irving Independent School District and the City of 
Irving, demanding a combined $15 million for alleged civil rights violations. True and correct 
copies of the demand letters provided to KDFW FOX 4 are attached to this affidavit as Exhibits 
A-16andA-17. 

16. The claims in paragraph 53 of Plaintiffs' Original Petition are based on statements 
made by guest analyst Ben Ferguson on November 23, 2015, as a part of a weekly segment on 
KDFW FOX 4 (''Ferguson Statements"). A true and correct copy of the Ben Ferguson segment 
on the November 23, 2015 KDFW FOX 4 Broadcast, which contains statements at issue in this 
lawsuit, is attached to this affidavit as Exhibit A-1-ii. 

17. Ferguson appeared on KDFW FOX 4 periodically to provide commentary on 
matters of public concern such as politics and current events. Ferguson's statements were a pmi 
of KDFW FOX 4's ongoing coverage of the Clock Incident, both before and after November 23, 
2015. Ben Ferguson's segment consisted of his rhetorical hyperbole and opinion based on the 
facts either disclosed during the segment or known within the community from prior reporting. 
At the time of the broadcast, KDFW FOX 4 believed the underlying facts on which Ferguson's 
opinions were based. For instance, Ferguson's statements about Ahmed taking a clock apart and 
putting it in a mini-briefcase were consistent with the fact that others across the country had 
deconstructed the materials in the device and come to similar conclusions. Moreover, Mohamed 
had run for the presidency of Sudan twice, and had pmiicipated in a highly inflammatory 
publicity stunt in which he played "defense attorney" in a mock trial of the Koran. Ferguson's 
statements were consistent with prior reporting on the Clock Incident and based on his own 
observation of how Ahmed and his family conducted themselves before the media and the 
benefits they derived from their fame. In the fourteen months since KDFW FOX 4 broadcast 
Ferguson's statements, nothing has led KDFW FOX 4 to believe that the facts underlying 
Ferguson's opinions are untrue. 

18. Prior to the filing of this lawsuit, Plaintiffs never communicated to KDFW FOX 4 
that they believed the statements broadcast by KDFW FOX 4 were inaccurate or unfair to 
Plaintiffs, despite the many times Plaintiffs and their family have communicated with KDFW 
FOX 4, including inviting KDFW FOX 4 to the airport and into their home to cover Ahmed's 
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return to Dallas, and the many times that KDFW FOX 4 has given the family a platform to share 
their message. 

19. KDFW FOX 4 does not harbor any feelings of hatred, ill-will or spite towards 
Plaintiffs. The purpose of our broadcasts were to communicate with members of our community 
on matters of public concern, and to inform fellow members of our community about an 
important ongoing story that impacts their children, their schools, their police department, and
with millions of dollars ' worth of litigation at stake-their tax dollars. 

FURTHER AFFIANT SA YETH NOT. 

DATED this 2-l?tday ofNovember, 2016. 

BRUCE SMITH 

er, 201~ 
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Mohamed v. KDFW 
Exhibit A-1 

i. 2015-09-24 FOX 4 NEWS, 
"Mayor shares ... " 

ii. 2015-11-23- FOX 4 NEWS, 
Ben Ferguson segment 
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No charges for Irving teen after homemade clock mistaken for 
bomb at school 

A 14-yoar-old North Texas boy will not face charges after he was suspended over a homemade clock that teachers, administrators and police found suspicious. 

By: EQX4News.com Staff 

POSTED:SEP 16 2015 11:17AM CDT 

UPDATED:SEP 16 2015 10:45PM CDT 

IRVING, Texas - A 14-year-old North Texas boy will not face charges after he was suspended over a homemade 

clock that teachers, administrators and police found suspicious. 

Ahmed Mohamed, who is Muslim, was arrested at MacArthur High School in Irving on Monday afternoon after a 

clock he made was mistaken for a bomb. 



Mohamed said he enjoys tinkering with electronics and took the clock to school to show his engineering teacher. 

But an alarm on tl1e clock went off in English class and his teacher confiscated it. 

U~I No chhrges for lrvl 

"I told them it's a clock. And they told me, 'Why would you bring a clock to school?' And I was like to tell time. And 

the officer said, 'There's clocks here, clocks here, clocks around you everywhere.' And I told him that I wanted to 

impress my teachers so that I could feel appreciated for it, but instead I got the police called on me," he said. 

Police searched his belongings and removed him from school in handcuffs. 

"He's just a bright 14-year-old American Muslim kid and all he did was a science project for his school," fam ily 

attorney Linda Moreno said. "He certainly didn't expect to be detained, interrogated, handcuffed fingerprinted and 

arrested at the end of the school day." 

Irving :::olic8 Chief Larr~1 Boyd said Mol1arned originally was rot ve1y :orthc0mi11g and tile school \'/as co"'cerned 

that tlls ds\.dce 1,·.ias possibly tre inf re structur-s "c" 2 borib. Officers arter_ i11 ? 1 abJndance of c3.u1 ;..)!' 



"It was a very suspicious device. We live in an age where you can't take things like that to school. Of course we've 

seen across our country horrific things happen. We have to err on the side of caution," Boyd said. 

In the state of Texas a person can be found guilty of possessing a hoax bomb if the device is intended to bring fear. 

But police said Wednesday morning the teen would not be charged. 

"We found no evidence to support the perception that he intended to create alarm," Boyd said. 

Mohamed was suspended from school th rough Thursday. At a Wednesday afternoon press conference the teen 

said his suspension hadn't been lifted by school officials despite charges not being pursued by police. 

Mohamed added he plans on transferring from MacArthur HS, but doesn't know where he will attend school next. 

Irving Mayor Beth Van Duyne sajd on her Eacebook page 

(https://www.facebook.com/beth.vanduyne/posts/1 0206639478218768?pnref=story) she doesn't fault the school or 

police for their actions. 

"They have procedures to run when a possible threat or criminal act is discovered. They follow these procedures in 

the sole interest of protecting our children and school personnel,' Van Duyne wrote. 

President Obama was one of many people throughout the U.S., especially in the scientific community, who 

expressed their support for the teen via social media. 

"Cool clock, Ahmed. Want to bring it to the White House? We should inspire more kids like you to like science. It's 

what makes America great," Obama tweeted on Wednesday. 

Mohamed said he plans on taking Obama up on his offer to visit the White House. 

Mark Zuckerberg also jnyjted him to stop by Eacebook for a meeting. 

' Having the skill and ambition to build something cool should lead to applause, not arrest," Zuckerberg wrote. "Tile 
future belongs to people like Ahmed." 

Irving ISO says ttiat privacy rules restrict it from talking about an individual student's disciplinary record. However, a 
spokeswoman says the district has 1ried to meet with the family since Monday, but the family has canceled those 
meetings. 

Mohamed says he has no intention of talking to anyone at MacArthur High School. 

"I'm transferring schools, so I don't see a point In that," he said. 

Irving's school board president, Randy Randle, says he would like to see Mohamed come back to MacArthur and 
believes the staff would welcome him, but adds he does not believe anyone discriminated against the teen. 

"I think if this device was taken by any other person at any other time in any other public building and someone saw 
it, the same ettect would have happened:' said Randle. 

People all over the world began tweeting their support for the teen. who was detained at Irving's MacArthur High 
School on Monday. 
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'Cl k B y' now a Hallowe n cost me 

Photo credit: Costumeish.com 

By: FOX4News.com Staff POSTED:OCT 06 201 s oa:04AM CDT 

UPDATED:OCT 06 2015 10:34AM CDT 

It was only a matter of time -- Ahmed Mohamed has inspired a Halloween 

costume. 

The 14-year-old Muslim teen from Irving was arrested last month after his 

teachers reported his homemade clock looked suspiciously like a bomb. 

The arrest got national attention and people such as President Barack 

Obama and Mark Zuckerberg voiced their support for Ahmed and his 

invention. Supporters also argued it was a clear case of lslamophobia. 

But, Irving Mayor Beth Van Duyne said school administrators and police 

acted out of an abundance of caution based on the teen's behavior and lack 



of cooperation. No charges were filed once police determined the clock was 

not intended to be a hoax bomb. 

The $80 Clock Boy costume from Costumeish.com comes with Ahmed's 

signature NASA shirt and glasses and the guts of a clock in an aluminum 

case. A pair of handcuffs finishes the look. 

"When is a clock more than just a clock? That all depends on who you ask," 

Costumeish.com said in the product description. 

Customers are warned to "be careful who you show it to!" 
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"Clock Boy" returns to Irving for summer break - Story I KDFW 

FOX 4 ·: 
(http://www.fox4news.com) 

What's next for "Clock Boy" 

The Irving teenager who was arrested for bringing a home.made clock to his schoOI returned to North Texas Monday Night. 

By: FOX4News.com Staff (mailto:?body=http://www.fox4news.com/news/167001384-storyl 

POSTED:JUN 28 2016 05:37PM CDT 

UPOATEO:JUN 26 2016 06:45PM CDT 

Page 1of4 

f ••• 

The Irving teenager who was briefly arrested last year after bringing a home-made digital clock to school returned 

to North Texas Monday night. 

Ahmed Mohamed, 14, was arrested last fall after a teacher thought the clock was a bomb. Despite the arrest, 

Mohamed said he hasn't lost his passion for science and technology. He has a new nickname too. 

"I've been called clock boy around the world ,'' Mohamed said. 

Top fox4nows.corn Searches Crcc•py Clown ~ Tell It To Tim Flower Mound Anlla Sieve Noyjcl!o £lilllll ~ m 
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"Clock Boy" returns to f rving for summer break - Story I KDFW Page 2 of 4 

- I lI>:1 ~ 1 
(http://www.fox4news.com) 

Irving Police handcuffed and arrested Mohamed, but later dropped the charges. 

"What I learned from my arrest is that the world isn't such a happy place as I've seen before," Mohamed said. "I 

used to see the world as an amazing place. And after my arrest, after what the cops did. I was scared." 

Ensuing protests, including one outside the Irving mosque where the family prays, increased Mohamed's parents' 

c-0ncern about his safety. 

"There was these people protesting at my mosque and people protesting with guns, like threatening to kill 

Muslims," Mohamed said. "It is very terrifying." 

Mohamed looks to the future, with an interest in space sciences and technology. He said his goal is to help people 

around the world. The celebrity and notoriety that came from the crude digital clock even earned Mohamed a visit 

to the White House. He said none of the fame has changed his dreams. 

Related Stories 

• Woman dojng lauodrv hit kjl!ed by speedjng driyer Unews/210719618-storv\ 

• Police· six year old girl was kidnapped & raped Unews/210647015-storv\ 

• Former Dallas Djocese Bishop named cardinal Unews/210631155-storv\ 

• Two killed in wrong-way crash in Rowlett (fnews/210598208-storvl 

"I thinl< sometimes l:>eing a celebrity or being someone well known, it gives you a chance to change the world," 

Mohamed said. "You al\''"')':' have to think positive in life." 
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"Clock Boy" returns to Irving for summer break. - Story I KDFW 

Mohamed plans to finish high school in Qatar nd then get a degree from the Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology. 

Page 3 of 4 

The family said they have not yet decided to fi le suit against Irving ISO or the police department's handling of the 

situation. Attorneys for the family have issued demand letters . 
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rl£M'1g 'Clock Boy' Ahmed Mohamed's family files federal 
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Diane Zoga reports. 

By: FOX.4News.com Staff ( maiJto :?bodJ1=http://www.fox4news.com/news/186559884..story) 

POSTEO:AUG 06 2016 07;32AM CDT 
UPDATEO:AUG 09 2016 06:151\M CDT 

f - .•. 

IRVING, Texas - The family of the teenager known as "Clock Boy" is suing the city of Irving and the Irving school 

district over what happened to him at his school last year. 

Attorney Susan Hutchison said Ahmed Mohamed's civil rights were violated at Irving MacArthur Hjgh School jn 

September (http;f/www.fox4news.comfnewsf20441 178-storyl when he was interrogated at length without his 

parents and arrested on hoax bomb charges. 

"You have a boy who took a pencil box - as you can see it's not a brief case or a suitcase, it's a pencil box and my 

hand fits over it - to school because he had told his English teacher that he was going to make something to show 

her, which he did all throughout middle school," Hutchison said. 
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Irving Clock Boy's family prepares to file lawsuit - Story I KDFW Page 2of6 
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~ Irving 'Clock Boy' Ahmed Mohamed's 

"He told them over and over again, 'It's an alarm clock. I made it for my teacher,"' she said. "Despite that fact and 

the despite the fact that they knew it wasn't a bomb, that he never threatened anyone, that he never said it was a 

bomb, that he never alarmed anyone ... despite all of those things they yanked him out of his chair, put him in 

handcuffs and arrested him." 

Even after police dropped the charges, Hutchison said the school still suspended Mohamed. 

"So yes, those are violations of his civil rights," she said. 

Initially Irving Pol ice Chief Larry Boyd said the 14-year-old was not very forthcoming about the suspicious device 

and officers acted in an abundance of caution. 

"The city of Irving is prepared to vigorously defend itself and the justifiable actions it took in this matter. The legal 

process w ill allow all facts to be revealed, and the city welcomes that opportunity. The city of Irving's top priority is 

to ensure the safety and security of its children and the entire community. The city will continue to take its duty and 

responsibility to serve and protect the public seriously," the city said in a statement Monday. 

Related Stories 

• Ahmed Mohamed retu rns to the U.S. Unews/166469852-storvl 

• Woman dojnq laundry hjt kj!led by speedjng drjyer Unews/210719618-storyl 
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l l1):1~ 1 
The Irving Independent School District still deijies violating Mohamed's rights, but said it will respond to claims in 
accordance with court rules. It would not comment any further because of the pending litigation. 

~ 
Attorney Daryl Washington, who is not affiliated with the case, read over the lawsuit. He said we won't know the 

strength of the lawsuit until the other side has had a chance to respond to the allegations. 

"There are some very strong al legations," said Washington. "And if there's indeed support to back the allegations. I 

s~ykit ~h~'~o'~°l~¥~1Wl1~~9 ..... tfi'"'~rftl~l""ta'f't'ITR{-! - ------

Mohamed's story went viral on social media and was invited to the White House, participated in Google's science 

fair and included in Time's "Most Influential Teens of 2015" list. 

"We hear over and over again about how great this has been for Ahmed because he got to meet the president and 

got to meet some famous people. Those things have lasted five minutes," Hutchison said. "Moving his whole 

family. losing their home here, the constant barrage of horrible, hateful, mean, terrible things that people are saying 

to this little boy ... he has to endure that all day, every day." 

He ended up moving to Qatar with his family, but is back in Irving for the summer 

(http://www.fox4news.com/news/1 66469852-story). On Monday he said he likes his new school and has friends 

there, but still misses home. He doesn't think he can return permanently yet because of the continuous death 

threats and hate mail. 

"For the safety of my family, I have to go back to Qatar because right now it' s not very safe," he said. 

Mohamed admits that he's lost some of his creativity. He said he used to love building things, but now he's afraid. 

"I get a lot of hate. I got a lot of support in the beginning, but it's the hate that sticks. Some of it is so damaging. I 

get death threats. What did I ever do to someone to get death threats?" he asked. 

The family is seeking justice in the only way the American legal system allows, which is with money, their attorney 

said. No dollar amount is listed on the lawsuit because Hutchison said she wants a jury to set the amount. 

f '!!JI ... 
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GAIR to Hold News Conference with Texas Muslim Teen Detained Over Clock 

'<!I 

( DAU AS, TEXAS, 9/16/1 5 ) - Later today, the North Texas chapter of the Co11nc!! 

on Amerlcbn·lslamlc Relations (CAIR·OFW) will hold a news conference outside the 

home or the 14·vear-o ld Muslim boy ~talned yesterday &ft!r a hlQh school teacMr 

falsely concluded th~t ll homemodo clock he brougl1t to class might be o bomb. 

Ttie scnool 's prln~pol snd police office• s Ques~o~d the Mu,llm teen,,ger, searched hi$ 

belongings and marched hln1 out or the $Choo! In handcuffs. 

Vide o : CAIR Mcotlng with Ottlclals Aboul Tox11 Myallm Tosm pa·1a!Md Ovor Clock 

Vide o: CAIB Q!spytcs AacSI at tons Muslim Student Wo Brought Cfock Ml5takcn (Or Bgmb 

~ 

CAIR: Family Adjusting t u Ahmed Moho1ned'• Sudden fomc As Police Announce No Ch&rges for Cl ock Deemed 'Ho3• Domb' 

http· //y.ryffl d~llQ!iMWI. comtoows/cgmmunily•nCWJ/Mrttrwc\!-dolljll=iCPtVIY/Madfirm/201 SQ915-fi)m1!y:Odttnt!oo.!0:(Jhmrs}mohamrd-1=1lJddpfrf gmn-:JS· 

ROllc0:00noyncc.ocx;boax;s:fgKIP'k1'ffiDCd=h0tx•bomb cce 

W HAT: CAIR News Conforenca with Muslim Teen Detained Over Clock 

W HEN: Wcdnosd~y. Septem ber 16, 4 p.m. 

W HEllE: Hom e ot Ahmed Moh11med, 2625 Castle Street , Il'\/IMQ1 Texns 

CONTACT: CAlR· DFW Executive Director Alla Salem, 469 · 554-0786, B17· 538·8269 1 llUJ.ul~ 

CAIR·DFW Is working wllll the rarnlly and orflcl&ls, and says the Incident Is svmptomatic of growing lslamophObla In American 

society. 

ln ~ tweet, Pre$1dent Obama Invited t he Muslim teen to bring his c lock to the White House. 

SEE: pm1!dsot Obgma11 Iws:et 

P.ep. Judy Chu (0-cA), choir ot t he Congressional As'1n Pacll1c A"1erlcan Caucus. today Issued a statement decrvlno the detention ot the teenager, 

SEE: Rep Judy Chu Qesd~3 Prdudlcod AOJ31pt14 YoncO!d M113!1m BQy 

Suppo1t for th• t••nagor Is trending a t 41StandWlthAhmed. 

The W<ishlngton·ba5ed M1.1$llm civil right:; organization tO<lay ~150 relea5ed a compll;;tlon of recent antHi;lam lnt;li:lents In Te~a5. 

CAIR Islamophobla Mo nitor: Recent Antl•l s lam I nc idents In TC!xas 

bltD lfwwN fslnmooOObln gmf1S.rroor1s/172=recent•oo!Hslnlfr'lncjdcnls·!Cl:ttxn:s html 

CAlR Is America's largest Mus!!m civil liberties and advocacy organization. Its mission Is to enhance t11e understanding or Islam, 

encourage dialogue, protect civil llbercies, empower American Mlr.illms, and build coalitions that promote justice and mutual 

understanding. 

• END • 

CONTACT: CAIR·OFW exe,utlve Director Alie Salem. 469·554·07S6, 617·538·8269, oHllllll@GOtr com~ CAIR National Communication~ 

Olroctor Ibrahim Hooper, 202· 744•7726, lboq1wj!l!caircom; CA!R Communications Coordinator Nl!beelah Noe•m, 202·488· 8787, 202· 

341·4t11, rngc@mRco1tcom 

CONTACT 
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- - -
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Why Mohamed Elhassan, the Dallas 
Imam Who Played Defense Attorney in 
Quran-Torching Church, Says He 
"Admires" Terry Jones 
MONDAY, APRIL 4, 2011 AT 6:41 P.M. 

BY PATRICK MICHELS 

Mohamed Elhassru1, a Sufi imam aDd 
business owner here in DaUas, lost his case 
for the Koran last month in TCITy Jones' 
Florida church. 

When Florida pastor Terry Jones finally made good on the threat he'd 
been toying with in the press for months, to burn a Quran in his 

church, it set off days of deadly protests in Afghanistan. And while 

U.S. military officials and lawmakers work to undo the damage he 

caused, and President Obama condemns the book-burning, Jones 

is seeking retribution. His church in Gainesville, Florida, denies 

responsibility for the riots . 



There is a Dallas man involved in all of this: Sheik Mohamed Elhassan, who played defense 

attorney in Jones's mock trial and failed to sway the "court'' at the Dove World Outreach 

Center. He's the man referred to in most news reports simply as "a Dallas imam." And he's 

not shying away from the controversy. As a matter of fact, he says, he is looking for a local 

church where he can mount an appeal. 

Reached by phone this afternoon, Elhassan told Unfair Park that whi le he doesn't feel Jones 

gave him enough time to make his case, he's still "proud to be a defender of the Holy Quran." 

Even after the violent response to the Quran burning in Jones's church, Elhassan says he 

doesn't reel responsible for the backlash. "l went there to make it not happen," he says. 

He says he appreciates Jones giving him a forum to defend the Quran in terms of Sufism, a 

more mystical, new-age reading of the text. "I admire Terry Jones for doing that," he says. 

"From my heart, I feel very OK. But f have some people who don't like that from my Muslim 

brothers. I see their faces, they don't want me to go and talk. But this .is my opinion. I'm not 

living in Sudan, or Saudi Arabia. J'm living in a free land," Elhassan says. 

Elhassan says he heard Jones's church was looking for someone to bring a legal defense of 

the Quran in their court, and was glad to be the one they picked."They put an ad on their 

channel: 'Whoever fee ls in himself he has the power to defend Quran is welcome,"' he 

recalls. "f was chosen by accident. It was not a setup, as other media said.'' 

Elhassan says he knew Jones had threatened to burn a Quran in the past, but understood that 

this time the church was simply holding a trial. 

"They said they were not going to do it," he says. "So I went there. But when they did burn 

the Quran, [ was not there." He says Jones gave him and his fam ily the opportunity to leave 

the church before the book met its sentence. 

Still, Elhassan says he didn't nearly get a fair shake in their trial, and he's looking to make it 

right. 



"It was far from fair. lt was not fair," he says, "so now we are doing an appeal. I am looking 

for a brave priest like Terry Jones, because I am going to bring all the evidence that the 

Quran is not guilty." Today, he says, he's making calls to local churches in Dallas and Irving, 

hoping lo find another pastor interested in church into a courtroom for the Quran. 

Elhassan, who was born in Sudan, is no stranger to debate -- he ran against Sudanese 

President Omar Al-Bashir last year, and says he faced the same backlash he's hearing now 

from traditional Muslims who disagree with his "New Testament'' view of the Quran. He says 

he has serious issues with the hardline, traditional readings ofthe text, and he's writing a 

book about his reading of the Koran -- with working titles like Jesus Among Us With the 

Quran, or The New Understanding of the Quran. 

''Now Terry Jones has made a path," he says. "People need to understand the meaning of the 

Holy Quran. Whoever follows the Old Testament needs to ask himself why he does not go to 

the market and kill everybody, any nonbeliever wherever he finds them." 
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Local 

Muslim at Koran 'trial' 
says he didn't know the 
holy book would be 
burned 

By Annie Gowen April 6, 2011 

When the Rev. Terry Jones was preparing to put the Koran on trial last month, bis supporters could find 

only one Muslim willing to take part in the bizarre proceeding, which ended with the holy text being set 

ablaze. 

Moham ed Elhassan, a 50-year-old computer store owner who leads a tiny Sufi congregation in Irving, Tex., 

readily agreed to defend the Koran. He'd debated Islam with Joncs's supporters before and wasn't put off by 

the prospect of interacting with J ones himself, though he knew that the pastor had threatened to burn t he 

Koran in September. 

"I thought it would help other Muslims, other Christians and Terry Jones himself. I thought we were just 

going to discuss the Koran. That 's why I went there," Elhassan said. 

Local Headlines newsletter 

Daily headlines about the Washington region. 
Sign up 

But he had never seen anything quite like Jones's mock trial, in which the walrus-mustached pastor dressed 

up in judicial robes at the Dove World Outreach Center in Gainesville and solemnly pronounced the Koran 

"guilty" of inciting terrorism and violence. Elhassan said he had no idea that the Kornn woLtlcl be desecrated 

at the end of the trial - an act that led to three days of deadly violence in Afghanistan. 

https://\\'" \\. \\ ashingtonpost.com/loca[/musl irn-at-kornn-trial-sa; s-he-d idnt-k.nO\\ -the-ho I... 10/27/20 16 
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"They didn't tell me that," he said plaintively, in a telephone interview from his home in Irving, near the 

Dallas-Fort Worth airport. 

Elhassan, a native of the Sudan who is now an American citizen, likes to call himself a sheik. He wears a 

cleric's flowing white robes and claims hundreds of followers throughout Egypt, Sudan and in the United 

States. 

But he is unknown as a scholar or holy man in the state he has called home for two decades. Religious 

leaders in Texas say they have never heard of Elhassan, including the imam at the mosque where he 

worships. 

"This so-called leader, we have never heard of this person," said Imam Zia ul Haque Sheikh, the head of the 

Islamic Center of Irving. "I believe the whole thing is made up." 

Elhassan has only a handful of followers who chant with him on Saturdays and Sundays at a small prayer 

center, located in a strip mall, that he founded in 2001 for other Sufi Muslims - a sect that embraces 

mysticism and a personal relationship with God. 

Elhassan has sought the spotlight before. Last year he declared himself a candidate for the president of 

Sudan, but never made it onto the official ballot. 

He said he agreed to serve as the defense attorney at Jones's mock trial because the Koran teaches that 

Muslims should engage in peaceful dialogue with Christians. 

But there was also a more pragmatic reason. It was spring break and he wanted to take his wife and five kids 

to Disney World - to "kill two birds with one stone," as he put it. 

The family enjoyed their trip to the Magic Kingdom, but on the appointed day when their minivan drew 

close to the church, Elhassan's heart filled with trepidation. 

"I said to myself, 'It doesn't matter, I'm not going to back down,' " Elhassan recalled. "All I wanted to do is 

give a message to Mr. Terry Jones that the holy Koran is a good book." 

Waiting inside was Ahmed Abaza, a former Muslim and the owner of the Truth TV. Abaza was broadcasting 

the mock trial and also serving as "the prosecutor." Elhassan had appeared on the Truth TV before, and it 

y,ras Abaza ·who had invited him to come to Florida to defend the Koran. 

10/27/2016 
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After several hours of debate about the Koran's true meaning, Jones called an end to the proceedings and 

listened as a jury rendered its "verdict." The Koran was "guilty" of "crimes against humanity." Jones then 

ordered the book doused with kerosene and burned in a portable firepit. 

Elhassan and his family couldn't watch. 

"I just stood and I told my family, 'Let us go, I cannot see it,' " he said. "I was coming to defend it so how can 

I see it burning?" 

In the aftermath of a spectacle that led to at least 21 deaths and 150 injuries in Afghanistan, Elhassan said 

he now pities Jones but does not regret his own actions. 

"I feel sad of him and the people who follow him," he said. "He's doing something he's going to regret later." 

Now back home in Texas, Elhassan says he has been questioned by others about his participation in the 

trial. Some of his small group of followers have asked that he no longer lead prayers. Others have refused to 

drive for the taxi fleet that his family owns, he said. 

"There are some people who blame me, who say you don't need to go there,'' he said. "You were in the place 

of the devil. I told that that is your response. My response is I believe in my book, the holy Koran. It tells me 

to go and dialogue with them." 

Annie Gowen is The Post's India bureau chief and has reported for the Post throughout South 

Asia and the Middle East. 'fJI Follow @anniegowen 
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Sudan presidential contender vows to lift US sanctions in first 100 days if elected 
February 15, 2015 (DALLAS. TEXAS) - One of the dozen contenders In Sudan's presidential elections pledged that he will work with the US 
administration to lift Iha decade-long economic sanctions Imposed on \ho country and remove 1t rrom the list of states that sponsor terrorism. 

"This can be done easily. You put laws that conrorm to lntematlonal conventions on human 
rights that would achieve social justice and assen Individual freedoms. All Jaws that restrlcl 
freedom$ will be abolished,' said Mohamed El-Hassan who Is running on the National RefotmJ 
Party (NRP) ticket. 

Washington Imposed economic and trade sanctions on Sudan In 1997 In response to fts alleged""· 
connection to terror networks and human rights abuses. In 2007 It strengthened the embargo, 
citing abuses In Darfur which IL labeled as gGnoclde. 

Sudan Is also on the US list of states that sponsor terrorism since 1993 even though the tw 
counlt'les h<We WengthOned their counterterrorism cooperation since September 2001 altacks 
on Washington and New York. 

Washington acknowledges Sudan's cooperation in the fight against terrorism, but attached new 
conditions to normalizing ties related to the end of the conflicts in Darfur, B Jue Nile and South( 
Kordofan. 

FILE • National Reform Party (NRP) presidential 
Sudanese officials however, Insist that Issues of bilateral relations should be discussed withoutcandldato Mohamod El-Hassan (ST) 
lntcrforlng In Sudan Internal artalrs. 

El-Hassan told Sudan Tribune during an Interview that he hopes to establish the rule of law In Sudan that would eventually lead the International 
community to view the country with respect contrary to Its "pariah state status' . 

"All countries today respect the United States because It Is a nation of laws. Refugees come from all over tho world seeking protection there," said 
El-Hassan who holds dual US-Sudanese citizenship. 

The presidential candidate also vowed to ratify all International treaties that deals with human rights. 

El-Hassan e~prossed sympathy with rebels fighting Khanoum saying they rasoned to arms alter ralllng to get their rights In other means and 
because of a non-responsive mll"ery govemment. 

"This Is a military government led by a military man even Jr tried to appear as a democratic one. All laws and leglslatlon are tailored to their needs 
which Is why wars in Sudan have erupted,' he said 

''To stop the wars in Kordofan, Darfur and Blue Nile we need new laws that aehleve the aspirations of the Sudanese people," El-Hassan added. 

He also endorsed the call by the National Umma Party (NUP) leader el-Sadiq al-Mahdi to hold a constttutlonal conference auended by all actors \hat 
Is to be preceded by a declaration of ceasefire in all fronts. 

On terrorism, El-Hassan accused the government or encouraging fundamentalist groups which thrived under the military rule or president Omer 
Hassan al-Bashir. 

' We will have a moderate view of religion. Anyone who breaches [that view] and harms people will be swiftly dealt with by law: he said. 

He declined to spell out his view of Sudan's relations with Iran which has irked Arab guff states. 

"'Mien I hold office god willing, we will review the links [with Iran I in light or the sweeping reforms I will Introduce across the government," El-Hassan 
said. 

On the apostasy law, El-Hassan said that it Is no longer relevant and will repeal It stressing that no one can be forced to adopt a faith he does not 
believe In. 

He also expressed willingness to appoint a female or a non-Muslim Vice President should he ascend to presidency. 

El·Hassan's first foreign visit If elected will be to the US seeking to lift "harmful economic sanctions" expressing optimism thal he can start the 
process of having Washington undoing these sanctions during his first 100 days In office. 

Most of Sudan's major opposlllon parties have declared that they will boycott U10 elections scheduled for next April, clllng government's crackdown 
on polilical and press freedoms and insist on forming a transitional government that would draft a new constitution and prepare for fair and free 
elections. 

Observers say it is all but certain that Incumbent president Omer Hassan al-Bashir will comfortably win a new term end that tile ruling National 
Congress Party will also sweep slate and parliamentary elections 

(ST) 
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A year ago, Ahmed 
Mohamed became 'Clock 
Boy.' Now, he can't 
escape that moment. 

By Jessica Contrera August 2 

The news crew is here, but the famous boy is still asleep. He had just flown 22 homs, b ack to this squat 

stone house where he used to live when he was just a regular i4-ycar-old. His bright green go-kart is st ill out 

back. A year ago, he could have woken up and spent hours tinkering with its engine. He could have spent 

the day on his trampoline, or just watching funny YouTube videos on his phone. 

Instead, he's waking up to the sound of more reporters in the living room. Because he's not Ahmed 

Mohamed, a regular 14-year-old. He's "Clock Boy," a viral sensation, the accidental embodiment of a 

national debate about Muslims being dangerous - or not. A black youth mistreated by overzealous cops -

or an example of vigilance against potential terrorism. 

So Ahmed gets out of bed, opens the bedroom door and steps into the hall. He lifts his arm in a half wave. 

"There he is!" The cameraman shouts, like he's seeing an old friend. Ahmed got taller, they all point out. 

New glasses and a grm'Vth spurt have subtly transformed him from boyish to teenage. 

"He is still sleepy," his father, Mohamed Elhassan Mohamed, apologizes. 

The reporters a re from Fox 4, a local 1V channel. Mohamed invited them here, on Ahmed's first day back in 

Texas after nine months in Qatilr. They moved a month aftl'l· Ahmed was arrested for possessing a 

https://w\\". W'1Shingtonpost.~om/I iCe::.t) le/styk/a-y<::nr-ago-ah111ed-111ohumed-be~ame-clo ... I 0/27120 16 
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homemade clock that his school deemed suspicious-looking. The move, it seemed, was an attempt to escape 

the spotlight, or at least the hate mail and death threats that came with it. 

And yet, Ahmed's summer homecoming was heralded to reporters with a news release sent out by the 

family and its supporters: Clock Boy is back, and ready to be interviewed. 

"You just wake up?" Ahmed's uncle, Aldean, says. "Go prepare yourself." 

Ahmed changes into a T-shirt with the number 23 - for LeBron James - across the chest. They hand him a 

microphone. He doesn't need to be told how to put it on. They seat him on a velvet-tufted chair. 

"All right, Ahmed, it's just you and me talking, the rest of the world listening," the reporter says. "So don't 

be nervous." 

His father interrupts. 

"Do you want to talk to me? Or just him?" 

"Oh. Yeah, we'll talk to Dad, too. We'll just do it separate." 

The living room is packed: cousins, aunts, grandmother. Ahmed's Uncle Aldean, who in the early 1980s was 

the first Mohamed to move from Sudan - where their family owned a successful cotton farm and attended 

prestigious schools - to New York, where he sold balloons and hot dogs in front of Rockefeller Center. 

Ahmed's father, an imam, who followed his brother to America and ever since has been explaining to 

anyone who will listen that real Muslims are peaceful. Their family friend Anthony Bond, the founder of the 

Irving NAACP, who has been calling the Mohameds in Qatar to tell them how, since they left, things are 

getting worse. Clashes between black communities and the police are in the news every day. Donald Trump, 

the man who wants to ban Muslim immigrants like the Mohameds from the United States, may become 

president. 

Everyone's eyes are on Ahmed. 

The reporter leans forward. 

"How empowered do you feel to help make a difference in the world today, given what you've been 

through?" he asks . 
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"Wait," Ahmed says. "Did the interview start?" 

Yes. The reporter moves on to another question. 

Bond gives Ahmed a reassuring smile. He was the first person the family called when they brought Ahmed 

home from the police station. They wondered: Would this have happened if his name wasn't Ahmed 

Mohamed? 

Bond said: Let's call the media. 

He said: This city has transformed from whitewashed to incredibly diverse, and we're still being mistreated. 

He said: With all the discrimination going on in the world, this little boy can make a positive difference. 

"Upon coming back, what went through your mind?" the reporter is asking. "Did you have thoughts in your 

head like, 'Oh, God, there may be protesters?'" 

"Why would people protest me?" Ahmed says. 

"Well, I'm just asking. So you came in and you're like, Tm a rock star!'" 

"I came in - I was just - heading home, because I was tired." 

Ahmed walks in the house that evening to find his uncle, dad and Bond in front of the TV, searching for 

his name again. 

"We want to watch you on the Dallas Morning News,'' his dad says. Ahmed had a Facebook Live interview 

with the newspaper after talking to Fox 4, and they're trying to find it on YouTube. 

"It's on Face book," Ahmed says, raising his voice over the clang of dishes being washed by his aunts in the 

kitchen. His mom and four of his siblings haven't yet come from Qatar, so Ahmed, his brother and his father 

are staying with the cousins who now live in their old house. They push the remote into Ahmed's hand. 

Searching for his name is a daily ritual. The family is its own public relations firm, founded Sept. 14, 2015, 

as they brought Ahmed home from the police station. 
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Mohamed was ranting about how only God will judge his son. Ahmed was still hearing the "Ooooooh" 

sound the other students made as he was led out of class. The police were going to charge him with 

possession of a hoax bomb. 

His parents had a choice: deal with this quietly, or tell someone. Their son had been placed in handcuffs and 

interrogated, in a town known for its resentment of Muslims. So they called the media, and soon Ahmed 

was trending on Twitter, and everyone from Mark Zuckerberg to President Obama was sharing messages of 

support. 

Two days after he was arrested, the charges were dropped. 

"This is what happens when we (IPD) screw something up," one Irving Police Department detective wrote in 

an email later uncovered as part of a public records request from Vice. "That thing didn't even look like a 

bomb." 

And so came the next choice: Let this all die down, or seize the platform they'd been given and use it. 

So they put Ahmed on "Good Morning America," MSNBC and "The Nightly Show With Larry Wilmore." He 

told reporters how kids in school called him ISIS Boy. Sympathetic crowdfunders raised $18,ooo for his 

education. He visited the White House, the Google Science Fair and the president of his home country of 

Sudan (a wanted war criminal, but Mohamed said it would be rude not to accept the invitation). 

"It's not on here," Ahmed is saying, trying to find the video for his dad. "It's on Facebook. It's not on 

YouTube." His 8-year-old cousin Dooly is hanging on his legs. 

"Ahmed, hold me!" Dooly whines. 

"Ahmed, go to the Dallas Morning News," Bond says. 
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Soon an argument has broken out: They've learned that Fox 4, the channel that interviewed Ahmed that 

morning, had conservative commentator Ben Ferguson on the 10 p.m. news to say that the Mohameds 

plotted Ahmed's arrest and are obsessed with being famous. 

"They've never been fair about Ahmed," Bond growls at Mohamed. "If I had known you were going to invite 

them, I would have told you! I would have told you to work with Channel 8!" 

"They're going to talk no matter what we do!" Mohamed snaps back. 

In his eyes, the more Ahmed is seen, the better. It's good for the family, he says. Twice in his life he has run 

for president of Sudan. He plans to run again in 2020. The more people who know him, the better his 

chances. 

Ahmed slinks away to the corner of the room and gets on his phone. 

Does he want to do all these interviews? 

"For the most part, yes, and sometimes no. If I wouldn't get tired, I would do more interviews so I would 

have more influence." 

His dad tells him that this is God opening doors for him. Something bad happened, but God turned it to 

make it good. God chose him for this, so he can make the world a better place. 

Only now, he feels safer on the other side of the world. As trolls tried to pick apart his story, someone posted 

the Mohameds' home address on Twitter. 

Many American schools contacted them, but Mohamed says they would only take Ahmed and not his 

siblings. Qatar Foundation, the government-sponsored organization in what is known as the country's elite 

"Education City," offered to take them all and pay for his older sisters' college. 

In Qatar, his parents don't work. Ahmed goes to school at 7 a.m., comes home to the four-bedroom 

townhouse where their family of eight lives, and gets on his laptop. 

16 
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"Not many kids play outside. I never really do anything," he says. "I just watch stuff online and I get bored. 

Sometimes I just go outside and stare at the sun, and then go back inside." 

The Internet is his refuge - and his attacker. He reads every story and long, rambling conspiracy theory 

about him. Countless blogs and videos have been dedicated to proving Ahmed's clock was just a RadioShack 

clock he put in a new box. (It was partially made of RadioShack parts, but the design was all his own, he 

says.) Others insist that this was all a stunt masterminded by Mohamed to get attention. ("He can't plan the 

reaction. And why would he want me to get arrested?" Ahmed says.) Still more have proclaimed that the 

Mohameds are terrorist sympathizers because they once owned a company called Twin Towers 

Transportation. (They did own a company by that name, because their offices were housed in a Dallas office 

building called the Twin Towers.) 

Ahmed would like to respond, but he never does because then he will have allowed himself to be angry. In 

Islam, Ahmed says, you are most vulnerable to the Devil when you are angry. 

Instead he tweets only positive messages to his 97,000 followers. Like when he announced "Just Arrived in 

Dallas!" with a heart emoji and "It feels good to be back!" 

plz go back to Qatar. You're not welcome here. 

Go back with your terrorist dad 

"They think that all Muslims are terrorist people who kill for their religion," Ahmed says. 

b:1cs on the floor in front of him ard he sets down his phone. 
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"I can catch a mosquito," he tells his cousin Dooly. He lunges. It flies away. He sits back down, waiting until 

it zooms around again. 

# BinLaden Reincarnated ANYONE? 

The mosquito lands, and he nabs it. Instead of killing it, he picks off its wings. 

"Ohhhhh,'' his cousin says in awe. 

"Mosquitoes are bad. They kill a lot of people." 

Ahmed pauses, smirking. 

"That's wrong. I shouldn't generalize mosquitoes." 

Some days, Ahmed lets himself imagine what life would be like if none of this had happened. Amy 

Schumer wouldn't follow him on Twitter. He wouldn't know what it feels like to shake Obama's hand. 

But he wouldn't be scared when he sees police cars. Maybe he would have made new friends in high school. 

By now he could have invented something new - not just a clock that only took him a few minutes to put 

together from parts in his family's garage, which was full of'9os-era electronics from when his uncle ran a 

chain called Beeper Warehouse. 

His middle school tutors say shy Ahmed would always perk up when talking about his latest creation: a 

DVD player, a remote, things that lit and beeped and buzzed. Ahmed would charge his older sisters' friends 

$10 to fix their cracked phone screens, then use the money to buy the parts he was missing for his next 

gadget. 

The family moved back and forth between Texas and Sudan, where Ahmed was born. In Irving, Mohamed 

owned a taxi company and served as religious leader for a small group of Sufi Muslims. Sufism is a mystical 

interpretation of Islam centered in rituals such as the prayer chants Mohamed writes himself. Whenever 

there's a reporter around, he insists on explaining passages of the Koran: "When you kill one person, it is as 

if you are killing all mankind." 

When Ahmed was 9, Mohamed decided to run for president of Sudan. The current president, Omar Hassan 

al-Bashir - whom they would later visit after Ahmed became famous - had just been indicted the 
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International Criminal Court for directing genocide in Darfur. Without him in power, Mohamed argued, the 

United States might lift its sanctions on Sudan, and the country could prosper. 

He never made the ballot. But the next year, in 2011, he made international headlines. Inflammatory 

Florida pastor Terry Jones held a "trial of the Koran." Mohamed, who saw the trial as a chance to spread his 

message - and take his kids to Disney World- showed up to defend the Koran. International outrage over 

the event, which ended in the burning of the holy book, led to rioting in Afghanistan. At least 20 people 

were reportedly killed, including seven U.N. employees. 

"I did what I think is right," Mohamed says. 

While he was trying to make a name for himself, his American home town was rapidly changing. Irving was 

once a white-flight suburb best known for housing the Dallas Cowboys' Texas Stadium. By the time Ahmed 

entered middle school, the Cowboys had moved to Arlington and the Mohameds' Zip code was deemed the 

most diverse area in the country. Only 9 percent of the students in Ahmed's school district are white. 

(However, there's only one nonwhite person on the Irving City Council.) 

The neighborhood surrounding the Islamic Center oflrving, which serves about 10,000 area Muslims, 

began to flourish with condos and mansions built by those who wanted to live close to the mosque. Rumors 

spread that the neighborhood was a "no-go zone," an area only Muslims could enter, and that the mosque 

was imposing sharia law in the city. The rumors were false. 

Meanwhile, Ahmed was preparing to start high school. He kept the same Adidas backpack he'd had since 

sixth grade. He planned out his outfits, one for each day of the week. He would wear his NASA T-shirt every 

Monday. 

On Friday of his third week of school, the architecture teacher was about to throw away some dead 

batteries. Ahmed, always the hoarder of scrap materials, asked whether he could have them. Later in his 

English class, he taped the batteries together to make a sword. He slid the creation up his long-sleeved shirt, 

walked up to his teacher's desk and slid the sword out of his arm, "like Iron Man," he says. She laughed. 

"That's not the only thing I can make," he told her. He promised to bring her something else on Monday. 

Sunday night, he made his clock. It had a motherboard, an LCD screen, a 9-volt battery, an alarm. All the 

pieces fit into a pencil case from Target adorned vvith a tiger hologram . 
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In English class, he plugged it in to show a girl in the corner of the classroom. When the alarm on it vibrated 

loudly, he stuffed it back in his backpack. 

He always thinks: What if he had just left it in the bag? And left class without showing the teacher anything? 

But he took it up to her desk, eager to show his creation as he had promised. 

"That looks like a bomb," she said. 

Here is what Ahmed's school now has to say about what happened: "At no point did we think it was 

actually an explosive device. It looked suspicious and was presented in a way that the teacher took the 

appropriate actions, and we support the teacher." 

Although the Irving police dropped the charges against Ahmed, stating that "the student apparently did not 

intend to cause alarm bringing the device to school,'' Ahmed was suspended for three days. 

The Justice Department is now investigating the incident. Rather than release the letter of inquiry from the 

agency, which states the reason for the investigation to the public, the district is suing the Texas attorney 

general's office. 

"Irving ISD has argued that the information is confidential because it reasonably anticipates litigation 

regarding this matter,'' the district's spokeswoman said. 

Ahmed's father is expected to file suit against the school district this week. In November, the family asked 

for formal apologies - from the district, the police chief and the mayor - and $is million in damages for 

alleged violations of federal and state law, arguing that the teenager's arrest violated his civil rights. Citing a 

potential lawsuit, city officials declined to comment on Ahmed's arrest. 

Ahmed's parents are adamant that their children have been discriminated against even before Ahmed was 

arrested. 

When their daughter Eyman vvas in eighth grade, another student reported that Eyman said she wanted to 

blow up the school. Eyman says she never said anything like that, but she was suspended for three days 

anyway. 

7/2016 
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In middle school, Ahmed was suspended multiple times for getting in fights. His tutors remember the 

conflicts stemming from Ahmed's small size; Ahmed and his family claim he was only defending himself 

against students who picked on him because of his religion and race. 

"Our employees work with students from different cultural backgrounds," the district said in response to 

these claims. "Our policies and training stress making sure that all students enrolled at Irving ISD feel 

respected and safe." 

Ahmed's face is expressionless as he stares at his father's phone. Mohamed is showing him another 

news video he found online. They're at a gas station on their way home from Dallas, where they spent the 

afternoon of Ahmed's second day home in the office of their lawyer. 

"Since he was arrested, he has been in high demand and he's got some events with tech companies lined 

up," the news announcer says. "Sounds like life isn't so bad for Ahmed." 

Later, they'll stop at a sculpture of galloping horses where Ahmed used to play as a child. Tourists will 

recognize him from a distance, yelling "Clockmed! Clockmed!" 

"Next year," the video says, "he'll be 15, and planning to sue the Irving school district and the city, all over a 

clock that gave him 15 minutes of fame." 

The screen goes black. 

"Fifteen minutes of fame?" Mohamed repeats. 

"That's all you heard?" Ahmed retorts. 

"Maybe 15 million, that's what I'm looking for." 

Ahmed looks at his father. 

''I'm just joking with you," Mohamed says. 

"Everyone gets 15 minutes of fame who gets covered," Ahmed says. "But it's always your choice to extend it." 

"You know, I am a Sufi. I don't 1vorry about the money," Mohamed replies. 

i6 
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"I'm not worried about the money," Ahmed says. 

"But it will help, yeah?" 

"Yeah," Ahmed says, "Money will help you, temporarily." 

His dad's phone rings, and Ahmed gets back on Twitter, thumbing through the messages in his 

notifications. 
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Father of Muslim teen arrested for clock previously battled Fla. 
Koran burner, has run for president of Sudan twice 
BY NINA GOLGOWSKI 

NEW YORK DAILY NEWS Updated: Wednesday, September 16. 201 S, 9:46 PM 

Mol'lamed Elhanan Moh8med Is seen next to his 14-year-old son, Ahmed Mohamed, who wn ~rrested on Monday for bringing a homem~de clock 10 his rexas high Khool. 
!9AANDON WAD!/~) 

Th• npplc doesn't (all rar from tho tree. 

'111~ folh•r or the Mu•llm t~•nl•l.(et, who \\fl\$ an eSted for llflnglng • hon1omod• <lock to school, Is a S11dnr1e1e lr11n1i9ront "ho Wf1rll fr<im •ellins New Yo1 k City hot dogs I() twice 

l'\lnnlng ror president In his 1rnrlve COIJl\try. 

Mohamlld Ell lo,.an, who stood beside his son Ahmed Mohnmed Wednesday nnd expressed how "proud' he ls o(him, grew up In an Arricnn vii Ing• before moving to tho U.S. lo 

achieve tht! Anlrricnn dream, the: Nn1lh D.all..i1 G.:itt1.tc rttpo11cd. 

·once I 1e:illied niy dre~m was bl~ger 111.in wh~t Sudan hPd 10 offer I l111mlgr~1ed to America 111 the mld-1980s; the father or seven lold the pJper In Pebl'l•nry. 
n"lough coll"S"e PdLIC-Jtcd, ~hl' hardworking dad !':Old his 1>hllosophydegrcc from Cn!ro Unlve1slly w:isn't .J.CCC'l)lcd In rhe ~l:ltel, 50 he had to Sl:ltt from th(.l £10lll1d u1> - nrst hilting 

the succts o(Ncw York a> a vendor bc(oro moving his (amily to Dollru and '''"king as n taxi driver, all whlle tilkingdasM al" community collogc. 

Elllassnn "-Cnl on tocr~ate his own taxi comp•nywhich lw lotco i;old to \'cl lov; c.ib. he snld. 

' t l/ • I I I • 
,, - I ~ -~·--; -. I . .. - . ··1 ii . &_ \...··'·· . ' 

•t.'::i ·' • i " ' ~ ~""'l..~11 - ,__ 
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The Sudanese lmm1grnnt has gone from selling New York City hot dogs to owning his own taxi comp.my and twice running for president In Sudan. tMOK'.MEDFOR?RESJD£NTNIA 
VOl/TUBEJ 

One of the eMliesr lnst11nccs of the $t•ndou1 clllz•ll mokioS MtlonoJ news wo• In 201 I, ~ien he s•noarlmolly s1ood up 10 an nnt1·1'1mnk pastor ond defended the Koran os Its 

dcfonse attorney. Thal mock Lrlnl at a Florida church ended \\ith the book'• burning, to EIHassan's dalrned shock. 

In an Interview with th• Wa1hingl0t1 Poll at the time, the devoted Muslim Sllid he'd tnke Otl Rl'Y. Teuy Jones' challenge because the holy book leaches that Muslims should engage 

in iw•cuful dialogu~ with Christians. 

lie olso odniltted thnt he wonted co toke his fonilly to nemhy Disney World 011d "k.111 two birds \\~th one stone.' 

Thnt wasn't his only Instance of fume back then. 

In 2010, and agoin this year, tho busy dad wa• nominot<'d and ran for presido11r of his notivc North Afritnn count!)' from his hom~ In Tcxos. 

Au:o~ley: On I Off 

f, :t. J!ll f,1li..1r'l I\ J\O :.\1.m ,\'I lrtml\'\ t ily ~l1~\ ,. r~·rj~ OCt•\I h.od~hll' nri.~h.mJ, 111\ll th11i11:.: hi~ !if~·~ilnc h., 1.'Ultl ,1!1,1\l ~ dt<l'\l h.ll'-\.' ofh\11'1\.111H.1rJ111~hm,, l\ l\.•t.\1'( •• ~110 r , ' ~· 1.•. his 

!Jlcsl camp.ilgn" W1!bsltc , .. 1. 
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He further credllcd a Sun splrltunl leoder and mentor In Afdra for lnsplrtng him with "wisdom and leadonhip." 

Today, El Hassan scives as n montor ot Jock E. Singley Academy High School in living and also as the Vitt> president of the Notional Reform Party In Sudar1, the Gaietto reported. 

"We hnvo been htrc in this house Cor more Lh~n 30\'0Ms, We love It. We love .111 tht• people here,' he said Wednesday while slondlng b<!!lde his family ooulde their l<Vlng, Texas 

home. 

Among his many occompllshnients, one of his proudest, lie said, Is having raised his l 4·yeor·old son. 

This Is the digital clock wl11ch was rnlstaken ~s a bomb earlier tl1ls week.< iAPJ 

Tm pro11d of him," he S3ld before crediting him ns ·., vcrysmm1, brilllont boy: 

·110 Oxed mycnr, niyclcctriclry, my phone, my TV, lils RO·C•rt, n1y computer. I swear It's tl1e truth,' he gushed. 

Dc1plte his upset 1•lth local police ond school administers' handling of hi! ion, he contlnu•d to speak highly of his country. 

"I'm gratcrul to the United States of Amcri<a," ho sold. "Whnl'> happening I• tOU<hing the hou.-tof cvoryonc 1vho hns chlldren, nnd 1hot Is Alln'ricn." 

EIHassnn recognlicd that all vcoplc make mistakes but s.1id thAl the treatment that his son experienced, ·1n from ofhh friends nnd his tcnchor Inside of his school - thal ls not 

An>eri<:l\. '11>nt 11 Mt ui. Thot ls nm like vs.' 

ON AMOBILR DB.VICE? WATCH THB VIDEO HERB. 

C> 2016 New York Dally News 
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Ahmed Mohamed Visits The White House, Meets 
Obama 
The visit came one month after he was arrested for bringing a homemade 
clock to school. 

0 10/19/2015 07:42 pm ET I Updated Oct 19, 2015 

f 

Mollie Reilly f .,, 

Deputy Politics Editor, The Humnglon Post 

CHIP SOMOOEVILLA VIA Genv IMAGES 

Ahmed Mohamed and PreGlcfent Ba reek Obama met during White House Astronomy NiQhl. 

Ahmed Mohamed, the Muslim teenager who was arrested and sent to juvenile 

detention last month after bringing a homemade clock to his high school, 

visited the White House Monday evening following a personal Invitation from 

President Barack Obama. 

Ahmed, 14, attended the Wh'te House's Astronomy Night, aloni:i ·, 1th other 



has hosted the event, which includes stargazing on the White House's South 

Lawn. 

Obama and Ahmed~ and~ briefly during the event. 

"We have to watch for and cultivate and encourage those glimmers of curiosity 

and possibility, not suppress them, not squelch them,'' Obama said at the 

event. "Not only are the young people's futures at stake, but our own is at 

stake." 

Ahmed also took a selfie with former astronaut John Grunsfeld: 

CHIP SOl• OOE\JILLA VIA acrrv IMAG£S 

Ahrned Moharncd posos with former astronaut a"d NASA Associate Adml11lstrator for the Science Mission 
Olractorate .klhn Grunsf~ld. 

According to the Associated Press, Ahmed toured the National Institute of 

Standards and Technology's labs before heading to 1600 Pennsylvania 

Avenue. 

Ahmed was arrested at MacArthur High School In Irving, Texas, on Sep. 14 

after bringing his clock to school, which huaiQ he did in hopes of impressing 

some of his teachers. However, the first teacher he showed the homemade 

clock to told him not to show It to any others. Later, he was pulled out of class, 

asked if he had intended "to make a bomb" and handcuffed by police. 



I expect they will have more to say tomorrow, but Ahmed's sister 
asked me to share this photo. A NASA shirtl 

12:30 AM - 16 Sep 2015 

6,872 4,304 

After his arrest made national news, Obama invited Ahmed - and his clock

to visit the White House. 

m President Obama 
lif!I @POTUS 

Cool clock, Ahmed. Want to bring it to the White House? We 
should inspire more kids like you to like science. It's what makes 
America great. 

11:58 AM-16 Sep 2015 

410,349 442,994 

Ahmed, who decided withdraw from his high school, has kept busy in the 

month since his arrest, attending a Google Science Fair, meeting Sudanese 

President Omar al Bashir and traveling to M.ekC.a with his family. 

Bead more on what he's been up to here, 
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Father of Texas 'clock boy' Ahmed Mohamed sues Glenn 
Beck, Fox for defamation 

USA TODAY NETWORK ,IQ•h Hafiler, USA TODAY 10:119 p.m. EDTSep1<111bur 16. 1016 

(Photo: AP) 

The father of the Muslim teen arrested last year after bringing a homemade clock to school cla ims in a new 

lawsuit that Glenn Beck and Fox News, among others, made false and damaging statements about his son. 

Mohamed Mohamed filed the defamation suit on behalf of himself and his son, Ahmed Mohamed, late last 

week, NBCDFW reported lhttp:llwww nbcdfw.com/news/local/Detamatjon-Lawsujt-Fjled-for-Clock-I eeo

Ahmed-Mohamed-394880181.hlml\. 

Last September, Irving, Texas, police charged then 14-year-old A.timed Mohamed with having a "hoa.x bomb" 

after the student brought a homemade digital clock to school. The school suspended Mohamed for three 

days, though police eventually dropped the charge. 

Now the teen's father has alleged that several media outlets, including Beck and his conservative television network, TheBlaze, made false statements 

about his son in coverage in the event's aftermath. 

"The Mohamed family are peaceful Muslims who have been falsely accused of being terrorists and engaging in a jihad," the suit stated, accordjnq 

to tbe Dallas Morning News lhtto://wNw.dallasnews comlnewslnews/2016109/26lfather-clock-boy-ahmed-mohamed-sues.glenn-beck-foxtheblaze}. 

"The correction must also be made that the arrest and suspension of A.timed Mohamed was not a stunt and it was not pre-planned, staged or 

engineered by anyone, including (his father)." 

The suit's defendants also include commentators Jim Hanson and Ben Ferguson, journalist Ben Shapiro and Irving Mayor Beth Van Duyne, NBCDFW 

reported. The Center for Security Policy, a think tank where Hanson works, is also named. 

The lawsuit claims Van Duyne participated lo on-air discussions and described Mohamed as uncooperative, the Morning News reported, making 

statements that "were obviously hurtful to the Mohamed family." 

Shapiro and Ferguson made similar statements on FOX channels, the suit also claims. 

"The public has been misled into believing that the Mohameds are terrorists who plotted to have the Irving police wrongfully arrest a teenage boy for 

bringing an alarm clock to school," the lawsuit says, per the Morning News. 

"These broadcasts irresponsibly fan the flames of fear and anger toward Muslims and Immigrants." 

Mohamed's family previous sought $15 million in damages from the city of Irving and the Irving School District in relation to the event. 

II 
USATODAY 

fqccbook Gooole ro ll out welcome mot to Ahmed Mohomed 
f 

(http·//www.usatoday.com/s!ory/!ech/20 15/09/16bnark-zuckerber"- Cacet)()ok

~oo~le-box-aaron-levjc-ahmcd-mohamed-c lock/32510935D 

Read or Share this story: http://usat.ly/2dxRuYf 
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Teen clockmaker gets offers from Twitter and 
MIT - and a T-shirt from space 
by Ahiza Garcia @ahiza_garcia 
©September 17, 2015: 12:00 PM ET 

The offers keep rolling in for Ahmed Mohamed. 

After the 14-year-old boy was arrested for bringing a homemade digital clock to his high school, 

he was soon offered a long list of unique opportunities from an invitation to tour MIT to a Space 
Camp scholarship. 

Twitter: The hashtag "#IStandWithAhmed" took off and among the many offers the Muslim teen 
received was an internship from Twitter. The company said its employees also love building 

things. 

Foursquare: Foursquare said it stood with Mohamed "because we love to make things too." The 
company reminded him to "never stop inventing the future." 

m FoursquareCltyGuide O'oursquore ~ollow j 
#IStandWithAhmed because we love lo make things too. Never 

http./lmot"le\1.cnn co111 /2015109/1 i /newslahmed-mohame:l-twitter-mll 

p 
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stop Inventing the ruture. 
~ 23 PM -16 Sep 2015 

... t.• 139 • 179 

Reddit: Alexis Ohanian, one of the co-founders of Reddit, asked how to get in touch with 

Mohamed because the site wanted to introduce him to some of their "friends in science." 

Alexis Ohanian 0Jrexlsohan1on [ ti Follow J 
How do I get in touch with Ahmed? We (@reddlt) wanna Intro 
him to some of our friends In science (+ 
internship?) bulf.ly/1 F2NYxl 
1:27 PM - 16 Sep 2015 

... t.• 107 • 142 

But the offers didn't eri d with social networking sites. 

Autodesk: Carl Bass, the CEO of the software company Autodesk, invited Ahmed to "come hang 

out" at the company so they could "make something new together." 

· Cart Bass @cerlbass ~ Foll~ 

Ahmed, don't let this stop your creativity. Come hang out at 
Autodesk and we'll make something new 
together. lllStandW.thAhmed 
3 12 PM - 16 Sep 2015 

.... 0 210 • 235 

1230 Circuits: Ahmed was also offered a free circuit kit from 1230 Circuits so he could continue 

to build things. 

Autodesk Circuits @ADSKCircuils [Y"Fott;;;"J 

To Ahmed Mohamed from our Makers, a free Circuits kit to build 
MOREi (OM us) #IStand\MthAhmed goo.gl/AmWxlK 

2 49 PM - 1G Sep 2015 

.... t."l 36 • 32 

MIT: Mohamed, who aspires to be an engineer, built the alarm clock out of a pencil case. In 

middle school he was a member of the robotics club and won awards for his inventions. 

Mohamed said his dream was to attend MIT. During an appearance Wednesday on MSNBC, he 
v1as c:urp .. isd b · s ::ieciel guest from the univers·:y. 

h::p:l/mor1e: .cn:i.com/2:i1s 09/'1/inewslahmeo-mohamt:::Hwitler-miV 
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Astrophysicist Chanda Prescod-Weinstein invited him to tour the school and said that he was her 

"ideal student" because he was "a creative, independent thinker." 

"You are the kind of student that we want at places like MIT and Ha Nard ," Prescod-Weinstein 
said. 

Prescod-Weinstein also extended a tour invitation from her former advisers at the Harvard

Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics and prompted an offer from an astrophysicist at UT Austin. 

On Thursday, MIT's president, L. Rafael Reif, tweeted that the university was "delighted" that 
Mohamed was interested in STEM and MIT. 

lllii MIT ~IT [?"FouoWJ 
Making things = inventing the future. We are delighted that 
Ahmec:I is intere11ted in #STEM ;mc;I in MITI - President Reif 
9 05 AM - 17 Sep 2015 

+. u 194 • 1a3 

NASA: Former NASA astronaut Daniel Tani offered Mohamed a NASA shirt that was worn In 

space. 

• Daniel Tani @Astro_Tsnl [ 'fl FottOW'J 

Lao s like Ahmed might need a new NASA shirt. I can give him 
one of mine - that flew In space I #IStand\MthAhmed 
3'00 PM· 16 Sep 2015 

+. n 2.579 • 3,799 

And Homer Hickam, a former NASA engineer and the inspiration for the movie "October Sky," 

was part cf::: ·r 1p ·!at offe ~d Ahmed a i>Cholarshio lo Space Camp USA. 

h'.tp./lmoney.cnn.co111/2iJ15109117/new s/ahm ed-rn oharned-twltter-m1V 3/5 
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SpaceCampUSA 0 @SpaceCampUSA 16 Sep 1S 
Creolive minds ere arwoya welcome ol Space Comp, 
and wa oppraciate donora who help them come. Someone has 
provided a scholarship for Ahmad. 

Homer Hickam @HomerHlckam §now] 

@ paceCampUSA My co-creators 
at rockelboysthemusical.com have offered Ahmed a scholarship 
at Space Camp just as we did for Keira Wilmot. 
2: 11 PM· 16 Sep 2015 

.._ t.'l 134 ., 190 

NASA itself said it supported STEM and "inspiring kids like Ahmed to pursue their dreams." 

.. NASA (..'llASA I 'fl Follow 

We're supporters of #STEM & inspiring kids like Ahmed lo 
pursue their dreams. Get Involved: go.nasa.gov/1 NxQJlz 
2 46PM · 16 Sop 2015 

+- t.'l 3 810 ., 4 , 170 

Business school: Ahmed even got a scholarship offer from the international business school, the 

New European College. 

(yF01~ 
Ahmed If you ever decide to study business, You have a 
scholarship 
waiting. @POTUS @IStand\MtMhmed#IStand\MlhAhmed 

http://money.cm .com/2015109/17/newslahmed-mol1amed-l.l·.•llle1-mlV 

p 

4/5 
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Music career: And R&B artist Ne-Yo tweeted that Mohamed should lel him know if he had 

aspirations of getting into the music industry. 

f. NE-YO !,)lleYoCompoo,md [ W Foll~ 

Hey @istandwithAhmed, if you ever want to get into the world of 

music, let me know. #theworldisyours #IStandWithAhmed 
858PM· 16 Sep 2015 

._ t.• 4,034 • 4,933 

http:l/m one~·.c'1n.coml2015109/1 71news/ahmed-mohame:J·lv:!t\er-niiV 515 
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m PresidentObama O 
iltl @POTUS 

J.+ Follow 

Cool clock, Ahmed. Want to bring it to the 
White House? We should inspire more kids like 
you to like science. It's what makes America 
great. 
RET'h£ETS LIKES 

409,460 441 ,971 ~II 
9:58 AM - 16 Sep 2015 

t.'l 41 0K 440K ••• 

Justin Haskell @ChefJustinH · 16 Sep 2015 

@Deadlovell @POTUS @thebigkhatifa Please STFU with your racist bullshit 

t.'l 14 281 ••• 

View other replies 

Tweet unavailable 

Justin Haskell @ChefJustinH · 16 Sep 2015 

@Dead Lovell @POTUS What truth? That you're a racist dick? Not mad at all, 
I'm glad people are showing their true selves online 

t.1- 17 252 ••• 

View other replies 

Tweet unavailable 

Justin Haskell @ChefJustinH · 16 Sep 2015 

@Dead Lovell @POTUS Yeah you are a special kind of racist. Hiding behind 
social media so nobody can see who you are and you can be all brave 

t.1- 28 286 ••• 

View other replies 

~ Sean Beck @seanmckaybeck · 16 Sep 2015 

x 
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I Se11rch Fe~book 

n Mark Zuckerberg 

IJlll September16, 2015 · Palo Allo,CA · 

Follow 

You've probably seen the story about Ahmed, the 14 year old student in 
TelCas who built e clock and was arrested when he took It to school. 

Having the skill and ambition lo build something cool should lead to 

applause, not arrest. The future belon11s to people like Ahmed. 

Ahmed, If you ever want to come by Facebook. I'd love to meet you. Keep 
building. 

Llko Comment Shara 

1.3M Top Comm~nls 

181,847 ShBrOs 31 K Commenis 

'Mite a comment... 

lf~iJ U1man Kum! Thero you go Ahmed 
l t.W Fac.tbook Scholsn1hlp right hero and now 

like · Reply· 28,082 ·Auguste at 5 '33pm · Edited 

2s1 Replies 

M1rwon B1lh1f#ahmed come to MBC2 lfyou want .. I wanna meet you 
loo 

Like • Reply • 4~5 · September 16, 201 s ot 1 :3epm 

14 Repllu 

6;; Ahmed Rehab Thanks Marki Care to conlrlbute 10 lhe (family approved) 
l§fj crowdfundlng page for a scholan1hlp fund for Ahmed? 

https:/.WWWlaunchyood com/pro)ec!AstandwlU1ahmed# 

#IStnndWilhAhme<l 1 LauncbGood 
A scholnr$hlp f\Jnd to suppor1 Ahrned •nd ouier students 
Ilka him in STEM fields 

U\UNCHClOOO.COM 

Uke • Repl y • 24 t • Soptombor 16. 201 S st 1 :42pm 

42 Replin 

P! ; Reha11 Allah\1<11• mw, Lud<y boy 

!i1 J L1ko ·Reply· 232 ·Scptnmbcr16. 2015 at 12:58pm 

'.i4 

21 Ropllu 

Ellllne Atkinson Wittmeyer Mal1< ..... BRIN<3 him to Fac.tbooklllnol come by 
somedme .... 
Like · Reply · t 54 • Scptnmbor 16, 2015 al 12.48pm 

14 Replies 

Muhammad Tllhlr Vall Hello Mar1< Zuckerberg I 

My name Is Muhammad T. Vall and I am running for prosidontollhe CUNY 
Queens College A.C.M ctub. I tnok the Initiative lo ro-lnalantiate lhe club 
becau•o l1 las1 oxl!1od In 2007 and because of Iha~ lhere wH no way to get 
... Seo More 

Like · Reply · 123 • Seplembcr 26, 2015 al 1 L1 4am · Ediled 

8 Repllea 

~ James Quinlan reach oul lo him Marl< Zuckerberg make It happen 

e'll Llko · Reply• t14 ·September 16,201Sat 12;37pm 

2 Repl101 

~ Navao Jano ®j«idi Q'lJrt,Q(I) lreGmM Cl1lJ'1JOij? 51['1Udbch> iooooh 
i!ll] ~i))QQllCTilJ n.t0'1m'OIJ msd!mob <UIJS6l!Yl"lav1~ .O.J'1r> .o.~Q111i~av1. 

Llko · Reply • t 11 • Seplllmber10. 2015 ol 2 .50pm 

22 Replies 

r::'t Moho mod Shlleoquo Ahmed you are one er lhe luckteal sludanl .... gor an 
l:';_:.J open o"er rrom M•lk .tuekert>erg to Focebook, Zuck ycu alw ay$ rocks, .. a truo 

LEAOER .... proud on you 

Like· Roply 86· Seplamber16, 2015 et 1:01 pm Edllod 

6 Replies 

n Yeunut Kiiiin l!)cl)()Qll"l«ii n.fl!AIJ~cru1dl>Clb IZl1t>14:j~)(lf) O\lccrm~rail-!!d 
~ (ll)JdlM1<"lJJa1dbfjjGSQ(D)) ill'lmJ ob (l\J(I)> "ldbeJQSCOV:l m1QJ(lJJllllll~ 

(IUJ.OOd> '1'UJ!l>Ulln'lJil.ill1ll', i2ffi"li>CDJl!b11l.1Jo Cl\J/dKldi mJd>ffi1'1m 
@/.emi'l<"IJ:idl ~.e.1'1 linm"l«i)cMJJ<ml1ll' m1d>rmmJdb. 
Like · Reply • 96 • September 16, 2015 el 4:00pm 

5 Replies 

SPONSORED 

Goorgetown New Homo• 
www.wll$hlre-homos.cor11 
Embrace evety<lay luxury with ~ new home rrom 

Make a f\llmo tor yourself. 
GODAODY.COM 
'Mlal will you do with your domain 
at OoDaddy.com. 

English (US) · Espanol · Po11uguu (Brasil) 
· Frsn~ls (Fl'llnc.o) · O~ullch 

Privacy · Terms • Advarllslng • 
Cookies · More 

Facebook Cl 2016 



S Replies 

M1hmoud Aamlr Oeermerk. I built a loy csrbut no one erresl me IHI now, 
can I come IQ f\lc:ebook ? 
Like· Roply • 88 •Seplembor16. 2015 at 2:52pm • Edltod 

13 Replioa 

Johannes O'Mayor Merk did you took en eapo IQ make Facebook? You can 
move ycur company In Greece whero we havo low io~es ond sl3blo buslnoss 
environment 

Like · Roply · 88 · September16, 2015 at2:48pm 

18 Repliu 

Steph4nle Lang Bockmoyor Merk, I think you could so•reh lhe couch 
Ct•Shlons lo come up with plane Iara to BRING Ahmed 10 Faccbook. don'I you? 
'Aflatdo you say? II you think tho 11.Jture belongs to people like Ahmed, lhen 
put your money whoro your mouth Is. 

Uko · Reply · 70·September16, 201$ at 2:23pm 

12 Replies 

Navo• Jo no «J!llQllJIJQ<Ml <hJJQ~. ---O)n.JQS ..J"1l(llJJ <mam!>QQQJ.e;' 

mi~"1b? 
Like · Reply • 67 • September1 e, 2015 et 2:54pm 

5 Repli,.s 

Doron Auooln MarklJJckortlerg lwill paraphrase you rrom an lntol\llow back 
In 2010. Somo poopla can~ 'wrap lhelr heads around Iha Idea thal someone 
mighl build somelhing becsu•e ihey like building things." -Mark Zuckerberg 
http1:/lwww.ycutube.comMla1.ch?ll"1 qloWSZAHvM ..• 

From Business Iosidet: 
Zuckerberg On The Social... 

YOUTUBE.COM 

Uke · Reply · ~7 • September HI. 2015 al 1.09pm 

2 Replies 

~ Mol\ionmod El-Husalny lucky Ahmed ;,!. I wonne coma 10 facebook too 

i"':! Llko · Reply · 6 1 · September 16. 2016al12 39pm 

8 Replies 

Im ran Mahmood appreciate your encouragement Mark Zuckerberg for people 
like Ahmed 

L1ko ·Reply · 51 · Soptombor1 6,2015 at 12A2pm ·Edited 

4 Replies 

Rym Harfouchl Probably cause his name lo Ahmed? I 

Llko · ~eply • 48 · SaplembertB,201 Sat 12!48pm 

13 Repllos 

Paola Camacho Wow its emazlng tlal you holp creelive peoplo Ilk• Ahmodll 
:;; Can I coma 10 facebook? 

Like • Reply · 66 · Soplember 16, 201 5 at 12:40pm 

17 Replies 

L.ee Bonny I buill e clock loo markl 

Like· Reply · 57 · Seplember16, 201Sal12:48pm 

15 Replies 

Joo Tomn elio Mark for presldenl in lhe Mure 
LI~&• Reply • 64• September16, 2015 ot 12·39pm 

i RopllO 

II Pr11011Jit Ghosh All this probably happoned because hi• nGmo waa Ahmed .. 
But its good of you Mark lhat you are addressing lhls l .. uc olfoar ba1od 
dlscrimlnadon and lrlSplring youngsters to become people with better hopes 
and dreams for the society .. 
Llk~ ' Reply . 61 . SOplomberl 6, 2015 OI t '28pm • Edited 

a Replies 

Ana Marta Blrd·Plco Good for you Marki Ira people Ilka you ltiel will rescue ua 
rrom the ft re• or pre]udlco .... 

like • R6ply · 37 · Sop1ombcr t e, 201 S ~I 1 l'39pm 

4 RepliH 

Bob C lbenome Awesomeness I You never know how grealness can come. 
Ahmed your door lo success ls wide open. 



Mona Say•d Galal Humunlly Is you Marie Marie Zuckerberg 

Ll~o ·Reply· 25· September16, 2015 ot 12'53pm 

4 Repllea 

Au Fahrni Marie, If he doesvloltFB, can you please post pics. l/lbuld love to 
see lhem. 
Like · Reply · 45 · s eptomber 16, 2015 at12·S5pm 

Betty Bier great job. Ahmed. Too bad U1s school isni as omartas you 

Like • Reply• 25 September 16, 2015ot1 :1opm 

Uthnra nl Naray~ M why should he come to F1cebook lo moot Zllcl<erberg? 
No U1is boy has his creadwi mind. Ahmed, please continue your Innovation 
and croatc a niche loryour50IL. 

Uke · Reply · 1 ·September 17, 201 5 at 5:17am 

Ka rm~ Sulldar Kumacharyo lnstH d of Ahmed If his name was M~rle. school 
would rewodr to him ...... 

Uke ·Reply · 52 · September16, 2015 at 1:21pm · Edited 

3 Repll .. 

t1lrs ~The reason to get nrrosted Is his nomo "Ahmed" ... 

If It was "Adam•. Nobody would even know about It ... 
Uke ·Reply · September17, 2015 at 1'40pm 

Sonia Ortiz Congratulafon to Ahmed and !hank u Marie for Inviting Ahmed to 
Facebook I 

Uko • Roply · 11 · Sep1ombor 16, 2015 al 2:41pm 

Amir Od•yem can I come to lacobook ? 
Like· Reply· 29· Seplember18. 2015 ot12·37pm 

I A Monjur Alom Ahmed was arrosred bcc:11use Ills name was Ahmed 3nd Ahmed 
~~ In mu$lim. 

Llko • Reply • 19 · Sep1embor 18, 2015 at 1 :32pm 

1 Reply 

Hormlono W•Y ZIJck for Pre• ldont 

Like · Reply · 27 · September 16, 2015 al B:SOpm 

5 Replies 

Uzm• Ahmed Ahmed whenever you go please msg me I wanno go n meet 
m111< zucl<orberg 100 

Llko · Reply· 7 · September 16 . 20 15 at 6:23pm 

S1hota Our Pre et Ahmed build 1 clock and nowfscebook will build ahmod 

Like· Reply · 18 • September 18, ll015 at 1:17pll1 

Alana V BrO'Ml really awesome responMI, Marie 

Like· Reply· 16 · September 1G. 2015 at 4:56pn1 

Syed Waq.u Munir 14 year old "Musllm" sllJdent reacUon to bolng arrested ror 
bringing n clocl< lnlo school. I mean why you arrosl him, tell him not to bring 
that doc!< in tho school Ml<t Umo, Problom solve. 

Uke ·Reply· 16· Soptember16, 2015al 12:40pm 

1 Reply 

Yol•nd• Figueroa Ahmed, got !he call J now run'*- to Collfomia !ho lond of 
opportunity, nnd moot MARK. 

Uke ·Reply· 28 ·September 16, 2015 al 1 :2Spm 

4 Repllu 

'.-•• ~ Abdulla hi A II Big respect to Ahmed and Mark zuckerborg rulUre belongs to 
people like you. 

Like· Reply• 15· September 16, 2015 at 1 ·S4pm 

I Reply 

•I Jcnnlror Crluntn Thank• Mark zucl<etbergl This l1 ten1blo what they did to 
.J hlml Glad you stepped upll Ahmed keep dreaming and keep bulldingll You are 

ourMurol 

Llko ·Reply· 20 · Septom~orie, 2015 ~11 2;.<1Spm 

I Roply 

Torin Khan They should be grown up to recognize peoples by !helrworle, not 
by their name or religion. Thank you Marie Zuckerberg for your support lo 
Ahmed end Ahmed, we're ell wl!h you boy. Keep It up 

Like · Reply · 21· Soptember16, 2015at1:30pm 

1 Reply 

n Anwar Oafa-Alla Ifs importanllo mention that mllllona ol kldure left behind 
• "'j Pnd slrtpped trom lhelr lnnovoUon c:11paeltv because of the U.S. Sonctjons on 

#Sudon t nd 0U1er emborgoed counvles. 
TI1oy\\I beGOmO Wl\11 I Clli '1ntomet pn5onors ", 
I hope you take o look at tho struggle of thoso millions. Our wortd is going to 
ba niuch better ... 

Uke • Reply· 1 e · September 17, 20 15 Pl 2 ooam 



ll:J not 1rrested I was Just klc.ked by my teocJm out of c:luJ so l\lbJre olso belongs 
tome ....... . 
Like · Reply · 20 · September16, 2015 al 12:44pm 

A11"" r Dara.Alb Thanks Merk ZJ.Jc.kerberg 

Llko ·Reply· 27 • Soptcmbor 16, 20t5 at4:16pm 

Mohammad Shafi Abooblckar Daar Mark .... You mad<> your"Mark" 
here .... Only people llko you can maka this world a bel!Orplae& .... You made It 
poeslblo fOr bllllona of human being a to keep their dear and naar one close to 
their hoart ..... Poople like me follow you to be like you ..•• to be lniplred bY 
"You" .... koop doing the bost you can tor making !his wortd a bo~or plaeo filled 
with Lovc . ..11 

Like• Reply • 21 • September 16, 2015 at 1:01pm 

Ahmed Molcuk My name Is Ahmed Clln I eoma too ? XO 

Uke ·Reply · 15 · Soplombor 16,2015 al2:14pm 

4 Repll61 

Lance Schamberg Tho facull;' et Ahmed's school dlrecUy lnvohllld In gettlng 
him arrested should be fired Immediately 

Uke · Reply · 14 · Septombor1 6, 2015at 2'21pm 

1 t Re.plies 

Parry Sidhu wow Marl\ you era a kind heart person ..... 
keep $VpporUn ahmed 
and I also want to work In racebook 
Uko · Reply · t4 · September16, 2015st12:56pm 

\llew moro comments 

I salule to you 

50 0131 .807 
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LANEY & BOLLINGER 
LAWYERS 

600 ASH STREET, PLAINVIEW, TEXAS 79072-8093 
(806) 293-26 18 PHONE (806) 293-8802 FAX 

WWW.LANEYBOLLINCER.COM 

KELLY H OLLINGSWORTH TROY BOLLINGER 
K ELLY@LAN"'1fl0LLINGE1l.COM COJ..LF.GF. OPTIIF. STATE 'B,o.R OF TEXAS 

TROY @LANEYBOW.LNOER.COM 

- OF COUNSEL - M ARK w. L ANEY 
MARK@LAN~YBOLLINGER.COM 

llOAfiD CEltTIFIKD T CXAS DO.-.RD 0 1' LEG,o.L Sr~CIAL17.ATION COLL£(;£ OF s·r11'rE llAll o~ T EXAS 
PERSONAL INllJR Y 'i'klAL LAW, SINCB 1982 CHARTER M ElllOER, ~INC~ 1983 
CIVIL l'lllAL LAW, SINCE 1982 FBLtOW, SINCE 1995 

Via email: CAO@citvofirviug.com 
Via facsimile (972) 721-2750 
Charles R. Anderson 
City Attorney- Irving, Texas 
Irving City Hal l 
825 Irving Blvd. 
Irving, Texas 75060 

November 23, 2015 

DON SNODGRASS 
DON@LANEVBOLLING~R.COM 

Re: Notice of Claims and Demand regarding the arrest, detention, and public 
mistreatment of Ahmed Mohamed by Mayor Beth Van Duyne, Chief of Pol ice 
Larry Boyd, and numerous other City of Irving officials 

Dear Mr. Anderson: 

Our ft rm has been retained by Mohamed Elhassan Mohamed to represent hi s son, Ahmed 
Mohamed. As you know, until a sho1t time ago, Ahmed was a student at MacArthur High 
School in the Irving lSD and a resident of the City of Irving. For personal security reasons, 
Ahmed and family are in Doha, Qatar. However, when they feel safe again, all of them would 
like to come home, to Irving, Texas. 

The primary purpose of this letter is to provide the City of Irving with formal notice 
regarding the events of September 14, 2015, involving Ahmed, in which several .Irving Police 
personnel, acting league with numerous others, deli berately disregarded and violated Ahmed's 
rights under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Texas Juvenile 
Justice Code, Irving ISD's policies and procedures, and Texas torl law. 

Our firm was only retained by this family a short time ago. Please do not take the list o r 
rights violations in this letter as exhaustive of the possible causes of action which may be 
relevant on these facts. Please accept th is notice as an expression of our intent to pursue al I 
litigation necessary to achieve a fu ll vindication of all of Ahmed's and his fami ly's rights. 

Statutory Notices 

Chapter I 0 I of the Texas Ci vi I Practice & Remedies Code ("CPRC") - the To1t Claims 
Act - requires that certain notices issue in relation to some of these c!ai111s. 0Ltr primary position 



Charles Anderson 
November 23, 2015 
Page2 

on this matter is that the City oflrving has actual notice of Ahmed's injuries, and that under 
CPRC § 101.101 ( c ), additional, formal notice is unnecessary. City oflrving internal emails 
demonstrate that the Irving ISD has actual notice of the claims that Ahmed has been damaged by 
the events at issue. Furthermore, nothing in this letter should be construed as an election of 
remedies under the T01i Claims Act. 

In an abundance of caution, however, please accept this as Notice under CPRC 
§ 101. lOl(a) and Irving City Charter ART. III §8 of the injuries and damages sustained by 
Ahmed Mohamed as a result of the violations of his rights by Irving ISD and its employees, 
acting in conce1i and participation with the City of Irving and its employees. Fmiher, these 
notice requirements relate only to Irving ISD as a "governmental unit." No such notice is 
required with respect to the individuals involved, who also will be defendants if resolution is not 
reached. 

The Incident 

Ahmed Mohamed is a fomieen year-old American citizen of Sudanese origin - just like 
his parents. It is well-known by Ahmed's fellow students and his teachers that he is an 
electronics enthusiast. When he was at Sam Houston Middle School, Ahmed participated quite 
successfully in a robotics team competition. In his room at his Irving home, Ahmed has tons of 
gadgets and the soldering and assembly tools necessary to work with them. 

As a freshman who was new to MacArthur High School, Ahmed was looking for a way 
to demonstrate his technical abilities to some of his new teachers. The Friday before the 
incident, he told some of his teachers - including both Mr. Kelton Lemons (whom Ahmed calls 
his "engineering teacher") and Ms. Erin West (his English teacher) - that he was going to build 
something over the weekend to show them and bring it for them to see on Monday. This very 
much comports with Ahmed's personality. He loves what we used to call "show and tell" -
bringing a unique or interesting item to school and showing it to his friends and teachers as a 
conversation piece. 

Sunday night, Ahmed used some spare parts and scrap pieces he had around the house to 
assemble a digital clock. He routed the circuitry to run through a motherboard and enclosed his 
creative contraption in a little locking pencil case with the dimensions of approximately 8.5 x 
5.75 x 2.5 inches. These Vaultz brand lockable cases are advertised by Target, Walgreen's, CVS 
and other major retailers as "school supplies." They come in numerous decorative colors and 
themes. Some are pink with big hearts on the front of them; some are "tie dye" pattern with a 
peace sign. Ahmed's had a tiger hologram on the front of it. 

September 14, 2015 

On Monday, September 14, 2015, Ahmed took the clock to school. Early in the school 
day, Ahmed showed the clock to Mr. Lemons. When Mr. Lemons saw the clock, he told 
Ahmed, ·That's really nice," but Mr. Lemons also advised Ahmed to keep the clock in his 
backpack for the remainder of the school day. During Ahmed's English class in the late 
morning, the alarm clock accidentally sounded when Ahmed plugged it in to show it to a friend. 
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Ms. West noticed the alarm, but did not identify where it came from. Ahmed turned the alarm 
off without incident. 

As Ahmed was leaving at the end of class - after most of the other students were already 
gone - Ahmed reminded Ms. West that he said he was going to bring her something and asked 
her if she wanted to see the clock he had built. Ms. West responded that she did want to see it. 
When Ms. West saw the clock, she told Ahmed it looked like a bomb, immediately confiscated 
the clock and rep01ied Ahmed to the school principal's office. During the exchange with Ms. 
West, Ahmed started what would become his refrain for the day: "It's an alarm clock. It's only 
an alarm clock." The basis for Ms. West's actions is unclear. She certainly did not treat the 
clock as though it were dangerous. Ms. West initially placed the clock on her desk. 

Right around 2:00 p.m., during Ahmed's AVID class, Principal Daniel Cummings and an 
Irving police officer appeared and escorted Ahmed out of his class. They took Ahmed into 
another room where four more Irving police officers and Assistant Principal Patrick Smith were 
awaiting Ahmed's arrival. Immediately upon Ahmed entering the interrogation room, Irving 
Police Officer Charles Taylor commented, "Yep. That's who I thought it was." Ahmed found 
this to be quite unnerving because he had never had any prior contact with Officer Taylor. 

The on-campus detention and 7-on-l interrogation went on for approximately one hour 
and 25 minutes. Ahmed asked nearly immediately if he could contact his parents - which as you 
know, is his right under the Texas Juvenile Justice Code. His request was refused: "No. You're 
being interrogated, so you cannot talk to your parents." No one involved treated the clock as a 
potential explosive or incendiary device. The City of Irving's documents support that the on
campus detention and interrogation lasted so long because the police were walking the decision 
about whether to arrest Ahmed up the chain of command. They were stretching the interrogation 
as long as possible, so they could find someone willing to take responsibility for arresting 
Ahmed. The decision to arrest apparently was made by the Assistant Chief. 

Throughout the on-campus detention and interrogation - which was recorded on the 
iPhone of the one female officer present during the interrogation -Ahmed constantly was 
pressured to sign a written statement admitting that he intended to bring a "hoax bomb" to 
school. As if the pressure of having five uniformed Irving police officers were not enough -
none of whom saw fit to Mirandize Ahmed- Mr. Cummings was threatening that if Ahmed did 
not sign the confession, he would be expelled. That is a huge threat for a kid like Ahmed. He 
rated MIT's interest in having him as a student as more exciting than meeting the President of 
the United States. 

The detention, interrogation, search of Ahmed's belongings, and the arrest all occurred 
despite there being no reasonable suspicion to believe that Ahmed had committed or was about 
to commit any crime. Through the entire ordeal, Ahmed steadfastly maintained that the only 
reason he brought the clock to school was to show it off to some of his teachers. City and school 
personnel commented later to the press that Ahmed was not forthcoming during the inquisition. 
It seems not to have dawned on any of them that he was scared to death, and that despite having 
never been read his rights, he in fact had a right not to talk. 
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No one who saw Ahmed's clock that day thought it was a bomb. Ahmed did nothing to 
suppmi the inference that he intended to cause alarm, or any reaction at all (other than his 
teachers' approval), in anyone. Irving police quickly determined that the clock was not 
dangerous. It appears that the police kept escalating the situation because they were frustrated 
that they failed to coerce Ahmed into signing a false confession. With no evidence whatsoever, 
Irving Police arrested Ahmed anyway. He was not Mirandized at this point either. After he was 
senselessly arm barred, four officers escorted Ahmed out of school in handcuffs. Police Chief 
Larry Boyd later claimed that Ahmed was handcuffed, "for his safety and for the safety of the 
officers." One must ask, whose safety was the arm bar for? Ahmed remembers the look of 
bewilderment on the face of his school counselor, who Ahmed said "knows I'm a good boy." 

Irving Police took him to a detention center where he was fingerprinted, photographed, 
and illegally questioned- again -without his parents present. In violation of the Texas Juvenile 
Justice Code, Police officials left Ahmed alone while he was in custody. When Police finally 
contacted Ahmed's father, Mr. Mohamed was at the police station within moments. The Irving 
Police were openly hostile to Ahmed's family when they arrived at the station. 

Understandably, Mr. Mohamed was furious at the treatment of his son - and at the rancid, 
openly discriminatory intent that motivated it. Irving Police did not, however, want to hear any 
of it from Mr. Mohamed. When he asked Lieutenant John Mitchell to speak to his boss, Lt. 
Mitchell responded brusquely, and inaccurately, that he was the boss. When Mr. Mohamed 
stmied talking about the enonnous power Mitchell had and how he had abused that power 
against a young boy, Mitchell wanted to hear nothing of it. Instead, Lt. Mitchell told Mr. 
Mohamed to take his son and leave, or they would arrest Mr. Mohamed, too. Stmi to finish, the 
Irving Police bullied Ahmed Mohamed, and when Ahmed's dad tried to voice his concerns, he 
got threatened, too. 

United States Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis once noted that, "Sunlight is said to 
be the best of disinfectants." Intuitively understanding this, Ahmed's sister took a picture of 
Ahmed in handcuffs and tweeted it out. Before long, and to the great dismay of the Irving 
authorities who caused this mess, the sunlight of global scrutiny shone bright on MacA1ihur 
High School and the City oflrving. Naturally, it was not long before people remembered the 
notoriety Mayor Van Duyne had gained for herself earlier this year by stoking the flames of 
Islamophobia. 

The City Scrambles to Save Face (and Kneecap a Kid in the Media) 

Knowing they could not really defend what they had done, City of Irving and Irving ISD 
officials chose another course: trash Ahmed. This was going to be tricky in light of Ahmed's 
well-recognized right to privacy in his educational information. Thus, they devised a plan to do 
an end run around Ahmed's privacy and achieve their purposes anyway: 

(I) Publicly pressure Ahmed's parents to release his educational information; 

(2) Claim repeatedly that the media is not providing balanced coverage or the 
story; 
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(3) Assert that the whole thing was a misunderstanding that could have been 
avoided if Ahmed had not exercised- to the best of his abilities - of his 
5th Amendment right to remain silent in the face of police and school 
interrogation; 

( 4) Claim the action was justified in today's climate, and distort the size of the 
clock; and 

(5) Push the false narrative that the school's hands were tied by Texas' "zero 
tolerance" law on school discipline. 

Coordinating with Principal Cummings and others at Irving ISD, Irving Police Chief Larry Boyd 
and Mayor Beth Van Duyne launched their plan. Items one and two were handled primarily by 
the school district. Items three and five were shared by the city and the district, and item four 
was taken care of primarily by the city. 

Mayor Beth Van Duyne 

Mayor Beth Van Duyne went on Glenn Beck's television show, helped with some of the 
set up, then sat back and watched - and apparently approved - as Beck and his other guest at the 
time turned Ahmed's story into what they called "an influence operation" that was undertaken
probably by Ahmed's father (and maybe his sister) - in fmiherance of a coming "civilization 
jihad." Beck later opined that this was the "Islamists" conspiracy to soften us up, so that we 
could later be attacked from inside. When the guest sitting less than an arm's length from Mayor 
Van Duyne called the pencil box a "briefcase," she did not say a word. She just nodded. 

Mayor Van Duyne also characterized Ahmed as "passive aggressive" and "less than 
forthcoming" because he exercised his constitutional right to remain silent while he was being 
illegally detained and intenogated by the police. Combined with the "civilization jihad" 
backdrop established by her friend, Glenn Beck, the Mayor fed a completely false impression 
about Ahmed and his family. 

Van Duyne's appearance with Glenn Beck came well after Irving Police had ruled out 
any wrongdoing by Ahmed under the "hoax bomb" law. Chief Boyd called the whole thing a 
"naive mistake." The official investigation had already concluded that Ahmed did not intend to 
cause any alarm or reaction with his clock. Nonetheless, during the Beck interview, Mayor Van 
Duyne called the clock a "hoax bomb." By doing so, Van Duyne defamed Ahmed, because she 
asse1ied (1) that he committed a crime that had already been ruled out, and (2) she implicitly 
claimed that Ahmed did in fact intend to cause alarm. Without Ahmed's intent, there could be 
no hoax bomb. 

Finally, along with Irving ISD personnel, Van Duyne said that the reason Ahmed was 
suspended from school was because of Irving ISD's "zero tolerance" policy. Mayor Van Duyne 
did not explain where she got Ahmed's private educational information. Nor did she assert any 
justification for her choice to release it to an audience that is paranoid about the "final 
confrontation" between "lslamists" and "'Americans." Not only was this dangerous "baiting" 
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that destroyed any chance the Mohamed family ever had of being truly safe and secure in the 
United States, but it was also defamatory. In order for the Texas zero tolerance standard to 
apply, the incident must have involved (1) a weapon, (2) drugs or alcohol, or (3) threats of harm 
to someone. There was no weapon. There were no drugs and alcohol involved. And the only 
person threatened that day was Ahmed. Mayor Beth Van Duyne lied about Ahmed and his 
family, and she did it to an audience that is on the absolute fringe of American life. Van Duyne 
irreparably endangered the safety of the Ahmed family. 

Police Chief Larry Boyd 

Two days after the incident, Chief Boyd went before the media and called the clock a 
"very suspicious device." He referred the media to a photo of the clock that the police released. 
The first photo released was cropped in a way that it was impossible to get a perspective on its 
size. It was, in fact, tiny. It was also open, and taken from an angle that obscured the tiger 
hologram which would have immediately identified it as pencil case. In the large segment of the 
media who were anxious to label Ahmed as a budding bomb builder, the pencil case became a 
"briefcase" or even a "suitcase." 

Chief Boyd also claimed that "we live in an age where you can't take things like that to 
school." Irving Police Department spokesman James McLellan later said that the clock "could 
reasonably be mistaken as a device ifleft in a bathroom or under a car." This is an absurd 
rationalization, designed to head off or blunt what internal communications called, "the highly 
likely event that we get sued over this arrest." If the clock had been left somewhere that it 
looked "planted," it would have looked like Ahmed lost his tiger hologram pencil box. But the 
city's carefully calibrated message fed the misperception that the actions of the police and school 
toward Ahmed were justified. 

Violations of Ahmed's Fourth Amendment Rights 

Both on campus and at the station, Irving police knowingly disregarded Ahmed's rights 
against unreasonable searches and seizures. Ahmed was detained and interrogated when there 
was no reasonable suspicion to belief that a specific crime had been committed or that he was 
about to commit any crime. The attempt to coerce from Ahmed a confession to a "hoax bomb" 
violation, and the later public castigation he received from Irving officials for his refusal to be 
coerced violated both Ahmed's procedural and substantive due process rights. This is not a case 
where a few of Ahmed's rights were disregarded. From the time Ahmed was escorted out of 
class and into the interrogation room, he was treated by ALL of the adults responsible for his 
safety as though he had not rights at all. 

This was a complete breakdown in the City's protection of Ahmed's fundamental 
constitutional rights. Ahmed should have been allowed to have his parents or an attorney present 
during his detention and interrogation. He should have been Mirandized before the on-campus 
interrogation - which he obviously was not free to end- even commenced. If you want to argue 
that he was not in custody during the on-campus interrogation, then Ahmed should have been 
Mirandized when he was cuffed. Ahmed should not have been detained when police knew 
immediately that there was no threat. The detention should have ended - rather than been 
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prolonged - while police walked the arrest decision up the chain of command. This who chain 
of events was an extraordinary rendition in miniature, in which Ahmed was treated as though he 
had no rights at all, despite his American citizenship. 

42 u.s.c. § 1983 

Ahmed also has claims against the City employees under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, which 
permits claims against individuals who "under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, 
custom, or usage, of any State or Territory or the District of Columbia, subjects, or causes to be 
subjected, any citizen of the United States ... deprivation of any rights, privileges, or immunities 
secured by the Constitution." Section 1983 has been interpreted to allow suits for suits against 
police officers and other state officials (such as school personnel) acting in their official 
capacities. Hafer v. Melo, 502 U.S. 21, 112 S.Ct. 358 (1991); Gillette v. Delmore, 979 F.2d 1342 
(9th Cir. 1992). 

Liability also attaches to the city itself if the actions of the officers were pursuant to the 
official policy of the City of Irving. Chief Boyd repeatedly stated that Irving Police acted in 
accordance with policy. This means that the City of Irving a governmental unit is equally 
responsible for Ahmed's damages. 

As American citizens, all of us - even the ones with "Muslim-sounding" names like 
Ahmed Mohamed - are entitled to have public officials with whom we come in contact to 
respect our rights. Ahmed's rights were clearly violated. He was detained and interrogated by 
high-ranking employees oflrving ISD and the Irving Police Department, pressured to falsely 
confess to a crime he did not commit (and that no responsible person believed he had 
committed), and then interrogated again by the Irving Police Depaiiment at the juvenile 
detention center, all without his parents being notified or present. These are real, substantive 
rights, and their loss damaged Ahmed as a matter of law. 

Title VI 

Ahmed also has claims under Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. 42 U.S.C. § 2000D 
states that, "No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or national origin, 
be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination 
under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance." A deciding factor in 
private Title VI suits is whether "a challenged action was motivated by an intent to 
discriminate." Elston v. Talladega County Board of Education, 997 F.2d at 1406. One of the 
factors used to determine if discrimination intent exists is any depaiiure, substantive or 
procedural from the normal decision making process. Village of Arlington Heights v. 
Metropolitan Housing Development Corp, 429 U.S. 252 (1977). 

Ahmed clearly was singled out because of his race, national origin, and religion. Irving 
Police officials immediately determined that the clock was harmless. The only reason for the 
overreaction was that the responsible adults involved irrationally assumed that Ahmed was 
dangerous because of his race, national origin, and religion. Let's face it; if Ahmed's clock were 
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"Jennifer's clock," and if the pencil case were ruby red bedazzled with a clear rhinestone skull 
and crossbones on the cover, this would never have happened. 

The Aftermath 

The Irving ISD and City oflrving Police Officers with whom Ahmed came in contact 
that day were tasked with the same responsibilities toward Ahmed as they were for all the other 
students. Ahmed never threatened anyone, never caused harm to anyone, and never intended to. 
The only one who was hurt that day was Ahmed, and the damages he suffered were not because 
of oversight or incompetence. The school and city officials involved knew what they needed to 
do to protect Ahmed's rights. They just decided not to do it. Their after-the-fact attempts to 
couch their deliberate disregard of Ahmed's rights as being motivated by concerns for the safety 
of the other students has only added to the harm Ahmed and his family have suffered. Ahmed 
endangered no one. 

Some aspects of the damages Ahmed has suffered as a result of this are quite difficult to 
quantify with ce1iainty, though they are clearly severe. It is difficult to say how much monetary 
damage is caused by any of the following: 

Ahmed having his 14-year-old face superimposed onto a famous image of 
Osama bin Laden - beard included- appearing below a blogger's rant 
against the "parents of this little terrorist in training;" 

Ahmed being turned into Glenn Beck's latest object lesson in how "this is 
really kind of the final throes of weakening us to the point to where we 
don't ask any questions, to be ready for final confrontation, total 
confrontation," while Mayor Beth Van Duyne, listens and nods, putting 
her imprimatur on Beck's delusional conspiracy theories; 

Ahmed being portrayed as the "Clock Boy" on a Halloween costume 
website; 

having Ahmed's name, and particularly his likeness, forever associated 
with arguably the most contentious and divisive socio-political issue of 
our time; 

Ahmed feeling the burden ofresponsibility for his siblings being harassed 
and scared to go to school, for his father's business suffering greatly from 
Mr. Mohamed's absence, for one of his sisters being fired from her job, 
and for neither of his older sisters being able to find schools in Qatar; and 

the loss of security that goes with having Ahmed's Irving home address 
tweeted out, and being labeled on Beck's show as "pawn" of the architects 
of a "global jihad." 
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Other damages are more conducive to quantification. Ahmed and his siblings had the 
right to a free and adequate public education, just like every other American child does. Ahmed 
first attended Irving ISD in pre-K, and he and all of his siblings had gone to school nearly 
exclusively in the Irving ISD. When, two days after the incident, in coordination with the City, 
Mr. Cummings went onto the MacA1ihur High School intercom system and called Ahmed and 
his family liars, he took that opportunity away from Ahmed and all of his siblings. 

Ahmed also has suffered severe psychological trauma during his involuntarily separation 
from his grandmother and extended family. This trauma has since been amplified due to the 
global media attention this incident has gathered. Ahmed and his siblings know that his life has 
inalterably changed. Ahmed will now forever be associated with bomb making wholly without 
basis. Many believe that Ahmed and his family are terrorists, similar to those responsible for the 
September 11th attacks on the Twin Towers. 

This false characterization brings both shmi- and long-term challenges. In the short-term 
Ahmed fears for his physical safety after receiving many threatening emails. In the long-term, 
we adults should know that-despite Ahmed's efforts to be strong, and to prove that he is "a 
good boy" - he will experience pain and suffering as result of this for the rest of his days. A 
large segment of potential employers will steer clear of Ahmed to avoid controversy, despite his 
many obvious talents. There is no other way to put it: Ahmed's reputation in the global 
community is permanently scarred. One also would anticipate that Ahmed, quite reasonably, 
will have a lifelong fear of the law enforcement and educational establishments that have let him 
down so terribly. 

Consider for a moment the true reason that Ahmed brought the clock to school. He was 
trying to impress his teachers. Anyone who has been around teenage boys knows that they are 
looking for leaders and mentors. They yearn to find acceptance in the results of their labors, 
whether it is in sports, the mis, or something technical. Ahmed was reaching out that day. Irving 
ISD and the Irving PD unceremoniously slapped him away, and then sought to cover their 
mistakes with a media campaign that further alienated the child at the center of this maelstrom. 
What must that do to a young man? 

Finally, Ahmed and his family lost their home. The address that was tweeted out for the 
entire world to see was the only home Ahmed and his five siblings had ever known. This family 
left their home in Irving because of a very rational fear for their physical safety. On an elemental 
level, the Mohamed family's life as any of them had known it evaporated that day at the hands of 
the Irving ISD and City of Irving. While many people online were gleeful to see them leaving 
their home in Irving, Texas, U.S.A., Ahmed and his family miss Texas. They miss their friends. 
They miss their grandmother. They miss their extended family. They miss their neighbors, 
many of whom cried hugged them as the Mohamed's left their home. They very much 
appreciate the hospitality they have received in Qatar, but it's not Texas. 

In ways that are virtually impossible to comprehend, this thing turned the Mohamed 
family's lives upside down. All semblance of what they knew before has vanished. But even 
after the scale of the eruption became clear, rather than trying to calm the waters, Irving ISO and 
the City of Irving launched a public relations campaign against Ahmed. They stoked the flames. 
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They tried to push responsibility off on the victim - Ahmed. They have even implied publicly 
that what has come of this has been good for Ahmed, as though the resilience of this line boy and 
his fine fam ily somehow excuses what they did. It does not, for there is no excuse. As Justice 
Clarence Thomas once said: "This is a high-tech lynching." 

Demand 

As a result of the above-described violations of Ahmed's constitutional, statutory, and 
common law rights, and the damages nowing from those violations, we demand the fo llowing: 

I. Ten million dollars as compensation for the damages Ahmed suffered at the hands 
of the City of Irving and its employees. 

2. A written apology from Mayor Van Duyne acknowledging that she has never 
been presented with any evidence that Ahmed was a "pawn" in any "civilization 
j ihad" or that the events here were planned by Ahmed's family or friends as part 
of an "influence operation." 

3. A written apology from Police Chief Larry Boyd acknowledging that Ahmed 
Mohamed never intended to threaten anyone, and that his detention, interrogation, 
and arrest were wrongful and were made at a point in time when there was no 
reasonable suspicion to believe that Ahmed had committed a crime or was about 
to commit any crime. 

If you fa il to comply with the above demands within sixty days from the date of this letter, you 
should expect that we will fi le a civil action addressing the causes of action and events described 
in this letter. 

ff you bave any questions concerning these matters, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Very truly yours, 
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600 ASH STREET, PLAINVIEW, TEXAS 79072-8093 
(806) 293-2618 PHONE (806) 293-8802 FAX 

KELLY HOLLINGSWORTH 
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COLLEGE OF THE STATE BAR OF TEXAS 
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Via email: tpatel(ii)irvingisd.net 
Via Facsimile (972) 215-5296 
Tina R. Patel 
Chief Legal Counsel, Irving ISD 
P.O. Box 152637 
Irving, Texas 75015-2637 

November 23, 2015 

DON SNODGRASS 
DON@LANEYBOLLINGER.COM 

Re: Notice of Claims and Demand regarding the unlawful detention, interrogation, 
arrest, and public mistreatment of Ahmed Mohamed by administrators and 
teachers of the Irving ISD 

Dear Ms. Patel: 

Our firm has been retained by Mohamed Elhassan Mohamed to represent his son, Ahmed 
Mohamed. As you know, until a short time ago, Ahmed was a student at MacArihur High 
School in the Irving ISD. I am writing to provide Irving ISD with notice regarding the events of 
September 14, 2015, involving Ahmed, in which several Irving ISD personnel- among many 
others - deliberately disregarded and violated Ahmed's rights under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, Title VI of 
the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Texas Juvenile Justice Code, Irving ISD's policies and 
procedures, and Texas tort law. 

I am relatively new to this engagement, so please do not take the list of rights violations 
in this letter as exhaustive of the possible causes of action which may attach on these facts. You 
should take the notice herein as notice of our intent to pursue full vindication of all of Ahmed's 
rights in relation to the events at issue. 

Statutory Notices 

Chapter 101 of the Texas Civil Practice & Remedies Code ("CPRC") -the Tori Claims 
Act - requires that certain notices issue in relation to some of these claims. Our primary position 
on this matter is that the Irving ISD has actual of Ahmed's injuries and their causes, and that 
additional, formal notice is unnecessary based on CPRC § 101.101 ( c ). Furthermore, nothing in 
this letter should be construed as an election of remedies under the Tort Claims Act. Internal 
email communications produced by the City of Irving demonstrate that the Irving ISD has actual 
notice of Ahmed's claims and damages. 
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In an abundance of caution, however, please accept this as Notice under CPRC 
§101.lOl(a) [and Irving City Charter ART. III §8] of the injuries and damages sustained by 
Ahmed as a result of the violations of his rights by Irving ISD and its employees, acting in 
concert and participation with the City of Irving and its employees. Fmiher, these notice 
requirements relate only to Irving ISD as a "governmental unit." No such notice is required with 
respect to the individuals involved, who also will be defendants if resolution is not reached. 

The Incident 

Ahmed Mohamed is a fourteen year-old American citizen of Sudanese origin - just like 
his parents. It is well-known by Ahmed's fellow students and his teachers that he is an 
electronics enthusiast. When he was at Sam Houston Middle School, Ahmed participated quite 
successfully in a robotics team competition. In his room at his Irving home, Ahmed has tons of 
gadgets and the soldering and assembly tools necessary to work with them. 

As a freshman who was new to MacArthur High School, Ahmed was looking for a way 
to demonstrate his technical abilities to some of his new teachers. The Friday before the 
incident, he told some of his teachers - including both Mr. Kelton Lemons (whom Ahmed calls 
his "engineering teacher") and Ms. Erin West (his English teacher) - that he was going to build 
something over the weekend to show them and bring it for them to see on Monday. This very 
much comports with Ahmed's personality. He loves what we used to call "show and tell" -
bringing a unique or interesting item to school and showing it to his friends and teachers as a 
conversation piece. 

Sunday night, Ahmed used some spare parts and scrap pieces he had around the house to 
assemble a digital clock. He routed the circuitry to run through a motherboard and enclosed his 
creative contraption in a little locking pencil case with the dimensions of approximately 8.5 x 
5.75 x 2.5 inches. These Vaultz brand lockable cases are advertised by Target, Walgreen's, CVS 
and other major retailers as "school supplies." They come in numerous decorative colors and 
themes. Some are pink with big heaiis on the front of them; some are "tie dye" pattern with a 
peace sign. Ahmed's had a tiger hologram on the front of it. 

September 14, 2015 

On Monday, September 14, 2015, Ahmed took the clock to school. Early in the school 
day, Ahmed showed the clock to Mr. Lemons. When Mr. Lemons saw the clock, he told 
Ahmed, "That's really nice," but Mr. Lemons also advised Ahmed to keep the clock in his 
backpack for the remainder of the school day. During Ahmed's English class in the late 
morning, the alarm clock accidentally sounded when Ahmed plugged it in to show it to a friend. 
Ms. West noticed the alarm, but did not identify where it came from. Ahmed turned the alarm 
off without incident. 

As Ahmed was leaving at the end of class - after most of the other students were already 
gone - Ahmed reminded Ms. West that he said he was going to bring her something and asked 
her if she wanted to see the clock he had built. Ms. West responded that she did \Vant to see it. 
When Ms. West saw the clock, she told Ahmed it looked like a bomb. immediately confiscated 
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the clock and rep01ied Ahmed to the school principal's office. During the exchange with Ms. 
West, Ahmed started what would become his refrain for the day: "It's an alarm clock. It's only 
an alarm clock." The basis for Ms. West's actions is unclear. She certainly did not treat the 
clock as though it were dangerous. Ms. West initially placed the clock on her desk. 

Right around 2:00 p.m., during Ahmed's AVID class, Principal Daniel Cummings and an 
Irving police officer appeared and escorted Ahmed out of his class. They took Ahmed into 
another room where four more Irving police officers and Assistant Principal Patrick Smith were 
awaiting Ahmed's arrival. Immediately upon Ahmed entering the interrogation room, Irving 
Police Officer Charles Taylor commented, "Yep. That's who I thought it was." Ahmed found 
this to be quite unnerving because he had never had any prior contact with Officer Taylor. 

The on-campus detention and 7-on-l interrogation went on for approximately one hour 
and 25 minutes. Ahmed asked nearly immediately ifhe could contact his parents -which as you 
know, is his right under the Texas Juvenile Justice Code. His request was refused: "No. You're 
being interrogated, so you cannot talk to your parents." No one involved treated the clock as a 
potential explosive or incendiary device. The City oflrving's own documents suppo1i that the 
on-campus detention and interrogation lasted so long because the police were walking the 
decision about whether to arrest Ahmed up the chain of command. They were stretching the 
interrogation as long as possible, so they could find someone willing to take responsibility for 
arresting Ahmed. The decision to arrest apparently was made by the Assistant Chief. 

Throughout the on-campus detention and interrogation - which was recorded on the 
iPhone of the one female officer present during the interrogation -Ahmed constantly was 
pressured to sign a written statement admitting that he intended to bring a "hoax bomb" to 
school. As if the pressure of having five uniformed Irving police officers were not enough, Mr. 
Cummings was threatening that if Ahmed did not sign the confession, he would be expelled. 
That is a huge threat for a kid like Ahmed. He rated MIT's interest in having him as a student as 
more exciting than meeting the President of the United States. 

The detention, interrogation, search of Ahmed's belongings, and the arrest all occurred 
despite there being no reasonable suspicion to believe that Ahmed had committed or was about 
to commit any crime. Through the entire ordeal, Ahmed steadfastly maintained that the only 
reason he brought the clock to school was to show it off to some of his teachers. City and school 
personnel commented later to the press that Ahmed was not forthcoming during the inquisition. 
It seems not to have dawned on any of them that he was scared to death. 

No one who saw Ahmed's clock that day thought it was a bomb. Ahmed did nothing to 
supp01i the inference that he intended to cause alarm, or any reaction at all (other than his 
teachers' approval), in anyone. The police quickly determined that the clock was not dangerous. 
One easily could infer that the police kept escalating the situation because they were frustrated 
that they failed to coerce Ahmed into signing a false confession. Undeterred, the police arrested 
Ahmed anyway. When they took him out of school in handcuffs, Ahmed remembers the look of 
bewilderment on the face of his school counselor, who Ahmed said "knows I'm a good boy." 
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After Ahmed was removed from school in handcuffs, the Irving Police took him to a 
juvenile detention center where he was fingerprinted, photographed, and illegally questioned -
again -without his parents present. This narrative is sufficient to frame most of Ahmed's claims 
against the school and school officials. We will take up the rest of Ahmed's treatment that day 
with the City oflrving. Unfortunately, several Irving ISD employees' subsequent actions made 
the impact on Ahmed and his family even worse. 

The Suspension 

Shortly after 7:00 p.m. that night, Ahmed's dad received a call from a "blocked" number 
from Assistant Principal Patrick Smith. With numerous kids who had been educated in Irving 
ISD, Mr. Mohamed was puzzled by the fact that the call did not come from the familiar Irving 
ISD area code and exchange: (972) 600. Mr. Smith stated that the decision had been made to 
suspend Ahmed from school for three days. Mr. Mohamed rightfully stated that he did not have 
any verification that Mr. Smith was who he claimed to be, and that if he did not receive written 
notice from a school official of the suspension, Ahmed would be attending school the next day. 

Only after being prompted by Mr. Mohamed, did Mr. Smith send an email saying that 
Ahmed was being given off-campus suspension. The Student Code of Conduct provision to 
which Mr. Smith referred as the basis for the suspension was the "Possession of Prohibited 
Items" provision on page 6. A review of that section of the Code of Conduct reveals that Ahmed 
was not in possession of any of the "prohibited items" listed in that rule. Ahmed was suspended 
for nothing. The school - chiefly Mr. Cummings and Mr. Smith - needed to justify the circus 
they created by disregarding Ahmed's rights. 

Principal Cummings' and Leslie Weaver's Statements 

Internal communications make clear that the City oflrving and Irving ISD were upset 
that news of their mistreatment of Ahmed received so much well-deserved scrutiny. On the 
morning of September 16, 2015, Mr. Cummings came over the MacArthur High School intercom 
system, and in relation to the Incident, said the following: 

Right now the media has only one side of the story. Understand that the 
school district cannot release our statements or facts without written 
consent from the parents. And we have a very different version of what 
happened than what you are seeing from the media. Today the district will 
ask for written permission to release the facts. 

By this statement, Mr. Cummings - the highest ranking official on the MacA1ihur campus -
directly defamed both Ahmed and his family by calling them liars. There is no legitimate reason 
to even make a statement to the student body on these issues. Doing so violated Ahmed's 
confidentiality rights. There is no relevant "other side of the story." What is described above 
happened, and there is no excusing it. Mr. Cummings, in fact, tried to coerce a confession out of 
Ahmed, and he enlisted the help of the Irving Police in wrongfully detaining him, wrongfully 
interrogating him, and wrongfully searching him and his belongings. Mr. Cummings knows the 
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proper procedures and safeguards that Texas law provide for students in this situation. He 
consciously decided to violate them anyway. 

Irving ISD spokeswoman Leslie Weaver repeatedly gave the media a false impression of 
events. At different times she referred to the pencil case as a "briefcase" and a "suitcase." This 
fed the false impression - bolstered by the first picture of the clock the Irving PD released - that 
the clock is many times larger than it is. Ms. Weaver also repeatedly called the reporting on the 
story "unbalanced." This, again, is tantamount to calling Ahmed and his family liars. They are 
not. 

Ms. Weaver also implied to the press that the reason for Ahmed's suspension was the 
Irving ISD's "zero tolerance" policy. In order for the Texas zero tolerance standard to apply, the 
incident must have involved (1) a weapon, (2) drugs or alcohol, or (3) threats ofhann to 
someone. There was no weapon. There were no drugs and alcohol involved. And the only 
person threatened that day was Ahmed. Ms. Weaver stated about the incident that the District 
was "doing everything with an abundance of caution to protect all of our students in Irving." 
That day, there was one student whose safety was of no concern at all: Ahmed's. 

Violations of Irving ISD Policies 

Irving ISD and its employees knowingly disregarded the district's written policies and 
procedures by detaining, interrogating, and attempting to coerce a confession from Ahmed. 
Irving IS D's own policy prohibits discrimination, including harassment, of students on the basis 
of race, national origin, and religion. Prohibited harassment includes, but is not limited to, verbal 
and nonverbal conduct that "affects a student's ability to participate in or benefit from an 
education program," or "otherwise adversely affects the student's educational opportunities." 

During the Incident, Mr. Cummings and Mr. Smith intentionally harassed and singled out 
Ahmed for undue punishment based on his race, national origin, and religion. During the on
campus detention and interrogation, Ahmed was verbally harassed. Mr. Cummings brought to 
bear every measure of pressure he could find to coerce Ahmed into providing a false confession 
to Class A misdemeanor. Apparently frustrated that he could not extract a criminal confession -
even with five Irving police officers helping him - Mr. Cummings covered himself by 
suspending Ahmed. Mr. Cummings stayed by his decision even after Irving Chief of Police 
Larry Boyd called the entire ordeal a "naive accident." Between the suspension and publicly 
calling Ahmed and his family liars, Mr. Cummings and Ms. Weaver rendered it impossible for 
Ahmed to pursue further education opportunities in the manner in which he was accustomed. 

Mr. Cummings and Mr. Smith flagrantly violated Irving ISD's policies on parental 
notification. When a law enforcement officer interrogates a student at school, Irving ISD policy 
requires the student's parents to be notified unless an officer raises a valid objection to the 
notification. There was no valid objection because by the time of the interrogation, it was clear 
there was no potential harm to anyone at the school - except, of course, Ahmed. Just as he 
requested, and as required by law, Ahmed's parents should have received timely notification of 
the incident. 
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42 u.s.c. § 1983 

Ahmed also has claims against the Irving ISD and its employees under 42 U.S.C. § 1983, 
which permits claims against individuals who "under color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, 
custom, or usage, of any State or Territory or the District of Columbia, subjects, or causes to be 
subjected, any citizen of the United States ... deprivation of any rights, privileges, or immunities 
secured by the Constitution." Section 1983 has been interpreted to allow suits for suits against 
police officers and other state officials (such as school personnel) acting in their official 
capacities. Hafer v. Melo, 502 U.S. 21, 112 S.Ct. 358 (1991); Gillette v. Delmore, 979 F.2d 1342 
(9th Cir. 1992). 

Liability also may be imposed on a school district if a policy or custom results in a 
deprivation of a student's rights or places a student in danger. City of St. Louis v. Praprotnik, 
485 U.S. 112 (1988). Irving ISD officials have claimed repeatedly that in treating Ahmed as 
they did, they were following Irving ISD policy. This means that Irving ISD as a governmental 
unit is equally responsible for Ahmed's damages. 

As American citizens, all of us - even the ones with "Muslim-sounding" names like 
Ahmed Mohamed- are entitled to have public officials with whom we come in contact to 
respect our rights. Ahmed's rights were clearly violated. He was detained and interrogated by 
high-ranking employees oflrving ISD and the Irving Police Department, pressured to falsely 
confess to a crime he did not commit (and that no responsible person believed he had 
committed), and then interrogated again by the Irving Police Department at the juvenile 
detention center, all without his parents being notified or present. 

Title VI 

Ahmed also has claims under Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act. 42 U.S.C. § 2000D 
states that , "No person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or national origin, 
be excluded from pmiicipation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination 
under any program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance." A deciding factor in 
private Title VI suits is whether "a challenged action was motivated by an intent to 
discriminate." Elston v. Talladega County Board of Education, 997 F.2d at 1406. One of the 
factors used to detennine if discrimination intent exists is any depmiure, substantive or 
procedural from the normal decision making process. Village of Arlington Heights v. 
Metropolitan Housing Development Corp, 429 U.S. 252 (1977). 

Ahmed clearly was singled out because of his race, national origin, and religion. Law 
enforcement and school officials immediately determined that the clock was harmless. The only 
reason for the overreaction was that the responsible adults involved irrationally assumed that 
Ahmed was dangerous because of his race, national origin, and religion. Police and school 
officials tried for an hour and a half to get Ahmed to sign a false confession, and then arrested 
him on baseless charges they had already ruled out. This shows their intent to discriminate. 
Let's face it; if Ahmed's clock were "Jennifer's clock," and if the pencil case were ruby red 
bedazzled \Vith a clear rhinestone skull and crossbones on the cover, this would never have 
happened. 
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The Aftermath 

The Irving ISD and City of Irving Police Officers with whom Ahmed came in contact 
that day were tasked with the same responsibilities toward Ahmed as they were for all the other 
students. Ahmed never threatened anyone, never caused harm to anyone, and never intended to. 
The only one who was hurt that day was Ahmed, and the damages he suffered were not because 
of oversight or incompetence. The school officials and police knew what they needed to do to 
protect Ahmed's rights. They just decided not to. Their after-the-fact attempts to couch their 
deliberate disregard of Ahmed's rights as being motivated by concerns for the safety of the other 
students has only added to the harm Ahmed and his family have suffered. 

Some aspects of the damages Ahmed has suffered as a result of this are quite difficult to 
quantify with certainty, though they are clearly severe. It is difficult to say how much monetary 
damage is caused by any of the following: 

Ahmed having his 14-year-old face superimposed onto a famous image of 
Osama bin Laden - beard included- appearing below a blogger' s rant 
against the "parents of this little terrorist in training;" 

Ahmed being turned into Glenn Beck's latest object lesson in how "this is 
really kind of the final throes of weakening us to the point to where we 
don't ask any questions, to be ready for final confrontation, total 
confrontation," while Ahmed's hometown mayor, Beth Van Duyne, 
listens and nods, putting her imprimatur on Beck's delusional conspiracy 
theories; 

Ahmed being portrayed as the "Clock Boy" on a Halloween costume 
website; 

having Ahmed's name, and particularly his likeness, forever associated 
with arguably the most contentious and divisive socio-political issue of 
our time; 

Ahmed feeling the burden ofresponsibility for his siblings being harassed 
and scared to go to school, for his father's business suffering greatly from 
Mr. Mohamed's absence, for one of his sisters being fired from her job, 
and for neither of his older sisters being able to find schools in Qatar; and 

the loss of security that goes with having Ahmed's Irving home address 
tweeted out, and being labeled on Beck's show as "pawn" of the architects 
of a "global jihad." 

Other damages are more conducive to quantification. Ahmed and his siblings had the 
right to a free and adequate public education, just like every other American child does. Ahmed 
first attended Irving ISO in pre-K, and he and all of his siblings had gone to school nearly 
exclusively in the Irving ISO. When, two days after the incident, Mr. Cummings went on to the 
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MacA1ihur High School intercom system and called Ahmed and his family liars, he took that 
opportunity away from Ahmed and all of his siblings. 

Ahmed also has suffered severe psychological trauma during his involuntarily separation 
from his grandmother and extended family. This trauma has since been amplified due to the 
global media attention this incident has gathered. Ahmed and his siblings know that his life has 
inalterably changed. Ahmed will now forever be associated with bomb making wholly without 
basis. Many believe that Ahmed and his family are terrorists, similar to those responsible for the 
September 11th attacks on the Twin Towers. This characterization brings both short- and long
tenn challenges. In the sho1i-ten11 Ahmed fears for his physical safety after receiving many 
threatening emails. 

In the long-term, we adults should know that- despite Ahmed's efforts to be strong, and 
to prove that he is "a good boy" - he will continue for the rest of his days to experience pain and 
suffering. A large segment of potential employers will steer clear of Ahmed to avoid 
controversy, despite his many obvious talents. There is no other way to put it: Ahmed's 
reputation in the global community is permanently scarred. One also would anticipate that 
Ahmed, quite reasonably, will have a lifelong fear of the law enforcement and educational 
establishments that have let him down so terribly. 

Consider for a moment the true reason that Ahmed brought the clock to school. He was 
trying to impress his teachers. Anyone who has been around teenage boys knows that they are 
looking for leaders and mentors. They yearn to find acceptance in the results of their labors, 
whether it is in sports, the mis, or something technical. Ahmed was reaching out that day. Irving 
ISD unceremoniously slapped him away, then sought to cover its mistakes with a media 
campaign that fmiher alienated the child at the center of this maelstrom. What must that do to a 
young man? 

Finally, Ahmed and his family lost their home. The address that was tweeted out for the 
entire world to see was the only home Ahmed and his five siblings had ever known. This family 
left their home in Irving because of a very rational fear for their physical safety. On an elemental 
level, the Mohamed family's life as any of them had known it evaporated that day at the hands of 
the Irving ISD and City of Irving. While many people online were gleeful to see them leaving 
their home in Irving, Texas, U.S.A., Ahmed and his family miss Texas. They miss their friends. 
They miss their grandmother. They miss their extended family. They miss their neighbors, 
many of whom cried hugged them as the Mohamed's left their home. 

In ways that are virtually impossible to comprehend, this thing turned the Mohamed 
family's lives upside down. But even as the scale of the eruption became clear, rather than 
trying to calm the waters, the Irving ISO and City ofirving launched a public relations campaign 
against Ahmed. They stoked the flames. They tried to push responsibility off on the victim -
Ahmed. They have even implied publicly that what has come of this has been good for Ahmed, 
as though the resilience of this fine boy and his fine family somehow excuses what they did. It 
does not, for there is no excuse. As Justice Clarence Thomas once said: "This is a high-tech 
lynching." 
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Demand 

As a result of the above-described violations of Ahmed 's constitutional, statutory, and 
common Jaw rights, and the damages flowing from those violations, we demand the fo llowing: 

1. Five mi Il ion dollars as compensation for the damages Ahmed suffered at the 
hands of the Irving ISO and its employees.1 

2. A written apology from Irving JSD acknowledging that Ahmed Mohamed never 
intended to threaten anyone, and that his detention, interrogation, and arrest were 
wrongful and were made at a point in time when there was no reasonable 
suspicion to believe that Ahmed had committed a crime or was about to commit 
any crime. 

If you fai l to comply with the above demands within sixty days from the date of this letter, you 
should expect that we wi ll fi le a civil action addressing the causes of action and events described 
in this letter. 

As indicated, our hope is that before litigation there will be some discussion between us 
regarding the possibility of settl ing before liling suit. I look forward to hearing from you. 

Vlly 
Kelly D. H lingsworth 

1 
This is not all or the damages Ahmed has sustained. and that "il l he relkcted in ou1· demand to the City or Ir\ i11g. 

This rclkcts a willingness on tht.: pQrt n rmy client 10 seek comprorni s..: ll'i lh the Irving ISD. 
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CAUSE NO. DC-16-12579 

MOHAMED MOHAMED, 
Ind iv id ually AND on Behalf 
of AHMED MOHAMED, a Minor 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

THE BLAZE, INC.; GI,ENN BECK; 
CENTER FOR SECURITY POLICY; 
JIM HANSON; FOX TELEVISION 
STATIONS, LLC; BEN FERGUSON; 
HEN SHAPIRO; BETH VANDUYNE 

Defendants. 
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IN THE .JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

DALLAS COUNTY, TEXAS 

162Nn DISTRICT COURT 

AFFIDAVIT OF BENJAMIN G. FERGUSON 

THE STATE OF TEXAS § 
§ 

COUNTY OF DALLAS § 

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, on this day personally appeared BENJAMIN G. 
FERGUSON, known to me to be the person whose name is subscribed below and after having 
been duly sworn, on his oath stated as follows: 

l. "My name is Benjamin G. Ferguson. I am over the age of 21 and am fully 
competent to make this affidavit. I have never been convicted of a felony. I am a Defendant in 
this lawsuit. The facts stated in this afii.davit are within my personal knowledge, which I have 
obtained in the course and scope of my work as a political analyst and are true and correct. I 
submit this Affidavit in support of KDFW Defendants' Motion to Dismiss. 

2. I have worked in the broadcast industry for 23 years. I primarily work as an 
analyst, providing commentary on matters of public concern such as politics and current events. 
The claims against me in paragraph 53 of Plaintiffs' Original Petition are based on statements I 
made as a guest political commentator and analyst, on November 23, 2015, as a part of a periodic 
segment I do on KDFW FOX 4 ("Statements at Issue"). 

3. I live in a small town near Dallas, Texas. Therefore, when Ahmed Mohamed was 
arrested in September of 2015 in nearby Irving, Texas, I knew that it was important to my 
community and to my reporting on political and news events. 

4. My commentary on November 23, 2015 was a part of my ongoing reporting and 
commentary on the arrest and suspension of 14-year-old Ahmed Mohamed ("the Clock 
Incident"), which immediately became a lightning rod issue across the nation and even the 
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world, turning Ahmed into an instant celebrity. The story continued as Ahmed met various 
business and political leaders who were drawn to the story and news organizations continued to 
cover the story. As commentators, journalists, politicians and comedians weighed in on the 
developing saga, they focused the spotlight on the Irving Public School District, the City of 
Irving and their police force, the incident involving Ahmed's suspension and arrest, and the over
arching issues of terrorism, racism, racial profiling, and zero tolerance policies. 

5. As a part of my job tracking news and information relevant to my community, I 
monitored the news coverage of the Clock Incident. Very quickly in the days and weeks after 
Ahmed's arrest, he transformed from a completely unknown 14-year-old boy to an international 
celebrity, commanding a substantial amount of public interest in Ahmed, his family, and the 
Clock Incident. I noticed that while Ahmed and his father commanded continuing public interest, 
they seemed to be voluntary participants, choosing to appear in countless media outlets, news, 
television and comedy programs, and using this opportunity to thrust themselves into the national 
discourse on terrorism, racism, racial profiling, and zero tolerance policies. All of these issues 
are at the forefront of political discourse and are significant matters of public concern, and, as 
such, I have discussed these issues extensively as a political analyst. 

6. Within days of Ahmed's arrest, I happened to be in the "InMotion Imagery" 
television studio in downtown Dallas, while Ahmed was present. He and an entourage of about a 
half a dozen people ·were prepping for an interview. I have done countless interviews at 
television studios in my twenty-plus years in broadcast. It is highly unusual to bring such a large 
entourage to an interview. While I didn't speak to Ahmed directly, I witnessed him and 
overheard those around him. My observation was that they were having a great time, basking in 
the limelight, acting like celebrities, and very excited about the attention. His mood was 
celebratory. Ahmed was not distraught, but rather he had the kind of excitement you might find 
at a birthday paiiy. I was shown a photograph that Ahmed signed, which I later saw framed and 
hung on the wall of the TV studio. This led me to the following conclusions: that Ahmed was not 
afraid; that he was not nervous; that he loves the cameras and that he enjoyed his assent to fame 
and enjoyed being treated like a celebrity public figure. This, in combination with the fact that 
Ahmed made continuous voluntary appearances on various television and news programs, led 
me to believe that regardless of the motive behind the arrest, Ahmed and his family voluntarily 
pursued publicity and sought to become even more famous after the arrest 

7. As I monitored and reviewed reporting and commentary on Ahmed and the Clock 
Incident and prior to the broadcast at issue, I was informed by the following news articles and 
internet postings: 

a. I learned that Ahmed's father, Mohamed Mohamed, who also goes by the rnm1e, 
Mohamed Elhassan Mohamed ("Mohamed") had run for the president of Sudan 
twice. Attached to this affidavit as Exhibits B-1, B-2 and B-3 are true and correct 
copies of the following mticles that I reviewed on this fact: Nina Golgowski, 
"Father of Muslim teen arrested for clock previously battled Fla. Koran burner, 
has run for president of Sudan twice," NEW YORK DAILY NEWS, September 16, 
2015, 9:46 p.111.; Alyssa Klein, "The Suq:)l'ising backstory behind 
#IStandWithAhmed's 2-time Sudanese presidential candidate father," 
OKA YAFR!CA.COM, September 16, 2015; and Ben Ashford, "Exclusive: From the 
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banks of the Nile to meeting Obama at the White House- how family of Muslim 
boy, 14, handcuffed for his homemade clock, is living the American dream," 
DAILYMAIL.COM, September 17, 2015 

b. I also learned by reading Exhibits B-1, B-2 and B-3 that Mohamed had 
participated in an infamous and inflammatory "mock trial" of the Koran in 2011 
after which the holy book was bmned. 

c. I looked closely at the pictures of the device at the center of Ahmed's arrest, 
which were published in the news media. I looked at the LED display, the 
exposed wires and the non-traditional enclosure, and concluded that I thought it 
looked like a bomb. I forther thought it looked nothing like a clock, or something 
that a person who "built" or "invented" a clock would create. I thought that if I 
had seen the device on an airplane, I would have run off of the plane. I further 
thought that if I had seen the device under the bleachers at a football game, I 
would have called the authorities. Exhibit B-1 includes a picture of the device that 
l reviewed. 

d. In addition, I watched the several videos online which also showed Ahmed and 
others discussing the Clock Incident and the device. Specifically, I watched a 
Dallas Morning News video published on September 15, 2015 titled "Irving 
MacArthur student arrested after bringing homemade clock to school," available 
at https://www.voutube.com/watch?v=3m W4wOY1 OXE, and listened to Ahmed 
say that "I closed it with a cable 'cause I didn't want to lock it to make it seem 
like a threat so I just used a simple cable so it won't look that much suspicious." 

e. I watched a YouTube video by Thomas Talbot, called "Ahmed Mohamed Clock 
is a FRAUD," published on September 18, 2015, where Talbot shows why 
Ahmed didn't invent, build or even assemble a clock, and he shows in the video 
that the device \Vas a commercial alarm clock which \Vas simply removed from 
the plastic case from the alarm clock, using manufactured, printed circuit boards, 
ribbon cables that are indicative of a manufactured product, and a 9V battery 
back-up. This video is available at 
https://wvvw.youtube.com/watch?v='CEmSwJTqpgY. Talbot concluded, "this is 
simply taking a clock out of its case ... This particular child down in Texas did not 
make anything. lie did not make a clock ... this is a manufactured product and not 
an invention." 

f. I watched a YouTube video called "Challenging Ahmed Mohamed's homemade 
clock story (The Infamous Irving Texas clock)" during which, in less than 20 
seconds, a person off camera takes apart a digital clock and puts it in a pencil case 
like the one that Ahmed used, and I saw that the result looked very similar to the 
device that Ahmed brought to school. The aforementioned video is available at 
https://www.youtube.co111/watch'?v=kHk 6Vh4Qeo. Below is a screenshot of a 
clip from the aforementioned Y ouTube video on the left, and a picture of 
Ahmed's device from a news aiticle on the right. 
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Challenging Ahmed Mohamed's homemade clock 
story (The Infamous Irving Texas clock) 

. . ~·:; 1 ' 

g. I watched a clip from Real Time with Bill Maher; Ahmed's Clock-Sept. 25, 2015 
(HBO), where BiU Maher showed the aforementioned video and said, "he did not 
invent anything ... He didn't invent a clock. He took the guts out of a clock radio 
that he bought in the store and put it in a pencil box. Ok. This is like pouring 
Cheerios into a bowl and saying you invented cereal." Maher added, "It looked 
exactly like a bomb!!" This video is available at 
bttps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TVLKDtmSq UM. 

h. I read and saw in news reports that when questioned by police, teachers and 
school officials, Ahmed would only say that it was a clock and was not 
forthcoming with other details, and that he was arrested for a "hoax bomb." I 
thought to myself that if this had happened to me as a child, I would have been 
extremely cooperative and anxious to explain myself, and I \vould have said more 
than just "it's a clock." Attached as Exhibit B-4 is a true and correct copy of a 
news article that caused me to believe that Ahmed did not talk to teachers or 
police except to assert that the device is a clock, Avi Selk, "Ahmed Mohamed 
swept up, 'hoax bomb' charges swept away as Irving teen's story floods social 
media," Dallas Morning News, Sept. 16, 2015, avail. at 
bttp://www.dallasnews.com/news/dallas-countv/2015/09/ 15/ahmed-mohamed
swept-up-hoax-bomb-charges-swept-away-as-irving-teen-s-story-floods-social
media. In the article, police spokesman James McLellan is quoted as saying, "He 
kept maintaining it was a clock, but there was no broader explanation." 

i. I saw the photograph circulated widely in the news media of Ahmed in handcuffs 
and I considered the fact that someone in his family or close circle must have 
taken the time to capture a photograph of him in handcuffs-which is the last thing 
I would think to do if I were arrested. Attached as Exhibit B-5 is a true and c01Tect 
copy of the photograph that I saw of Ahmed in handcuffs, which is also available 
on twitter: https://twitter.com/anildash/status/644714265438371840. 

j. l learned through reading the above Dallas Morning News aiiicle, that Ahmed 
was arrested for possessing a "hoax bomb," which is a misdemeanor. 
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k. I recalled the post-9/11 security campaign, "If you see something, say 
something," sponsored by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, and 
considered that as citizens, we have been called on to report anything that looks 
suspicious. Thus, I thought that it is reasonable to expect that an LED with 
exposed wires in case such as the one pictured would result in suspicion and 
reporting to authorities, and I wondered why, in this security climate, anyone 
would bring a de~ice that looks like a bomb to school. Videos of the "If You See 
Something, Say Something" campaign are similar to the ones that I have seen are 
at these links, https://vv'\'VW.voutube.com/watch?v=2KnuFCSnRuQ, which was 
posted on the U.S. Department of Homeland Security's official YouTube channel, 
on February 4, 2015, and https://\VW\v.voutube.com/vvatch?v=OseX44SfHHA. 

8. I forther wondered why Ahmed and his family were continuing to seek publicity 
if they were truly aggrieved and had their life ruined by the publicity surrounding the Clock 
Incident as alleged in the demand letters. 

9. These facts led me to the belief that Mohamed knew how to draw attention to 
himself and manipulate the media. When I considered the publicity that Mohamed had sought in 
the past, including the publicity stunt over the Koran "trial" which caused many deaths, while 
achieving publicity for Mohamed, and I considered the fact that the device looked like it was 
designed to appear scary with exposed wires and LED display in an enclosure in which I had 
never seen a clock, I developed the opinion that the Clock Incident might have been pre-planned 
as a way for Mohamed to draw attention to himself and his family. 

10. On November 23, 2015, the day of the Statements at Issue, I went to the 
newsroom of KDFW FOX 4 to prepare for my periodic appearance on that program as a 
commentator on matters of public concern. Prior to the segment, I spoke with the producers in 
the KDFW FOX 4 newsroom and learned of the $15 million demand letters sent to the City of 
Irving and the Irving Independent School District. While in the newsroom, I saw a copy of the 
November 23, 2015 demand letters. This further confirmed my opinion that this might have been 
pre-planned. Regardless of whether the Clock Incident was pre-planned, the demand letter 
attempting to extract $15 million from taxpayers led me to believe that the family was 
unreasonably pursuing money that I don't believe they deserve. 

11. The above facts led me to believe that the elder Mohamed was not just a public 
figure \Vho had voluntarily thrust himself in the public sphere by pursuing media coverage of the 
Clock Incident and other events, but a master at pursuing publicity and profiting off of it. 

12. When I made the Statements at Issue, I believed them to be true, based on the 
information I had amassed on Ahmed, Mohamed, and the Clock Incident over the weeks prior to 
the Statement at Issue. Further, I continue to believe the statements to be true to this date. I have 
learned no information in the year since making the Statements at Issue that would cause me to 
change my mind. 

13. I do not harbor any feelings of hatred, ill-will or spite towards Plaintiffs. The 
purpose of my segment was to communicate with members of my community on matters of 
public concern related to an ongoing story that impacts their children, their schools, their police 
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department, and-with millions of dollars' worth of litigation now at stake-their tax dollars. 
Further, believing that too many things about the Clock Incident didn't add up to me, I wanted to 
encourage the community against blindly accepting everything they were told about the incident 
and instead to question the actions of individuals that were now seeking $15 million of their tax 
dollars. 

FURTHER AFFIANT SA YETH NOT. 

DATED this 21st day of November, 2016. 

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me on this the 21st day o 

tel 
~·''~~~~~i'''"; WENDY T. MlllER 
f l':.:A)~ ~Notary Public, State ~I Texas 
~~-..1~.:~E Comm. ExplfeS 06·03·2017 
-...,1/;,~~f,;~~+,i' Notary ID 8825630 
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Father of Muslim teen arrested for clock previously battled Fla. 
Koran burner, has run for president of Sudan twice 
BY NINA GOLGOWSKI 

NEW YORK DAILY NEWS Updated: Wednesday, September 16, 2015, 9:46 PM 

Mohamed Elhassan Mohamed is seen next to his 14-year-old son, Ahmed Mohamed, who was arrested on Monday for bringing a homemade clock to his Texas higl1 school. 
(BRANDON WADE/AP) 

111e apple doesn't fall far from the tree. 

The father of the Muslim teenager, who was arrested for bringing a homemade clock to school, is a Sudanese immigrant who went from selling New York City hot dogs to tvvi ce 

running for president in h is native country. 

Mohamed EIHassan, who stood beside his son Ahmed Mohamed Wednesday and expressed hov.,r "proud" he is of him, grew up in an African village before moving to the U. S. to 

achieve the American dream, the North Dallas Gazette reported. 

"Once I rea li zed my dream was bigge r than what Sudan had to offer I immigra ted to Ame ri ca in the mid-1980s," the father of seven told the paper in February. 

111ough college educated, the hardworki ng dad sa id his philosophy degree from Ca iro Universi ty '"'asn 't accepted in the states , so he had to sta1t from the ground up - first hi tting 

the streets of New York as a vendor before moving his fa mily to Dallas and working as a tax i drive r, all v·,1hile taking classes at a crnnmunity co llege. 

ElHassan \Vent on to create his own t2x i company which he late r sold to Ye ll o\\' Cab, he s::i.id. 

http: //www.nydailynews.com/news/nationa [/father-rnusl im-kid -arrested-c loc k-standout-c... 10/21 /201 6 
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The Sudanese immigrant has gone from selling New York City hot dogs to owning his own taxi company and twice running for president ln Sudan. (MOHAMEDFORPRESIDENTNIA 
VO UTUBEJ 

One of the earliest instances of the standout citizen making national news was in 2011 1 when he sensationally stood up to an anti-Islamic pastor and defended the Koran as its 

defense attorney. That mock trial at a Florida church ended with the book's burning, to ElHassan's claimed shock. 

In an interview~rith the Washington Post atthe time, the devoted rvtuslim said he 'd take on Rev. Terry Jones' challenge because the holy book teaches that Muslims should engage 

in peaceful dialogue with Christians. 

He also admitted that he wanted to take his family to nearby Disney World and "klll two birds ,..,,ith one stone." 

That wasn't his only instance of fame back then. 

In 2010, and again this year, the busy dad was nominated and ran for president of his native North African country from his home in Texas. 

Autoplay: On I Off 

"Mr. El Hassan is no stranger to cic!Ye.r~ity :.:-:nd e):perienced hardship firsth and, and during his ; iEcti::.1~ h:-:.s culrivated a deep sense of hum.::m ita1i C"mi~m . tc\li::r:mce ;:-i;1d pr:tience," his 

latest campaign's website i"E<'I::. 

http: //www.nyda i lynews.corn/news/nationa l/father-m us lim-kicl -arrested-c Joe k-standout-c ... 10/21/2016 
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He further credited a S~fi spiritual leader and mentor in Africa for inspiring him v.~th "\~~sdom and leadership." 

Today, Elfiassan serves as a mentor at f ack E. Singley Academy High School in Irving and also as the vice president of the National Reform Party in Sudan, the Gazette reported. 

"VVe have been here in this house for more than 30 years. We love it. We love all the people here," he said Wednesday while standing beside his family outside their Irving, Texas 

home. 

Among his many accomplishments, one of his proudest, he said, is having raised his 14-year-old son. 

This is the digital clock wh ich was mistaken as a bomb earlier this week. (/AP) 

Tm proud of him," he said before crediting him as ~a very smart, brilliant boy." 

"He fixed my car, my electricity, my phone, my TV, his go-cart, my computer. I swear it's the truth,· he gushed. 

Despite his upset with local police and school administers' handling of his son, he continued to speak highly of his country_ 

Tm grateful to the United States of America," he said. "What's happening is touching the heart of everyone who has children, and that is America." 

E!Hassan recognized that all people make mistakes but said that the treatment that his son experienced, "in front of his friends and his teacher inside of his school - that is not 

America. That is not us. That is not like us." 

ON A MOBILE DEVICE? WATCH THE VIDEO HERE. 

© 2016 New York Daily News 

http://www.nydailynews.com/news/national/father-musl irn-kid-a rrested-clock-standout-c... I 012112016 
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The Surprising Backstory Behind 
#IStandWithAhmed's 2-Time 

Sudanese Presidential Candidate 
Father 

By ALYSSA KLEIN 09.16.15 

If you've been on social media today, you may be familiar with the hashtag #IStandWithAhmed. 

The stoiy began when Ahmed Mohamed, a 14-year-old 
Sudanese-American high school student, was arrested on 
Monday after bringing a homemade digital clock (which he 
made over the weekend from a pencil case) to his school in 
Irving, Texas. "They arrested me and told me I committed a 
crime of a hoax bomb - a fake bomb," he told WFAA. "It 
was the first time I brought an invention to school to show 
a teacher,'' he added. 

"He just wants to invent good things for mankind,'' 
Ahmed's father said to the Dallas Morning News. "But 
because his name is Mohamed and because of Sept. 11, I 
think my son got mistreated." 

Barack Obama, M ark Zuckerb erg , H illa0: 
Clinton and NASA have all showed their support fo r Ahm.ed. Earlier today, th e 
President invitedhin1 to the \Xlhite H ouse. 

htip://www.okayafri ca.com h aw sflsiandwithahmed-mohamed-el l1assan-111 ohamed-sudanese-iather-backstory/ 1/4 
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Ahmed shared the perfect response not long after. "Thank you for your support! I really didn't think 
people would care about a muslim boy,'' he _t\~e~!~d, from an account that was set up earlier today. 

Incidentally, Ahmed's family is no stranger to media attention. 

The ninth grader is the son of Mohamed Elhassan Mohamed, a Sudanese immigrant who has 
made headlines of his own over the years. A Febrna1y 2015 profile in the North Dallas Gazette details 
the elder Mohamed's activities. 

Born in Sudan in 1961, 1fohamed, a former customs worker at Khartoum International Ai1-port, 
earned a degree in philosophy from Cairo University in Khartoum before emigrating to the U.S. 
"Once I realized my dream was bigger than what Sudan had to offer I immigrated to America in the 
mid-1980's," he told the North Dallas Gazette. In that same interview, Mohamed shared that upon 
arrival in the U.S.- where he says his degree was not accepted- he initially sold hot dogs, candy, and 
newspapers in Manhattan. "I realized this wasn't enough for me, and I packed my bag and moved to 
Dallas, Texas y'all,'' he told the paper. In Texas, he started out as a pizza delivery man before 
becoming a taxi driver and ultimately launching his own business ventures- he owns a computer 
repair shop in Irving, Texas (perhaps where his son gets his tech acuity from), a cab company 
called Jet Taxi, a medical emergency transport company called Paradise Prime Investments, and 
the solar energy business AlSufi International in Sudan. He also served as self-elected president of 
the small Sufi Muslim AlSufi center in Irving. 

Mohamed has also run for president of Sudan on two separate occasions. "When I went for the 
elections in 2010 they were rigid,'' he told the North Dallas Gazette. ''When I was there my countiy 
was worse than I had left it. I saw people starve, and babies, die, and women cry in Darfur. No peace. 
No justice. So I am back to save my Sudan, so help me God. I'm hope for my country to become 
great, and to reestablish good connections with America. My country is going through economic 
hardship because of the embargo, and I would like to lift it" 

2"4 
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Shel 1 t"t;~ame El hassan wos oorn In &!dJn du.tng the c-.:i or the 

5enio• Leader She"kh A'Tiukasli'l., ohammM EiHassan is 1Ht 
fou1'lder 9rthe.Als;i;f; C C'Jtl)r in Oa ltt•, T .a~, t, a~l in , P radio!: 
prime !nv~tments, In c in 111!! u.s.A m1:J At!il.l lo ln.mrnatioMI fc r 
>DI ,. en ·.-gy ln Sudll, ·. ~1r. E lttas~an Is n•3 ,;.\ranger to Jd·,emty an<l 

.:xrier.cl'IC<'<l iiardship 1icstliaM, aM during his lifet mi! has 
rul 'v~~"- J deep ~ensc of hum- f'!ita•ran i~·11, tolerance Md 
p..Jlil!ll~ll. 

G wing up, Mr. EfflasS<Jn hl}d a mentor-, Sf'.ci<.h iu~.aslil'i , a 

wl)i -kni:iwn :>yfl • pi r :u~I lead 'r. ~ r . 1<1'111'l~~o w ~ · • ired~· tile 
e ldl!r ML>kushf;'s s<!nr>i Bnd leac!ershlp. Fe> lov.•ln g Sh~lkh 

l•IUka>nf1's ·x~ rnplc1 MOhilmmed eu;me p clen l In cl ll c 
rcli loos _ ·e Cei; aM s l:l«aTic an anclMJ o ot p·rosc arid 
!Xl~rf . lie Jll~fli:!' _ m<1n•r p b~c: c-·cnts frpm hi•· e;irr,,. C' ~rid unin:cmf0no1111 v up:.i gcd1 Qll! pcri 
nm!o"' re llglnus and pll!"LL deb;it "" a"d re.m;ilns un@ ualled. He is Qas'I n-11te and so et1mes 

" m slng spc.1kl'.'.r wls.dom,, I le ilad th • re~! lies r modttrn·d•~ lfe . He pcssesses .i deep. Insight Into 
i!le ~uses 01 ~ nij~ aM Is cr~c CMcd to rt"s p, ·n · p1cs. 

He'd rnn again in 2015 on a National Reform Par!Y: ticket. An April 2015 Bloomberg rq~ort referred 
to the Texan as having "the most ambitious agenda" of the incumbent President Umar al-Bashir's 
competitors. The article mentions that the would-be Sudanese president pledged that within 100 days 
of being elected he would negotiate the lifting of sanctions the U.S. in1posed in the late 1990s because 
of alleged sponsorship of terrorism. 

Neither Mohamed nor his party would end up appearing on the ballot. 

http://www.okayarri ca. com/new s/i standw ithahm ed-m oham ed-el hassa11-m oh am ed-s udanese-father-backstory I 3/4 
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-Mohamed Jpeaks in a 2010 presidential campaign video 

Aside from his presidential bids, Mohamed also made headlines for his bizarre role in Rev. Teny 
Jones' incendi~try Quran trial. In 2012, when the Florida pastor made good on his threat to burn a 
Quran in his Gainesville church and put the Quran on "trial,'' Mohamed, who refers to himself as a 
sheik, was apparently tl1e one Muslin1 willing to play along as the defense in tl1e mock trial. "[fhe 
church] put an ad on their channel: 'Whoever feels in hin1self he has tl1e power to defend Quran is 
welcome,'" he told the Dallas Observer. 

1foslin1 leaders in Texas, meanwhile, doubted his claims to religious and scholarly leadership. "This 
so-called leader, we have never heard of this person," Imam Zia ul Haque Sheikh, head of the Islamic 
Center of Irving, told the Seattle Times. "I believe the whole tl1ing is made up." In tlut same 
interview, Mohamed, who refers tol1in1self as a sheikh, elaborated on his motivations for getting 
involved with Jones. "He said he agreed to serve as tl1e defense attorney at Jones' mock trial because 
tl1e Quran teaches that Muslims should engage in peaceful dialogue 'Nitl1 Christians," tl1e Seattle 
Times' Annie Gowen wrote. "But tl1ere was also a more pragmatic reason. It was spring break and he 
wanted to take his wife and five kids to Disney World: to 'kill two birds witl1 one stone,' as he put it." 
He also claims he didn't know the trial- in which tl1e Quran was "found guilty" of "crin1es against 
humanity"- would result in tl1e Quran actually being set on fire. According to the Seattle Times, some 
of Mohamed's small group of followers asked tlut he no longer lead prayers, while others refused to 
drive for his taxi company. 

He told the Dallas Obse1Ter that he appreciated Jones for giving hirn 
Quran on tc:n:s. Tern' 

r 
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Feedback DailyMail Saturday, Nov 19th 2016 6PM 47°F 9PM 44°F S-Day Forecast 

Dailylll'1il 
.com 

Home I U.K. News I Sports I U.S. Showbiz I Australia I Femail I Health I Science I Money I Video I Travel I Columnists 

EXCLUSIVE: From the banks of the Nile 
to meeting Oba1ma at the White House 
- how family of Mus1lim boy, 14, 
handcuffed for his homemade clock, is 
living the American dream 

Ahmed Mohamed was arrested for bringing an electronic homemade clock to school 

in Irving, Texas, where it was mistaken for a 'bomb ' 

Muslim boy, 14, has accepted invitation from Barack Obama to visit the White House 

and been praised by Mark Zuckerberg 

• Family and friends say he owes drive and talent to his father, Mohamed Elhasan 

Mohamed, 57 

• Daily Mail Online can disclose his father 's extraordinary journey from a 

farming v illage on the banks of the Nile to success in America 

Mohamed arrived with li t tle more than his passport and was a singing hotdog vendor 

in New York before moving to Texas 

• He debated extremist preacher Terry Jones - and has twice run for president of his 

native country in hopes of ending its dictatorship 

By BEN ASHFORD fN IRVfNG, TEXAS, FOR DAILYMAJLCOM 

PUBLISHED: 14:27 EST, 17 September 20 15 I UPDATED: 22:03 EST. 17 Se ptember 20 15 

When Ahmed Mohamed meets President Obama to show him what might now be 
America's most infamous clock, it wil l be the crowning achievement of an 
extraordina1y family st01y. 

For, Dai ly M ail Onl ine can disclose, the M uslim schoo lboy's fathe r was brought up 
in a tiny African village where the idea of vis iting the Whi te House would have 
seemed li ke a fairy tale. 

Ahmed has been swamped 1•:ith messages of support since he WJ S pictu red being 
led from class i 11 handcuffs 1\·Ji:: 11 rhe homemade timepiece W3S 111 ist2.ken fm a 
bomb . 

http://www.dailym ail .co.uk/news/article-3238709/F rom-banks-1\1 i le-m eeti ng-Obam a-f ather-Ah111 ed-M oham ed-M usli m-boy-14-handcuffed-hom em ade-cl ock-1 i. _ 1 /13 
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Among those urging him not to give up on electronics were Facebook founder Mark 
Zuckerberg, NASA and of course the President- who extended a personal invite to 
the talented 14-year-old. 

SCROLL DOWN FOR VIDEO 

'Vhite House meeting: Ahmed Mohamed will meet President Obama next month after outrage over his 
arrest at his Irving, TX, high school when his homemade clock was assumed to be a bomb 

http://www.dai I ym ai I .co. uk/new s/article-3238709/F rom-banks-1\J i I e-111eeti 119-0bam 3-father-Ahm ed-M oham ed-M usl i m-boy-14-11a11dcuiTed-hom em ade-cl ock-1 i. . 2/13 
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Family Ahmed, 14, his mothe1; l\1una Al1med Ibraham, 45, and father, Mohamed Elhassan Mohamed, 57, 
at home after the trauma over his arrest 

http://www.dai lym ai I .co.uk/news/arti cle-3238709/F rom-banks-N ile-m eeti ng-Obam a-fathe1--Ahm ed-M oham ed- 1\11 usl i m-boy-14-handcuffed-hom em ade-clock-1 i _. 3/13 
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Coming to America: Ahmed's father Mohamed Elhasan Mohamed (bottom right) in 1980 with his 
brothers (top from left) Hamid, Abdel Bagi, Abdel Kiim and (bottom left) Abel. 

~ President Obama 
•11 @POTUS 

I - +.!. Follow 

Cool clock, Ahmed_ Want to bring it to the 
White House? We should inspire more kids 
like you to like science_ It's what makes 
America great 
~=T:.s:::rs FAVORITES 

121,838 106,424 

htip://www.dailymai l.co.uk/news/article-3238709/From-banks-N ile-meeti11g-Obama-faihe1·-Ahmed-Mohamed-Muslim -boy-14-ha11dcuifed-homemade-clock- li.. 4/13 
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Outrage: The picture (left) of Ahmed Mohamed in handcuffs at his school which led to a wave of support 
. for the 14-year-old, who was much cheerier (right) today 

Contentious: The homemade clock which electronics whizz Ahmed Mohamed, 14, brought to his high 
school to show to his engineering teacher - but which was taken by other staff to be a bomb 

And when Ahmed takes up the offer next month to show Obama his 'coo l' alann 
clock nobody will be more proud than his Sudanese immigrant father, Mohamed 
Elhassan Mohamed, 57. 

Family and close friends say the g ifted ninth-grader gets his drive and ente rpri se 
from his dad. a local imam and respected Musl im leader in his hometow11 ofirving, 
Te'.:as. 

http://www.dailymai l.co.uk/news/article-3238709/From -banks-Nile-meeting-Obama-father- Ahmed- lvlohamed-Musl im-boy-14-handcuffed-homemade-clock- li.. 5/1 3 
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And they revealed to Daily Mail Online the remarkable rags to riches stmy that saw 
Mohamed leave his impoverished village three decades ago and head to the US with 
little more than a passpmi. 

Since then he's built up several businesses, had seven children and even traveled 
back to his native Sudan to bravely challenge its feared dictator Omar al-Bashir for 
the presidency. 

He's also stood up against Islam-loathing Christian pastor Teny Jones while facing 
criticism from hardline members of his own faith who attack his moderate Sufi 
beliefs. 

The Mohamed family hail from Alshatawy, a small village in Sudan's fetiile White 
Nile region where their late father Elhassan made his living as a farmer. 

Denied an education by his own father, Elhassan raised enough money to send four 
of his nine children, including Mohamed, to a prestigious school run on British 
lines, telling them: 'don't work the land, get an education'. 

Mohamed excelled and went on to gain 
a philosophy degree from Cairo 
University in Khartoum. 

He got his first proper job as a customs 
officer at the city's airpo1i and within a 
few years was running his depatiment. 

In the late 1980s Mohamed emigrated to 
the US, following in the footsteps of his 
older brother Aldean, 59, who sold 
groceries, candy and papers from a 
small convenience store in New York. 

His first job was selling hot dogs to 
tourists on street comers in Midtown 
Manhattan. 

'We had a hot dog machine and he 
would go and take it up to the 
Rockefeller Center,' Aldean told Daily 
Mail Online. 

'He hated the cold weather but he was a 
hard worker and he believed in the 
American Dream. He would sing songs 
and make up chants about hot dogs to 
draw in the crowds. 

'He had a gift for talking to people, he 
could inspire them with his humor, his 
spirituality - he's passed that on to his 
own children.' 

Father: Elhassan Mohammed, Mohamed Elhassan 
Mohamed's father, scraped together enough money 
to give some of' his children an education and let 
them escape the village on the banks of the Nile 
where he fanned 

Mohamed soon swapped New York for Dallas, met his first wife, Shfrley, and got a 
job as a delivery man for Domino's . 

He decided he would run his own business, Elhassan Deliveries, and quickly 
secured a co ntract with convenience chain 7-Eleven. His next venrure \\·as a cab 
conmany called Jet Taxi . 

http://www.dai I ym ai I. co .uklnew s/arti cle-3238709/F ram-banks- l\J ile-m eeti ng-Obam a-father -Ahm ed-M oham ed-lv1 usl i rn -boy-14-handcufied-hom em ade-cl ock-1 i. 6/13 
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It started out with a fleet of25 vehicles and a handful of friends and relations filling 
in as drivers. The business had around 200 cars when he eventually decided to sell it 
off to Yellow Cab. 

'I was one of the very first drivers,' recalled Mohamed's close friend of 17 years, 
Mohamed Bade, 43. 

'He was the boss but he would also jump in and drive the cars. He has always been a 
humble guy - not afraid of hard work. 

'He would charm the customers and keep them ente1tained, always with a smile on 
his face. He taught me the streets of Dallas and we worked 10 to 12 hours a day. 

'It wasn't easy but he did it all for the future and for his family.' Mohamed studied at 
community college because the US didn't recognize his university degree. 

He divorced in 1996 and rna1Tied his second wife Muna Ahmed Ibrahim, 45. 

Remote: White Nile state in Sudan is south of the capital Kha1ioum. Largely rural, it is a stark contrast to 
living, Texas 

rrn 1•0Yerishcd : Rum! Sudan is poor and lif'e can be basic. \fohamed El hasa n \ foham ed \\'as c1l1le to escape 

L ; 1 anJ.:.~ ui b is f;J,ther 1s sadugs, 'idlich al!oweJ h im rn be educated nn Bri tish lines at scho ol. SutLu1 'i'l'as a 

http:!/www.dailym ail.eo.uk/news/ariicle-3238709/From-banks- l\lile-meeting-Ob3ma-father-Ah111ed-Moha111ed-Muslim -boy-14-handcuffed-homemade-clock- li... 7/13 
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British colony 

Lifeline: The Nile is at the center of life in White Nile state, Sudan, where the river flows from the south 
towards the confluence with the Blue Nile just north of Khartoum 

Passport to the future: The travel document which was virtually all that Mohamed Elhassan Mohamed 
arrived in the United States with. He started building his American life as a singing hotdog seller in 
Manhattan 

http://www.dail ym ai I .co.uk/news/ariicle-3238709/F rom-ba1·1ks- l>J i le-111 eeti ng-Obam a-fa tiler· -Ahm ed- 1\11 oham ed- 1\11 usl i m-boy-14-handcuifed-hom em a de-cl ock-1 i. . 8/1 3 
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Home coutnry: Ahmed's father (second from left) has twice nm for president of his home country, saying 
that he feels obliged to change the political system. It is currently effectively a dictatorshp. 

The couple live in a modest family home just outside of Dallas, where they and 
Mohamed's seven children aged between 18 and three months posed for photos and 
handed water to the media as Ahmed told his stmy. 

Mohamed still runs a handful of businesses, including a solar energy company in his 
native Sudan, while mentoring local college kids and serving as president of the 
AlSufi Center in Irving. 

Not afraid of making headlines himself, Mohamed was the Dallas Imam who 
challenged Koran-burning Christian pastor Teny Jones to a high-profile debate in 
2011. 

The two men faced one another at Jones' church in Gainesville, Florida, where the 
Muslim holy book was the focus of a mock trial with Mohamed making the case for 
the defense. 

The kangaroo court ruled in favor of Jones and his defeated opponent was given just 
long enough to leave the building before Jones followed through with his tlu·eat. 

Even so, Mohamed, whose religion centers on a moderate, mystical interpretation of 
Islam, refused to attack Jones, telling the Dallas Observer he 'admired' the firebrand 
Clu·istian for giving him a forum. 

His opponents also include Sudanese despot Omar al-Bashir, who seized control of 
his count1y in a rnilita1y coup in 1989 and is wanted by the International Criminal 
Court for crimes against humanity. 

Mohamed is vice president of the cou11t1y's National Reform Party and stood for the 
presidency in 2010 and 2015. 
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2.3kshares 

How Ahmed Mohamed, handcuffed for his clock is living the American dream I Daily Mail Online 

At least 85 people are killed 
as they scoop up fuel from 
an ... 

Time to meet the President! 
Muslim schoolboy accepts 
Obama's ... 

Pride: Aisha Mohamed, Ahmed's grandmother, who now lives in Texas with her son Mohamed Elhasan 
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Younger days: Mohamed Elhasan Mohamed and his son Ahmed with another family member when the 
boy was younger 
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Electronics mad: Where Ahmed Mohamed built the clock which left him iu handcuffs - and invited to the 
'Vhite House to meet the president 

'The government said Mohamed came 
fomih in 2015 but the elections are 
rigged, the whole international 
community know that,' explained 
Al dean. 

'Al-Bashir steals all the votes . He is a 
dangerous man to cross so of course we 
worry about Mohamed's secmity when 
he tra\ els to Sudan. But he has 
bodygL:~i.rds and takes every precaut io n. Rival: \ foh arncd Elhasan Mohamed ran t\\"ic~ 

aga inst Sud an's p resident, Omar a l- Ba>llir. 11·ho llas 
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'The journalists all write what al-Bashir been accnsed of vote rigging 

tells them to write but social media is 
helping to make things safer for him 
because it gives him a voice and it means people can see what's really happening.' 

Social media was also the catalyst for an outpouring of support for Aluned after a 
now-infamous photo of him being led out of school in handcuffs was shared around 
the world. 

Police eventually recognized their mix-up and cleared him of any wrongdoing, 
while public figures and tech luminaries flocked to Twitter to urge him not to give 
up on his hobby. 

He was also tweeted a message of support by NASA - the company that Ahmed has 
always dreamed of working for when he leaves school. 

'Right now the family are in shock but Mohamed will make a positive out of this,' 
said another of the boy's uncles, Abdel, a 55-year-old car dealer. 

'He will make sure his son makes the best of these opportunities. Ahmed used to 
love taking our mobile phones apart then putting them back together. 

'We were a little worried at first but then we realized he knows what he is doing. He 
has fixed the TV at home, he's fixed computers for people. 

'He does all this for his family - he's a good boy and very talented. America is still a 
great place and the best place for him to achieve his potential.' 
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Irving's police chief announced Wednesday that charges won't be filed 

against Ahmed Mohamed, the MacArthur High School freshman arrested 

Monday after he brought what school officials and police described as a 

"hoax bomb" on campus. 

At a joint press conference with Irving ISD, Chief Larry Boyd said the 

device - confiscated by an English teacher despite the teen's insistence that 

it was a clock- was "certainly suspicious in nature." 

School officers questioned Ahmed about the device and why Ahmed had 

brought it to school. Boyd said Ahmed was then handcuffed "for his safety 

and for the safety of the officers" and taken to a juvenile detention center. He 

was later released to his said. 
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"The follow-up investigation revealed the device apparently was a 

homemade experiment, and there's no evidence to support the perception he 

intended to create alarm," Boyd said, describing the incident as a "naive 

accident." 

Asked ifthe teen's religious beliefs factored into his arrest, Boyd said the 

reaction "would have been the same" under any circumstances. 

"We live in an age where you can't take things like that to school," he said. 

"Of course we've seen across our count1y horrific things happen, so we have 

to err on the side of caution." 

The chief touted the "outstanding relationship" he's had with the Muslim 

community in Irving. He said he talked to members of the Muslim 

community this morning and plans to meet with Ahmed's father later today. 

Speaking at an afternoon news conference outside the family's home, 

Ahmed's father said he's proud of his son and wowed by his skills. 

"He fixed my phone, my car, my computer," Mohamed Elhassan Mohamed 

said. "He is a very smart, brilliant kid." 

Mohamed said he's lived in America for 30 years, but this was a new 

experience for him. 

"That is not America,'' Mohamed Elhassan Mohamed said of his son's 

humiliation after being handcuffed in front of his classmates. 

But Mohamed said he's also been touched by the outpouring of support for 

his son. 

"What is happening is touching the heart of eve1yone with children," he said. 

"And that is America." 

Ahmed, himself, also spoke, saying he was saddened by the initial reaction 

his invention provoked but amazed at what has followed. 

"'Tt made me real\\ to see all these people rne. ··he 
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The teen said he hasn't spoken to anyone from MacA1ihur High, where he 

was suspended until Thursday. 

"I'm thinking about transferring from MacArthur to any other school," 

Ahmed said. 

The YouTube video embed willnot display on this device. 

Irving ISD spokeswoman Lesley Weaver also addressed the media, saying 

that information "made public to this point has been very unbalanced." 

She declined to provide details on how school officials handled the incident, 

citing laws intended to safeguard student privacy. 

"We were doing everything with an abundance of caution to protect all of 

our students in Irving,'' she said. 

Irving Mayor Beth Van Duyne took to Face book to defend the actions of the 

school district and police, saying their daily work helped make Irving "one 

of the safest cities in the countiy." 

"I do not fault the school or the police for looking into what they saw as a 

potential threat,'' Van Duyne wrote. "We have all seen terrible and violent 

acts committed in schools .... Perhaps some of those could have been 

prevented and lives could have been spared if people were more vigilant." 

The mayor later amended her post, acknowledging that she would be "very 

upset" had the same thing happened to her own child. 

"It is my sincere desire that Irving ISD students are encouraged to use their 

creativity, develop innovations and explore their interests in a manner that 

fosters higher learning,'' Van Duyne wrote. "Hopefully, we can all learn from 

this week's events and the student, who has obvious gifts, will not feel at all 

discouraged from pursuing his talent in electronics and engineering." 

Shortly after the press conference, President Barack Obama extended a 

Twitter invitation fo r Ahmed to bring his "coo l clock" to the White House. 

·'\\'e should in sp i1·e more kids like ybu to li ke sc ience. Tt ' s ·what makes 

America great." the tweet read. 
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Josh Earnest, Obama's press secretary, said the case goes to show how 

stereotypes can cloud the judgment of even the most "good-hearted people." 

"It's clear that at least some of Ahmed's teachers failed him," Earnest said. 

"That's too bad, but it's not too late for all of us to use this as a teachable 

moment and to search our own conscience for biases in whatever form they 

take." 

The White House also extended the teen an invitation to speak with NASA 

scientists and astronauts at next month's Astronomy Night. 

Ahmed, still wearing the NASA shirt he was arrested in, said Wednesday 

that he gladly accepted the White House invitation. 

Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg also joined the social media chorus, 

extending an open invitation to visit and exhorting Ahmed to "keep 

building." 

"Having the skill and ambition to build something cool. should lead to 

applause, not arrest," Zuckerberg wrote. "The future belongs to people like 

Ahmed." 

Earlier Wednesday at a modest, red-brick house in central Irving, Ahmed 

and his family welcomed media crews at the front door and in the backyard 

as they tried to come to grips with the boy's overnight ascension to 

international celebrity. 

The YouTube embed will not display on this device. 

His sisters, 18-year-old Eyman and 17-year-old Ayisha, could hardly keep up 

with the tweets and stunning news about their little brother. Because Ahmed 

was never much for social media, the girls set up a Twitter account for 

him, @IStandWithAhmed, and watched it balloon to thousands of followers 

within hours. 

"We're trending No. 1 !" Ayisha cried to her sister, holding a cellpho ne ove r a 

stuffed coffee table in the living room. 
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"It's a blessing and a curse," Ayisha said of Ahmed's arrest and subsequent 

fame. "I don't think he'll ever be able to live normally again." 

But they were happy for invitations to visit companies including Google and 

to move and study in other cities, and for the tweets of support, including 

one from Hillary Clinton. They recalled how, barely two days earlier, their 

brother described struggling to hold back tears in front of police officers 

after his arrest. 

This picture of Ahmed Mohamed's homemade clock is not viewable on this 

device. 

Ahmed, after finishing up another interview in the backyard, recalled his 

emotions as he was handcuffed at Irving MacArthur High School and 

removed from campus. 

"I was really mad,'' Ahmed said as he looked at a much-retweeted photo of 

himself in handcuffs. "I was like, 'Why am I here?'" 

A Council on American Islamic Relations representative then hustled 

Ahmed and his family off to talk to a lawyer. 

After they left, Ahmed's grandmother, Aisha Musa, lay on a bed in the 

dining room, resting her feet. She had immigrated from Sudan with the rest 

of the family years ago. 

She doesn't speak English or know her exact age, but her granddaughters 

translated her take on her grandson's celebrity: "I want my son's son to grow 

old and have a good job. I thank God there's nothing people can say but 

[that] we are good people." 

Staff writers Naheed Rajwani, Julie Fanche1; Todd Gillman and Robert 

Wilansky contributed to this report. 

Upda te at 10:09 a.m. Wednesday: Former secretary of state and 

Democratic presidential candidiate Hillary Clinton joined the ti dal \Vave of 

tweets su pporting Mohamed Ahmed after hi s arrest Monday for bringing a 

homemade digital clock to school. 
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"Assumptions and fear don't keep us safe -- they hold us back. Ahmed, stay 

curious and keep building," Clinton's tweet read. 

Irving ISD officials and Irving police will hold a press conference at 11 a.m. 

Wednesday at the Irving Criminal Justice Center. We will continue to update 

this story as new developments emerge. 

Update at 9:32 a.m. Wednesday: After the story of Ahmed Mohamed's 

arrest for bringing a homemade digital clock to school went viral Tuesday, 

triggering an outpouring of supp01i for him on social media, Ahmed tweeted 

a thank-you early Wednesday. 

Original story by Avi Selk: 

IRVING - Ahmed Mohamed - w ho makes his own radios and repairs his 

own go-kart - hoped to impress his teachers when he brought a homemade 

clock to l\facArth m High on Monday. 
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Instead, the school phoned police about Ahmed's circuit-stuffed pencil case. 

So the 14-year-old missed the student council meeting and took a trip in 

handcuffs to juvenile detention. His clock now sits in an evidence room. 

Police say they may yet charge him with making a hoax bomb - though 

they acknowledge he told everyone who would listen that it's a clock. 

In the meantime, Ahmed's been suspended, his father is upset and the 

Council on American-Islamic Relations is once again eyeing claims of 

Islamophobia in Irving. 

Box of circuit boards 

A box full of circuit boards sits at the foot of Ahmed's small bed in central 

Irving. His door marks the border where the Mohamed family's cramped but 

lavishly decorated house begins to look like the back room at RadioShack. 

"Here in high school, none of the teachers know what I can do," Ahmed 

said, fiddling with a cable while a soldering iron dangled from the shelf 

behind him. 

He loved robotics club in middle school and was searching for a similar 

niche in his first few weeks of high school. 

irvingclockvideo 

So he decided to do what he's always done: He built something. 

Ahmed's clock was hardly his most elaborate creation. He said he threw it 

together in about 20 minutes before bedtime on Sunday: a circuit board and 

power supply wired to a digital display, all strapped inside a case with a tiger 

hologram on the front. 

He showed it to his engineering teacher first thing Monday morning and 

didn't get quite the reaction he'd hoped for. 

"He was like, 'That's really nice,"' Ahmed said. "'I would advise you not to 

show any other teachers.'" 
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He kept the clock inside his school bag in English class, but the teacher 

complained when the alarm beeped in the middle of a lesson. Ahmed 

brought his invention up to show her afterward. 

"She was like, it looks like a bomb," he said. 

"I told her, 'It doesn't look like a bomb to me."' 

The teacher kept the clock. When the principal and a police officer pulled 

Ahmed out of sixth period, he suspected he wouldn't get it back. 

They led Ahmed into a room where four other police officers waited. He said 

an officer he'd never seen before leaned back in his chair and remarked: 

"Yup. That's who I thought it was." 

Ahmed felt suddenly conscious of his brown skin and his name - one of the 

most common in the Muslim religion. But the police kept him busy with 

questions. 

The bell rang at least twice, he said, while the officers searched his 

belongings and questioned his intentions. The principal threatened to expel 

him if he didn't make a written statement, he said. 

"They were like, 'So you tried to make a bomb?"' Ahmed said. 

"I told them no, I was trying to make a clock." 

"He said, 'It looks like a movie bomb to me."' 

Police skepticism 

Ahmed never claimed his device was anything but a clock, said police 

spokesman James McLellan. And police have no reason to think it was 

dangerous. But officers still didn't believe Ahmed was giving them the 

whole story. 

The embedded tweet will not display on this device. 
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"We have no information that he claimed it was a bomb," McLellan said. 

"He kept maintaining it was a clock, but there was no broader explanation." 

Asked what broader explanation the boy could have given, the spokesman 

explained: 

"It could reasonably be mistaken as a device if left in a bathroom or under a 

car. The concern was, what was this thing built for? Do we take him into 

custody?" 

Police led Ahmed out of MacArthur about 3 p.m., his hands cuffed behind 

him and an officer on each arm. A few students gaped in the halls. He 

remembers the shocked expression of his student counselor - the one "who 

knows I'm a good boy." 

Ahmed was spared the inside of a cell. The police sent him out of the 

juvenile detention center to meet his parents sh01ily after taking his 

fingerprints. 

They're still investigating the case, and Ahmed hasn't been back to school. 

His family said the principal suspended him for three days. 

"They thought, 'How could someone like this build something like this 

unless it's a threat?"' Ahmed said. 

The Scribd embed will not display on this device. 

An Irving ISD statement gave no details about the case, citing student 
"*'"':.'.':,·· 

privacy laws. But a letter addressed to "Parents/Guardians" and signed by 

MacArthur Principal Dan Cummings said Irving police had "responded to a 

suspicious-looking item on campus" and had determined that "the item ... did 

not pose a threat to your child's safety." 

'Invent good things' 

"He just wants to invent good things for mankind," said Ahmed's father, 

Mohamed Elhassan Mohamed, who immigrated from Sudan and 

retL11T1s there to run for president. '·But because his name is 

[ l. l think 111\' scr: mistreated.·· 
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Mohamed is familiar with anti-Islamic politics. He once made national 

headlines for debating a Florida pastor who burned a Quran. 

But he wasn't paying much attention this summer when Irving Mayor Beth 

Van Duyne became a national celebrity in anti-Islamic circles, fueling 

rumors in speeches that the religious minority was plotting to usurp 

American laws. 

However, the Council on American-Islamic Relations took note. 

"This all raises a red flag for us: how Irving's government entities are 

operating in the current climate," said Alia Salem, who directs the council's 

North Texas chapter and has spoken to lawyers about Ahmed's arrest. 

"We 're still investigating," she said, "but it seems pretty egregious." 

Meanwhile, Ahmed is sitting home in his bedroom, tinkering with old gears 

and electrical converters, pronouncing words like "ethnicity" for what 

sounds like the first time. 

He's vowed never to take an invention to school again. 
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It can happen here. @anildash · 15 Sep 2015 

I just chatted briefly with Ahmed's father & sister. They are very appreciative of 
everyone's support. 

t..• 347 • 725 

It can happen here. 0 
@anildash 

••• 

.!.+ Follow 

I expect they will have more to say tomorrow, 
but Ahmed's sister asked me to share this 
photo. A NASA shirt! 

RE TWEETS LIKES 
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INTHE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

DALLAS DIVISION 

MOHAMED ELHASSAN MOHAMED 
a/n/ffor AHMED MOHAMED, a minor 

Plaintiff, 

v. 

§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ Civil Action No. 3:16-CV-02283-L 
§ 

IRVING INDEPENDENT SCHOOL § 
DISTRICT; DANIEL CUMMINGS, in § 
his individual capacity; and CITY OF IRVING,§ 

Defendants. § 

JOINT APPENDIX IN SUPPORT OF DEFENDANTS DANIEL CUMMINGS'S AND 
IRVING INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT'S MOTIONS TO DISMISS AND 

MOTIONS TO STRIKE AND BRIEFS IN SUPPORT 

Tab Document Page(s) 

1. Declaration of Daniel Cummings 1 

2. Exhibit A 2-3 

3. Exhibit B 4-5 
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OF COUNSEL: 
Melisa E. Meyler 
mmeyler@thompsonhorton.com 
State Bar No. 24090122 

THOMPSON & HORTON LLP 

Respectfully submitted, 

/s/ Kathryn E. Long 
Kathryn E. Long 
klong@thompsonhorton.com 
State Bar No. 24041679 

Carlos G. Lopez 
clopez@thompsonhorton.com 
State Bar No. 12562953 

THOMPSON & HORTON LLP 
Ross Tower 
500 North Akard Street, Suite 2550 
Dallas, Texas 75201 
(972) 853-5115 - Telephone 
(972) 692-8334 - Facsimile 

3200 Southwest Freeway, Suite 2000 
Houston, Texas 77027 
(713) 554-6767 -Telephone 
(713) 583-8884 - Facsimile 

ATTORNEYS FOR DEFENDANTS 
DANIEL CUMMINGS AND IRVING 
INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that a true and conect copy of this document has been served upon 
counsel of record for Plaintiff via the Court's electronic filing system on this 11th day of 
October, 2016. 

Susan Hutchison 
509 Pecan St., Suite 201 
Fort W01ih, Texas 76102 

hutch@hsjustice.com 

/s/ Melisa E. Meyler 
Melisa E. Meyler 
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

DALLAS DIVISION 

MOHAMED ELHASSAN MOHAMED § 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 
§ 

a/n/f for A.M., a minor 
Plaintiff, 

v. Civil Action No. 3:16-CV-02283-L 

IRVING INDEPENDENT SCHOOL § 
DISTRICT; DANIEL CUMMINGS, in § 
his individual capacity; and CITY OF IRVING.§ 

Defendants. § 

DECLARATION OF DANIEL CUMMINGS 

1. My name is Daniel Cummings. I am over eighteen (18} years of age and am fully 
competent to testify to the matters stated in this declaration based upon my personal knowledge. 

2. I serve as the Principal of MacArthur High School for Irving Independent School 
District. Attached to this declaration are true and correct copies of a statement prepared by 
student A.M. in my presence on September 14, 2015 (Exhibit A), and an email sent on 
September 14, 2015, by a MacArthur High School assistant principal to student A.M. 's parent 
(Exhibit B). 

3. Exhibits A and B are student education records maintained by Irving lSD. It is 
the regular practice of Irving ISO to make these records. I am authorized by Irving !SD to 
authenticate these records. In accordance with court rules. the student's name on each record has 
been replaced by his initials. 

4. Pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1746, I declare under penalty of perjury that the foregoing 
is true and correct. 

1155255 2 
093990 000002 

~c --- : 
Daniel Cummings r 
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ID: 

Class/1 each er incident occurred:----·--

Write in your own words what happened: 

Is there anything you could have done differently? If so, what? 

I 

Is there anything else you want to communicilte about this incident? 

------~---

Student Signature Date 
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From: Patrick Smith <p:.rn1tlHi1~1rv1111;!):d.,1Ld" 
Date: September 111, 2015 at 7:::12:09 PM rn r 
To; 1 ',~h:~Lli.~ .. d« 11 

<~l.'.!1:._if.1 .• !tfl > 
Subject; Notice of Disciplinary Actlon··For the Parents of 

Dear Mr. Mohamed: 

A.M. 

As we discussed by phone this evening, I am writing lo inrorm you A.M. is $USpendcd 
OUT OF SCHOOL (055) from MacArthur HS and all Irving ISD district property arid <'vents cffectiw 

9/15/2015 - 9/17/2015 for violation of the 1150 SLurlent CodE? of Co11d11ct: 

Possession of Prohibited Items (page G) 

Before the end of the 055, I will contact you to schedule <l conference prior to his re1urn lo campus. 

Sincerely, 

Patrick 5rn:th 
Assi>t;:int f'rincip.11 (Studl'nts M NJ 
/Vlau\rthur High School 
/g72) bOO 72ll0 
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DANIEL CUMMINGS 
Principal 

September 15, 2015 

Dear Parents/Guardians, 

' IRVING 
Indcpmdcnt School District 

JOSE L. PARRA, Ed.D. 
Superintendent of Schools 

In Irving ISO and at MacA1thw- High School, your child's safety and well-being is always our 
top priority and we want to maintain open, honest and timely communication with you. If there 
was ever an imminent threat to your child, we would take immediate and necessary precautions, 
and we would infonn you immediately. 

While we do not have any tlu·eats to our school community, we want you to be aware that the 
Irving Police Department responded to a suspicious-looking item on campus yesterday. We are 
pleased to report that after the police department' s assessment, the item discovered at school did 
not pose a threat to your child's safety. 

Our school is cooperating fully with the ongoing police investigation, and we are handling the 
situation in accordance with the Irving ISO Student Code of Conduct and applicable laws. Please 
rest assured that we will always take necessary steps to keep our school as safe as possible. 

I recommend using this opp01tunity to talk with your child about the Student Code of Conduct 
and specifically not bringing items to school that are prohibited. Also, this is a good time to 
remind your child how imp01tant it is to immediately report any suspicious items and/or 
suspicious behavior they observe to any school employee so we can address it right away. We 
will always take necessary precautions to protect our students. 

Thank you for your understanding and support of MacA1thur High School as we do everything 
we can for your child's safety. 

Sincerely, 

Dan Cummings 

MacArthur High School 
3700 N. i'viacArthur, Irving, Texas 75062 I Tel. 972.600.7200 I Fax 972.261.2299 
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::: TIME 

©20 15 Time Inc. All rights reserved. 

NEWSFEED 

The 30 Most Influential Teens of 2015 

TIME Staff I Oct. 27, 2015 

To determine TIMEs annual list, we consider accolades across numerous fields, global 
impact through social media and overall ability to drive news. Here's who made this 
year's cut (ordered from youngest to oldest): 

Ahmed Mohamed, 14 

Not many people rnal<e national news by 
bringing a homemade clock to school. But 
the ninth grader's arrest, after teachers 
and authorities mistook said clock for a 
bomb, kicl<ed off a national debate over 
racial profiling-and a outpouring of 
support for Mohamed, who was 
personally invited to the White House by 
President Obama (who called his clock 
"cool"). In October, he accepted a full 
scholarship to a prestigious school in 
Qatar. -Daniel D'Addmio 
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September 16, 2015 
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Irving ISO Statement 

Unfortunately, the information that has been made public to this point is very unbalanced . We 

would provide additional factual information about the situation; however, we feel it's 

important to protect the student's right to privacy and we will abide by FERPA, the federal law 

that protects student information. If the family grants us written permission to release 

information, we will be happy to provide additional facts to the media at that time. 

In the meantime, we will continue to handle the situation in accordance with the Irving ISD 

Student Code of Conduct. 

The facts we can share at this time are: 

• On Monday, a MacArthur High School student was arrested on campus by the Irving 

Police Department. 

• School officials have been cooperating fully with the police investigation. 

We always ask our students and staff to immediately report if they observe any suspicious 

items and/or suspicious behavior. If something is out of the ordinary, the information should be 

reported immediately to a school administrator and/or the police so it can be addressed right 

away. 

We will always take necessary precautions to protect our students and keep our school 

community as safe as possible. 

### 

For more information, contact Lesley Weaver, Irving !SD Director of Communications 
lweaver@irvingisd.net, office: 972-600-5204, cell: 214-674-8037 

IRVING ISO 16-1012.1Page83 of 87 
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§ 46.08. Hoax Bombs, TX PENAL § 46.08 

Vernon's Texas Statutes and Codes Annotated 
Penal Code (Refs & Annos) 

Title 10. Offenses Against Public Health, Safety, and Morals (Refs & Annos) 
Chapter 46. Weapons (Refs &Annos) 

V.T.C.A., Penal Code§ 46.08 

§ 46.08. Hoax Bombs 

Currentness 

(a) A person commits an offense if the person knowingly manufactures, sells, purchases, transports, or possesses a hoax 
bomb with intent to use the hoax bomb to: 

(1) make another believe that the hoax bomb is an explosive or incendiary device; or 

(2) cause alarm or reaction of any type by an official of a public safety agency or volunteer agency organized to deal 
with emergencies. 

(b) An offense under this section is a Class A misdemeanor. 

Credits 

Added by Acts 1983, 68th Leg., p. 4831, ch. 852, § 3, eff. Sept. 1, 1983. Renumbered from V.T.C.A., Penal Code§ 46.09 
by Acts 1993, 73rd Leg., ch. 900, § 1.01, eff. Sept. I, 1994. 

V. T. C. A., Penal Code§ 46.08, TX PENAL§ 46.08 
Current through the end of the 2015 Regular Session of the 84th Legislature 

2016 
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CAUSE NO. DC-16-12579 

MOHAMED MOHAMED, § 
Individually AND on Behalf § 
of AHMED MOHAMED, a Minor § 

§ 
Plaintiff, § 

§ 
v. § 

§ 
THE BLAZE, INC.; GLENN BECK; § 
CENTER FOR SECURITY POLICY; § 
JIM HANSON; FOX TELEVISION § 
STATIONS, LLC; BEN FERGUSON; § 
BEN SHAPIRO; BETH VANDUYNE § 

§ 
Defendants. § 

IN THE JUDICIAL DISTRICT 

DALLAS COUNTY, TEXAS 

162Nn DISTRICT COURT 

AFFIDAVIT OF OLGA MARSHALL 

THE STATE OF TEXAS § 
§ 

COUNTY OF TRAVIS § 

"BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, on this day personally appeared Olga 
Marshall, known to me to be the person whose name is subscribed below and after having been 
duly sworn, on her oath stated as follows: 

1. "My name is Olga Marshall. I am over the age of 21 and am fully competent to 
make this affidavit. I have never been convicted of a felony. The facts stated in this affidavit are 
within my personal knowledge, which I have obtained in the course and scope of my 
employment and are true and correct. 

2. I am a paralegal employed by the law firm of Haynes and Boone, LLP. My firm 
represents Defendants KDFW FOX 4 and Ben Ferguson ("Defendants") in the above-styled and 
numbered cause. The matters set forth in this Affidavit are true and correct and within my 
personal knowledge. 

3. On October 12, 2016, an open records request asking for any documents, emails, 
press releases, reports that refer to Ahmed Mohamed, Mohamed Mohamed, or Eyman Mohamed 
was submitted. On October 13, 2016, this request was modified to exclude attorney-client 
privilege, litigation, or legal matter, and attorney work product documents. Defendants received 
a request for extension of time to produce documents on November 11, 2016. Defendants 
received a second request to extend time to produce documents on November 18, 2016. The 
documents attached as Exhibits D and F to Defendants' KDFW FOX 4 and Ben Ferguson's 
Motion to Dismiss Pursuant to Chapter 27 of the Texas Civil Practice & Remedies Code were 

16034997 2 



included in the materials produced by Irving ISD in response to Defendants' PIA request dated 
October 12, 2016 and modified on October 13, 2016. 

FURTHER AFFIANT SA YETH NOT." 

DA TED this ~~y of---+-'"-=--'"-1..1-'-__._,_,t..£+.,.->-#-

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN TO before me on this the 2 y of November, 2016. 

,,u11u,,~ 

~,~ ... ':Y.~,,,,,''-,,. LORI DENISE MITCHELL 
~f(*'{": ~Notary Public. State of Texas 
;;,; ...... ~+~f Comm. Expires 01-26-2019 

,, ~OF1"' '' 
''''""""'' Notary ID 1591307 

16034997 2 

~{L~1¥~~ 
Notary Publi~~ate of exas 

~· ~c& A/U_Me?/ 
Typed/Printed Name 

My Commission Expires: () ~ J-/?- 2t7 / J 
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